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P R E F A C E
Almost five years have passed since most of this report was written, and 
as expected many changes have occurred during the interim. During our survey 
and throughout this work we have called our area of investigation "the Libby reser ­
v o ir ."  Now the waters impounded behind Libby Dam are officially known as Lake 
Koocanusa. The route followed by State Highway 37 changed when the roadway was 
moved up out of the pool area. The town of Warland has disappeared, and the Unit­
ed States Forest Service Ranger Station that was located there has moved into new 
buildings at Canoe Gulch. Many of our artifacts are now displayed there. The town 
of Rexford has been relocated. New bridges, campgrounds, and recreation areas 
have appeared.
In several site descriptions I mention the Great Northern Railroad tracks. 
The rail route has changed too; trains now pass through a new long tunnel near Stry­
ker, follow down the Fisher River and approach the Kootenai River well downstream 
from the dam. The Great Northern Railroad has merged with other companies to 
become the Burlington Northern.
Archaeological salvage has hardly kept apace. A rapid survey by our crew 
in the Big Bend area of the Kootenai River, where a small regulating dam is pro­
posed, found other sites (Taylor 1969). Provision has not yet been made for their 
excavation. Mathews and Frost (1972) conducted a survey o f the old Kutenai trail 
along Graves Creek and supply a little more information on our site 24LN527. In 
Canada archaeological salvage operations are underway at several sites that are 
threatened by waters of Lake Koocanusa. Choquette has two brief preliminary re­
ports (1971; 1972) detailing his recent work. His discovery of multi-level sites 
likely will force reexamination of many of our conclusions.
Except for minor editing, the body of this report remains essentially as it 
was submitted to the National Park Service in 1969. However, the final chapter, 
which on rereading I found was totally inadequate, has been rewritten and incorpo­
rates some newer data. The original report included a series of U. S. G. S. Quad­
rangle maps on which the sites were located; it proved to be impractical to repro­
duce them in this publication.
Lest there be questions about the various spellings of the words "Kootenay," 
"Kootenai," and "Kutenai": the name for the river is "Kootenay" in Canada; after
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it crosses the International Boundary and flows into the United States, the spelling 
for the river's name becomes "Kootenai” ; "Kutenai" refers to the Indian tribe of 
that name. I have tried to be consistent in my usage throughout.
I extend by sincere appreciation to those individuals who have made this 
publication possible. Drawings were done by Suanne A. Smith. Donald A. Dodge 
did the field photography and also made some of the laboratory photographs. Labo­
ratory photography was also done by Elizabeth Chadwick and William Nettles.
A special "Thank you" to the long-suffering editor of this series, Susan R. 
Sharrock, who patiently endured through my prose and innumerable delays. It was 
she who prepared the manuscript and supervised its progress through the stages of 
publication.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
The new dam now being constructed by the United States Corps of Engineers 
17 mi. north of Libby, Montana will back up waters o f the Kootenai River for 90 mi. 
Forty-eight mi. o f the reservoir pool will lie within the United States, the remain­
der in Canada. When the pool reaches its maximum level, water will cover the riv­
er terrace sites of the Tobacco Plains and the towns of Rexford and Warland.
Experience has taught that most form er Indian habitation sites are located 
along the banks of streams. "This is due not only to the necessity of obtaining water 
but for the convenience of fishing, hunting, and the gathering of wild fruits, seeds, 
roots, and berries” (Shiner 1950:1). Hence, when the Libby reservoir pool is filled, 
archaeological sites located along the 90 mi. of the Kootenai River will have been in­
undated and thus destroyed.
In an act dated August 21, 1935 (Historic Sites Act), the United States Con­
gress declared that it was national policy to preserve historic, archaeological, and 
other significant materials for the benefit of the people. The same act authorized 
the National Park Service to conduct those researches deemed necessary to obtain 
accurate information about prehistoric materials within specified areas.
During the summer of 1950, a few years after the initial planning for con­
struction of the Libby Dam, the Smithsonian Institution, in cooperation with the Na­
tional Park Service, dispatched a River Basin Survey crew to make a brief archae­
ological reconnaissance in the proposed pool area. This crew located 11 sites evi­
dencing Indian occupation— enough data to indicate that more archaeological work 
should be done. The sites were numbered 24LN1 through 24LN3 and 24LN5 through 
24LN12, following the Smithsonian trinomial system o f nomenclature.
In the winter of 1965, after it became certain that the dam would be built, 
the regional archaeologist for the National Park Service contacted members of the 
Department of Anthropology at the University of Montana and requested that we sal­
vage the archaeological remains in the reservoir area. Subsequently, operating 
under a two-year contract with myself as director, a six-man crew began the recon­
naissance in the summer of 1966 by surveying the Kootenai River valley from  the 
dam site northward to the Canadian border. In Canada two brief surveys had been 
made in 1954 (Borden 1956).
During that first summer, our crew located 23 occupation or camp sites
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and excavated sampling trenches in most of them. These sites were located along 
the river terraces, some on benches 10 to 15 ft. above the channel, others on high
flats that afforded an excellent view of the river bottoms.
As the second part of our salvage project, the University’s crew returned
to the Kootenai River during the summer of 1967 to continue and expand the survey 
and to excavate the most promising occupational areas. In all, 28 sites were dis­
covered by our crews. The results of these two seasons' activities constitute the 
bulk of this report, although other data are considered in the interpretive section.
At the beginning of the reconnaissance, our crew attempted to become fa­
miliar with the nature of Kootenai archaeology by locating those sites which had 
been found and described by the Smithsonian’ s earlier survey party. During the in­
terim between 1950 and 1966, the Corps of Engineers had relocated the site where 
the dam was to be constructed, moving it several miles upstream. For this reason 
some habitation sites reported by the Smithsonian (Shiner 1950) were, as of 1966, 
located downstream from the dam and, thus, lay outside the area covered by our 
contract. One such site, 24LN10, was located along the eastern bank of the Koote­
nai River immediately north of its confluence with the Fisher River. The Smith­
sonian's report notes:
Site 24-LN-10 is located on a terrace that is being se­
verely eroded by the river. Burned and broken rocks as 
well as flakes, bones, and a few artifacts have been washed 
out of the bank. The site should be test pitted to determine 
if there is a concentration of cultural debris (Shiner 1950:7).
When we investigated this area, which we named the Fisher River site, we 
found it dotted with survey stakes. Sawyers had cut many of the trees. Field engi­
neers told us that as part of the relocation of the Libby-Rexford highway a new 
bridge was to be constructed across the Kootenai River there and that one of the ap­
proach roads would cut across the site.
We dug three test trenches into 24LN10 and found at least one Indian arti­
fact in each pit. Then we approached the Division Engineer of the Bureau of Public 
Roads and requested that archaeological salvage be done before the site was de­
stroyed.
Public Roads Policy and Procedure Memorandum 20-7, August 25, 1959, 
authorized the Bureau to provide for recovery of archaeological materials; hence, 
the Bureau entered into a project agreement with the University in order to salvage 
some of the prehistoric materials in the Fisher River site. The resident engineer 
in Libby cooperated fully by directing his contractors to work elsewhere until our 
sampling excavations were completed. We, in turn, finished our salvage as soon 
as possible in order not to unduly delay construction operations.
The Fisher River site is reported elsewhere (Taylor 1968), but it would be 
unrealistic to exclude it from consideration here. Our activities at the site are de­
scribed in the A R C H A E O LO G I C A L S IT E S section, and the artifacts recovered 
are incorporated as part of our total tool assemblage (see A R T I F A C T S ) .
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T h e  G e o l o g i c  B a c k g r o u n d
In western Montana, the Rocky Mountains consist o f a series of northwest­
trending ranges and valleys. In the survey area, two of these ranges, the rugged 
Purcell Mountains to the west of the Kootenai River and the Flathead Range to the 
east, were formed as the result of folding and faulting of the earth's crust and by 
batholithic intrusions. For many miles the Kootenai R iver’ s course flows along an 
ancient fault line. Throughout the region, the underlying strata are Pre-Cambrian 
sedimentary rocks of the Belt Series, mostly exposed in the canyon as thick beds of 
greenish-gray argillite, siliceous limestones, or shales.
Much of the present topography is the result of Pleistocene glaciation.
Vast ice sheets— as much as 3500 to 5000 ft. in thickness—have sculptured the land, 
recarving it again and again. The Cordilleran ice sheet, formed through coales­
cence of large piedmont glaciers in the Canadian mountains, pushed southward into 
the United States where it incorporated glaciers of local origin.
It [the Cordilleran ice sheet] lay between the Continen­
tal divide on the east and the Cascade Range on the west 
and extended south to about 47°30’ Latitude (Richmond et 
al. 1965:231).
In western Montana, one pre-Bull Lake glaciation, 
two stades of Bull Lake Glaciation, three stades of Pine- 
dale glaciation, and two stades of cirque Neo-glaciation 
are known (Richmond et al. 1965:242).
It seems likely that the last extensive ice, the Pinedale, withdrew something less 
than 12,000 years ago, although minor glaciation probably occurred later.
The Kootenai River and its tributaries, such as the Fisher River, are still 
actively down-cutting their beds through glacial deposits and through thick beds of 
silt which were deposited in Glacial Lake Kootenai. According to Alden (1953:150­
51), this lake was caused by fluctuations in the ice cover: ” . . . it is evident that 
when the front of the last glacier was melted northward along the Purcell Trench, 
water was ponded in the valley of the Kootenai." The ponding action allowed for the 
accumulation o f the thick silt beds that are visible in the river canyons. Otherwise, 
"Cenozoic deposits of lacustrine and silt and clay, glaciofluvial gravel, and recent 
alluvium fill the Kootenai Valley" (Dariinton 1965:14).
The Kootenai River, which carries more water in Montana than the Missou­
ri River, derives its characteristic color from  its load of glacial silt. In cutting 
down to its present bed, the river has left a series of terraces high above its pres­
ent course. Indian occupation sites are present on many of these terraces.
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Climate
Climate in the Kootenai Valley is quite similar to a Pacific Maritime type, 
but continental effects (cold winter, warm summer) exist for at least a few days 
every year (Table 1). Winters are not as wet in this area as on the Pacific coast, 
but, in relation to latitude, they are not very cold— January temperatures average 
21.7° at Rexford, 22° at Libby. In the summer, several hot (95° or warmer), 
clear, sunny days occur each year. The effects of warm summer days are some­
what alleviated by occasional thunderstorms and by nighttime cooling:
For example, although Libby maximums average 89.7° 
in July, minimums average only 45 .2°. Really cold win­
ter days are much less common than the warm days of 
midsummer. At Libby, for example, temperatures 
reach as cold as 0° F. only 12 days in an average year.
The fairly common large daily differences between high 
and low temperatures show up, however, in fairly short 
growing seasons for tender vegetation— as a result, most 
natural vegetation is of hardy types. Again at Libby, the 
average 32° freeze-free season runs 79 days, from June 
8 to August 27. . . . Freeze free seasons are shorter than 
those at Libby in most of the lateral valleys branching off 
from the Kootenai River (Darlinton 1965:5).
Winters are somewhat cloudy; in the valleys snowfall averages 50-60 in. 
in depth, but in the mountains heavy snows may result in the accumulation of up to 
several hundred inches. Rugged mountains shelter the area from most really de­
structive winds and give protection from the cold waves that sometimes sweep down 
out of Canada.
TABLE 1
CLIMATIC DATA, KOOTENAI RIVER VALLEY*
Station
Record
High
Record
Low
Average Temperature 
January July Annual
Yearly Average 
Precipitation
Libby 109° -44° 22° 67 .5° 45. 2° 18.47 in.
Rexford 109° -39° 21.7° 66.9° 44. 3° 16. 37 in.
* (Darlinton 1965:6)
Because elevation ranges from nearly 8000 ft. on the higher peaks to ap­
proximately 2100 ft. in the river valley, significant climatic variations exist within 
short distances. Temperature and precipitation differences on opposing mountain
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slopes account for the variety of soil and climatic types found on different hillsides.
Run-off from spring rains, together with the melting snowpack, often 
causes streams to overflow their channels. In some years, the Kootenai flows at 
flood stage until well into July.
Soils
The area is covered with material that has been picked up, mixed, and re­
deposited either by ice or by water. Variations in soils result from alterations of 
geologic materials throughout time by climate and by living organisms, especially 
vegetation. Soil groups represented in the Kootenai River valley are: alluvial, 
chestnut, chernozem, solodized-solonetz, and gray wooded soils. .
Alluvial soils (Entisols) are young. They occur usually 
in small areas along streams and may be flooded periodi­
cally. The only development that has occurred in these 
soils is the darkening of the surface by an accumulation of 
organic matter. The material below the surface is essen­
tially the same as it was at the time of deposition. . . .
Chestnut and Chernozem soils (Mollisols) have a dark 
surface soil, usually a clayey, prismatic subsoil and a 
lime accumulation at 10-25 inches below the surface. . . .
Solodized-Solonetz soils (Natrustolls) generally occur 
in small areas in association with Chestnut soils. They 
are characterized by thin platy surface soils over dense 
hard clay-pan subsoils. The upper part of the subsoil o f­
ten has a light-colored (bleached) zone 1-4 inches thick.
. . .These soils often occur as "Slick spots," "Scab land" 
or "M icro p its ." These show up under cultivation in all 
but the wettest years as spots— shorter plants surrounded 
by taller ones on the adjacent soils. . . .
Gray Wooded soils (Alfisols) occur principally in the 
mountain regions. . . . The vegetation consists mainly of 
coniferous forests. A dark surface layer of less than 4 
inches may be present just under the forest litter. In the 
absence of the dark layer, a light gray to white zone 4 to 
12 inches thick lies just beneath the litter. The subsoil— 
a mixture of surface soil and substratum—may extend to 
depths of 3-4 feet (Darlinton 1965:6-7).
Sites along the lowest terrace (e.g . , 24LN10 and 24LN502) are in alluvial 
soils. Chestnut and chernozem soils, with associated solodized-solonetz soil areas, 
are found only in the Tobacco Plains region. Gray wooded soils cover the slopes of 
the canyon and some high terraces.
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N a t u r a l  R e s o u r c e s
Much of the Kootenai River valley is covered by dense timber. Large sec­
tions of the region have been logged or burned within fairly recent times; hence, a 
significant part of the present forest is second-growth. Long-time residents re­
port that formerly the forests were extremely dense (Shiner 1950:3). Principal 
trees are western yellow pine, lodgepole pine, western white pine, douglas fir, 
englemann spruce, western larch, hemlock, and western red cedar. Unless they 
have been cleared, the river bottoms are dense, almost impenetrable, thickets of 
conifers, cottonwoods, alders, hawthorns, and innumerable shrubs.
The river valley contains large numbers of edible berries or tubers; for 
example, we identified a total of 14 edible plants growing on the Fisher River site 
alone. We know from ethnological and historical reports that Indians living in the 
area used plant foods as an important part of their diet. The following list contains 
those edible plants found on or near most occupation sites, but is not intended to 
represent all plant foods that are present in the Kootenai River country.
According to Turney-High (1941:33-34), the flora having most importance 
to the Kutenai tribesmen were these five:
1) Bitterroot (Lewisia rediviva). The tubers were roasted, with black 
moss, in pits. Distribution of bitterroot in the Kutenai area was limited to the 
more arid regions around Fort Steele and the Tobacco Plains.
2) Camas (Camassia quamash and C. esculenta). Camas grows in moister 
ground than bitterroot, but it was roasted in the same way. Baked camas can be 
kept for two years without change in flavor or quality.
3) Choke cherry (Prunus melanocarpa). These were eaten right off the 
bush or spread on a robe to dry in the sun. Dried fruit was stored for winter use.
4) Huckleberry (Vaccinium ovalifolium). The Kutenai Indians probably 
valued huckleberries most highly of all berries. Malouf (1952a:18) reports that 
these people had favorite collecting areas for huckleberries: "One of these locali­
ties was in the vicinity of West Fisher, south of Libby, Montana. "
5) Serviceberry (Amelanchier alnifolia). These berries are somewhat 
mealy to the taste, but when dried they could be pounded for use in the making of 
high quality pemmican.
Other plants and their uses included:
1) Eldeibeiry (Sambucus pubens). Elderberries are very nutritious, hav— 
ing a high fat and protein, as well as carbohydrate, content. Elderberries were 
quite numerous along the lowest river terrace.
2) Hawthorn (Crataegus rivularis). Hawthorn fruits are very high in sugar 
content, but low in fats and proteins. The fruit hangs onto the bush during the fro ­
zen winter months and thus was an important winter food source.
3) Kinnikinnick (Arctostaphylos uva-ursi). The berries are edible and re­
main on the plant all winter, but they were considered only as emergency food 
(Turney-High 1941:35). They become sweet after boiling. Often the leaves of kinni­
kinnick plants were dried and mixed with tobacco, then smoked by the Indians.
4) Nodding Onion (Allium cernuum). The tuber can be eaten raw or used
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as a condiment in the cooking of meat or roasting of camas.
5) Oregon grape (Mahonia repens). Ripe berries can be eaten raw, but 
they are quite sour.
6) Raspberry (Rubus idaeus). These berries are sweet and also nutri­
tious.
7) R ed-osier dogwood (Cornus sericea). The fruits are edible and can be 
eaten raw. The stem wood is very strong and was used by Indians in the making of 
bows (Craighead, Craighead, and Davis 1963:134). The bark of red dogwood was 
used in a mixture with kinnikinnick to make smoking material.
8) Sego lily (Calochortus nuttallii). The boiled sego lily bulb tastes som e­
what like potato, or when dried it can be ground into meal.
9) Snowberry (Symphoricarpos racem osus). This plant has edible berries, 
although they are not too tasty. ' ’Indians made a decoction for colds by pounding and 
steeping the roots” (Sweet 1962:31).
10) Strawberry (Fragaria vesca). Wild strawberries possess a flavor and 
sweetness not found in the cultivated varieties. The leaves can be brewed into a 
tea-like beverage.
11) Thimbleberry (Rubus parviflorus). Thimbleberries have a somewhat 
acrid taste but are easily found and picked.
Turney-High (1941:26-27,44-45) lists the following local mammals, birds, 
and fish as either being used extensively for food by the Kutenai Indians or appear­
ing in their folklore: 1) bighorn or mountain sheep (Ovis canadensis), 2) rocky 
mountain goat (Mazama montana), 3) black bear (Euarctos americanus), 4 and 5) 
grizzly bear and brown bear (Ursus arctos). 6) moose (A lces americanus), 7) wood­
land caribou (Rangifer caribou), 8) black-tailed or mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus), 
9) white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus), 10) coyote (Canis latrans), 11) wolf 
(Canis lupus), 12) lynx (Lynx canadensis), and 13) wapiti or elk (Cervus canadensis). 
Muskrats and gophers were sometimes eaten, but never dogs. The birds on which 
the Indians relied heavily for food were: 1) grouse, several form s of Bonasa, or 
ruffed grouse, 2) spruce partridge, western form , or fool hen (Canachites canaden­
sis), 3) ptarmigan, at higher altitudes, 4) goose, several form s, 5) brant (Branta 
bem icla ), and 6) ducks, many form s. Fish taken by the Kutenai were: 1) bull 
trout, 2) cut-throat trout (Salmo clarkii), 3) sturgeon (Acipenser, sp.) 4) whitefish 
(Coregonus), 5) squaw-fish, ”not taken except by the very hungry” (Turney-High 
1941:45), and 6) suckers (Catostomus).
Food resources within the Kootenai River valley were supplemented by 
salmon from the Columbia River country, antelope and bison from  the Plains east 
of the Rocky Mountains, and camus and bitterroot from  adjacent areas.
A b o r i g i n a l  O c c u p a n t s
The Kutenai Indians considered the Kootenai River country to be their home­
land. Although ethnologists and historians have been puzzled by the origin of these 
people, the Kutenai themselves believe that since creation they have always lived
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there.
According to a Kutenai legend, the Supreme Being, Kwilka nupi'ka, created 
a number of powerful spirit beings who were to prepare the earth for the coming of 
mankind. These spirits, sometimes in human form, other times in the form of 
supernatural animals, devised weapons for man to use and destroyed those monsters 
which might be dangerous to people.
The kindly giant, Nalmu’ktsin [who left rivers behind him 
wherever he crawled] left his home near Kootenai Lake to 
give names to the various places along the Kootenai River, 
where the people would later make their homes (Schaeffer 
1949:2-3).
Once they had prepared the way, the spirits assumed their animal forms 
and departed. As they left, the first men, the Kutenai, appeared in canoes. Yet 
the spirits could return, sometimes visible only in visions, to impart supernatural 
power to worthy Kutenai supplicants.
The earliest and most important center, the MBig V illage,” was located 
near the river at the Tobacco Plains below the present International Boundary 
(Turney-High 1941:19). The occupants, the ” People-of-the-P lace-of-the-F lying- 
Head, ” are considered by many Kutenai to be the oldest and parental Kutenai 
group. From the Big Village, bands moved northward and southward along the 
Kootenai River; those downstream from the present site of Libby became the Lower 
Kutenai, those north of Libby the Upper Kutenai. Later, another band of the tribe 
moved southward and located near the site of the form er town of Jennings, Montana. 
Subsequently, this band split; some members moved a short distance downstream to 
the location of present-day Libby.
H i s t o r i c a l  S k e t c h
Two of David Ihompson's men, LeBlanc and LaGasse, may have been the 
fii st white men to enter Kootenai River country. Thompson ventured westward into 
the Rocky Mountains in October of 1800. There he met several Kutenai Indians and 
returned with them through Blackfeet territory to Rocky Mountain House on the Sas­
katchewan River. When the Kutenai returned to their homes, Thompson sent two 
Fiench-Canadian trappers to winter with the Indians in the trans-mountain country 
and secure the trade for the Northwest Company. These men, LeBlanc and LaGasse, 
apparently spent five winters, through 1805, with the Kutenai, returning with them 
each year to trade at Rocky Mountain House. According to Kutenai oral tradition, 
the men weie killed by them because they believed (erroneously) that the white men 
had betrayed them to Assiniboine raiders (Schaeffer 1966a:2-8).
In 1808, the Northwest Fur Company sent David Thompson to explore the 
Columbia River drainage and establish trade with the western Indians. He left Win­
nipeg with his paity and followed the north fork of the Saskatchewan River in Canada,
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crossed the Rocky Mountains, then descended the Kootenai River into present-day 
Montana. On May 5, 1808, Thompson and his men camped on the flat just above the 
mouth of Fisher River. It is quite possible that they may have camped on the Fisher 
River site (24LN10).
In October of 1808, Thompson sent Finan McDonald with a load of goods to 
establish a trading post among the Indians on the Kootenai River. McDonald and his 
companions established temporary winter quarters and a trading post on the river 
bank nearly opposite the present town of Libby. Three years later, a more perma­
nent post was erected on the west bank of the Kootenai by McDonald and Nicholas 
Montour. This post, named Fort Kootenay, was located opposite the mouth of the 
Fisher River (White 1950:11). We suspect that the Smithsonian's site 24LN2 (Shiner 
1950:16) may be where this post once stood.
After absorbing the Northwest Company in 1821, the Hudson's Bay Company 
continued to operate Fort Kootenay, placing Edward Berland in charge of the post. 
About 1846 Berland moved the fort northward to the Tobacco Plains to a site located 
about 5 mi. south of the present Canadian border. After that time Fort Kootenay 
was moved several tim es, being located at different times on either side of the river 
and either side of the International Boundary. The fort was last established in Can­
ada where it later became Fort Steele (Johnson 1950:14).
Father DeSmet visited the Kutenai Indians in 1843. By 1859 a significant 
number of gold prospectors and settlers began to appear along the Kootenai River.
In 1866 a small group of miners was attacked by Kutenai warriors just a few miles 
north of the present town of Libby (Johnson 1958:10-12). During the 1870's, al­
though prospecting continued, the Kootenai country was left largely to the Indians:
The Jennings band of Kootenais, the only one with a 
home village in the Libby-Troy vicinity, had already moved 
out to Flathead Lake following the Stevens treaty of 1855.
But members of all the bands, and the visitors from  neigh­
boring tribes, passed up and down the Kootenai trails on 
foot or horseback, or by canoe on the river. Evidences 
o f their camps— arrowheads and chipped flint, stone tools, 
and blackened and cracked rocks of sweat-bath sites— were 
found by early settlers on almost every little river side 
flat of the Libby-Troy locality. . .(Johnson 1958:15).
Robert Gregg, the first white man to arrive at the site of Troy in 1890, 
described it thusly:
There was nothing there but Indian teepee poles, that 
particular ground having been used by the Indians year af­
ter year when getting their fish and deer meat supplies 
for the long winter (Johnson 1958:18).
By 1884 most of the Kutenai tribesmen had withdrawn to Canada where a
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Reserve was established for them about 1887.
In 1891 construction of the Great Northern Railroad line between Kalispell 
and Libby had been completed to the Kootenai River. At the mouth of Fisher River 
a construction camp for railroad workers was established which later became the 
town of Jennings, Montana.
The railroad at Jennings created an opportunity for the settlers there to 
establish up-river trade with settlers in the Tobacco Plains country and with the 
miners at Fort Steele in Canada. In 1892 the first steamboat to navigate the waters 
of the Kootenai River was launched at Jennings. This boat was built by Walter Jones 
and Captain Harry Depew on Mr. Jones’s homestead, which was located along the 
bank of the Kootenai about 200 yd. above the mouth of Fisher River. Mr. Jones's 
homestead likely included the locale of one of our sites (24LN10). The remains 
of mooring piers and loading ramps still visible at the site during our survey may 
date from this time. This first steamboat was named the "Annerly"; it ran success­
fully until 1897, when it was sold tc the Intemation Transportation Company.
Jennings served as headquarters for the steamboat trade on the Kootenai 
River until the early 1900’s. During this period a number of boats were in opera­
tion, including the ’ ’Annerly,” the ’ ’Gwendoline,” the ’ ’Ruth,” the "Fool Hen,” the 
"L ibby ,” the "North Star,” the "R ustler,” and the ” J. D. F e rre l.” Boats operated 
from May into October. During late autumn when the channel was not deep enough 
for the large boats, a smaller craft, the "White Swan,” was poled up and down the 
river. The town of White’ s Landing, on the Tobacco Plains, came into existence as 
a stop for boats plying up and down the river (Johnson 1950:78).
About 1900 the Great Northern Railroad extended its line from Jennings 
northward to the coal mines in British Columbia at Fem ie. Lusty brawling new 
towns grew up along the railroad, such as Rexford and, farther north, Hayden and 
Gateway on the Tobacco Plains. But, the extension of the rails brought an end to 
river traffic. The steamboats, all except the "Gwendoline,” were dismantled and 
shipped to other waters. The "Gwendoline” steamed for Kootenay Lake but was de­
stroyed when, during an attempt to portage it around the rapids, it fell off flatcars 
into the gorge below Kootenai Falls.
The end of steamboat traffic meant loss in trade at Jennings, and the little 
town became deserted in the following years. Conditions at the new town of Hayden 
declined rapidly, and the U. S. Post Office there was discontinued in 1905. Gate­
way waned but continued to exist until the Great Northern discontinued the Fem ie 
lun and pulled up its tracks in 1936. Then the United States Custom House moved 
from Gateway to Roosville, and Gateway was practically abandoned.
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A R C H A E O L O G I C A L  S I T E S
The Kootenai River valley was a difficult area to survey. In long sections 
of the river canyon the terrain slopes steeply down to streambed. In some in­
stances road cuts or railroad beds carved into the face of the slopes have modified 
original land surfaces; but there the precipitous nature of the slopes would fairly 
well have excluded them as habitation sites. The valley also includes sizeable ex­
panses of relatively flat river terraces at various elevations above the present 
stream channel. These terraces represent old streambeds which were left by the 
meanderings of the Kootenai as it cut down through glacial and lake deposits to its 
present grade.
The more level grounds on terraces are likely spots for Indian occupation 
sites, but they are areas now occupied by ranches or hayfields. Also, many ter­
races are covered with mixed forests or dense, almost impenetrable, thickets of 
shrubs. The ground is covered with thousands of low bushy plants, such as Oregon 
grape, wild rose, and huckleberry, or with thistles, grasses, or other flora which 
form  a mantle effectively obscuring the surface. Bare earth is rarely visible; even 
between plants the ground is covered with recently deposited organic material, 
leaves, needles, or  wood. While surveying, one had the uncomfortable feeling that 
he might be walking over dozens of aboriginal campsites and never know it. Spoil 
dirt near the entrances of rodent holes often provided the only clue to subsurface 
materials.
Some terraces have been plowed, probably several times, and are now 
covered by one of the hay grasses ( e .g . , timothy) or alfalfa. Rodent holes are 
more visible in such cultivated fields. Plowing in some instances has turned up 
fire-cracked rocks, bits of bone, and charcoal; however, plowing or harrowing not 
only unearths such material but also tends to scatter it over broad areas.
Survey activities involved five, sometimes six, men who walked over the 
entire area which will lie within the Libby reservoir pool. Surveying consisted of 
a physical search for evidences o f aboriginal occupation on the ground’ s surface. 
Edges of the river bank were checked continually for materials that might be re ­
vealed in faces of the steep (in places, vertical) river cut.
As part of our investigations we stopped and talked with local people when­
ever it was possible, requesting their knowledge of sites or information about Indian
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artifacts. We examined the few small local collections, recorded data, and followed 
out leads.
In all instances, both during the survey and subsequent excavations, our 
control maps were: U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Seattle District, Kootenai 
Reservoir 1961, District File No. E-53-1-39.
In the following reports the archaeological sites are presented in numeri­
cal order, except for those instances in which certain sites are thought to be relat­
ed to one another even though they might not be consecutively numbered. Locations 
of all sites are shown in Fig. 2. Within the text, all site locations are given in ref­
erence to the Montana Principal Meridian. Artifacts recovered are described in 
detail in the A R T I F A C T S  section.
S i t e s  D i s c o v e r e d  D u r i n g  the  1950 S m i t h s o n i a n  S u r v e y
The map in the Smithsonian's 1950 survey report shows seven sites within 
the reservoir pool area. Unfortunately the field maps and notes of that survey have 
been lost, and the map scale in the published report is so small as to be almost 
useless. It should be pointed out too that 16 years elapsed between that survey and 
the survey by the University of Montana. At any rate, we were not successful in 
relocating all of the Smithsonian's sites.
2 4 LN5
On the map in the Smithsonian report this site appears to be located across 
the river and about 2 mi. downstream from Rexford. Neither the site nor its sur­
roundings are described; it ". . . showed no indications of archaeological materials 
on the surface but the property owners reported finding two burials there" (Shiner 
1950:7). According to its approximate location on the Smithsonian map, this site 
could correspond to our site 24LN513, Hammon's Gardens; however, Mr. Hammon, 
a long-time resident, did not know of the burials. Also, we found some scattered 
chipped stone artifacts on the surface of 24LN513, so it seems probable that our 
site and the Smithsonian's are not the same. Because we were uncertain as to 
whether or not we had found 24LN5, we gave the area on Hammon's farm our own 
site number.
2 4 LN6
No discussion whatsoever of this site appears in the Smithsonian report. 
From its location on the sketch map it seems possible that our site 24LN509, at 
Parsnip Creek, refers to the same occupation area.
2 4 LN7
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The site is described briefly in the Smithsonian's report:
Site 24-LN-7 is the form er location of a Jesuit mission 
which was founded in the 1840’ s but moved to Canada in 
1863 when the international boundary was established. It 
is reputed to be a form er habitation and burial site of the 
Indians (Shiner 1950:7).
The site is located on the Tobacco Plains north of Lake Liverm ore—now 
not much more than a shallow pond. Immediately north of the lake the terrain is 
relatively flat (elevation near 2290 ft .) but slopes gradually northward and eastward 
for approximately 3/8 mi. There the surface slopes abruptly upward to a long gen­
tly sloping terrace some 15 to 20 ft. higher.
In reference to the Jesuit m ission, Johnson (1950:14) states:
Some describe the location of the chapel as ’ ’the banks of 
the Kootenai” but Johnny Campbell and others definitely 
place it on Liverm ore Lake (not far from the river), and 
it was here that pioneer Will Leonard noted in the early 
’90’ s the remains of a cabin with a large wooden cross 
tumbled to earth; the cross had been put together with 
handwrought nails.
This historian says that the church buildings were occupied briefly by Hudson's Bay 
Company traders after the priests moved the mission farther north. Mrs. Guy 
Brock, one of our informants, maintained that she had talked with the man who 
burned the old church and the cross. She also located the old mission in the flat 
close to Lake Liverm ore, tjut she said that the entire area has been plowed ’ ’many 
times. "
In our surface search in this area we found one triangular com er-notched 
projectile point (Type SCa2 , see A R T IF  A C T S) and one large trimmed flake which 
might have served as a cleaver or chopper. We excavated three test trenches (5 ft. 
sq. and 2 ft. deep) at likely spots in the flat near the lake but found nothing more.
Another aged informant, Mrs. Jesse M orrison, claimed that the mission 
had been located on the higher terrace more than 1/4 mi. north of Lake Liverm ore. 
She said that a Kutenai Indian village occupied the northern lake shore and that as a 
child she used to pick up ’ ’beads and things” there. The present property owner al­
so thought that the chapel had been built on the higher ground.
Subsequently, we excavated three test trenches at the second possible m is­
sion site, but again we found nothing in the ground. Nothing remains on the surface 
to indicate either the location of the chapel or that of the cemetary— if there was one.
This immediate area seems to have had ritual significance for the Indians, 
perhaps because of burials there or perhaps because the oldest villages were there. 
Johnson (1950:58-59) reports:
. . .just above Livermore Lake and the site of the old 
mission and burying ground, and near where the Indian
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tobacco gardens used to be, homesteader Charles Shelden, 
who first broke the soil here, was haunted in his plough­
ing by a small group of Kootenais that appeared mysteri­
ously from anywhere. All day long as he and his horses 
and his plough turned up the earth round the field inside 
the new fence, the Indians followed at a little distance, 
making strange ceremonious motions over and over, and 
chanting. . . .
2 4 LN8
On the sketch map this site appears to be located just north of the conflu­
ence of the Tobacco and Kootenai rivers. The Smithsonian’ s report indicates that 
more artifacts were found on the surface of this site than of any other.
The site is on a flat terrace and has a sandy deposit aver­
aging three feet in depth. The owners of the property re­
ported that over fifty projectile points had been found 
there in recent years (Shiner 1950:6-7).
This entire region is now alfalfa and hay fields. Although our crew searched 
diligently for this site, we were unable to find any surface indications of its presence. 
Members of the family now living on the ranch were not aware that Indian artifacts 
had been found nearby and were unable (although willing) to help us.
2 4 LN9
Based on the Smithsonian map it appears that this site is located slightly 
less than a mile north of 24LN8. The site is described as: ” . . . similar in appear­
ance to 24-LN-8 but slightly inferior, and has been partially destroyed by gravel 
pits” (Shiner 1950:7).
Removal of gravel from this area has continued, and it is likely that this 
site has long since disappeared— if not, we were unable to relocate it.
2 4 LN1 1
This site is probably located near Rexford, but it is not discussed at all in 
the report of the earlier survey. Old time residents in Rexford, who remembered 
the Smithsonian crew, were not able to tell us its location. We were not able to re­
locate this site.
24LN 12
This site apparently is located on the west bank of the Kootenai somewhere 
near the mouth of Gold Creek. It is described:
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Site 24-LN-12 indicated four strata of ashes. An erod­
ed bank exposed a fill of silt approximately six feet in 
depth, and a few artifacts were found weathered out of the 
bank. The ashy soil had the appearance of hearth remains 
but was not concentrated in fireplaces (Shiner 1950:7-8).
This is the only site mentioned in the Smithsonian's report which seemed 
likely to contain deeply buried cultural remains. We made a brief search for the 
site at the beginning of our activities but failed to find it. During our second year, 
after failing to locate deep subsurface materials at any of our sites, we returned 
and made an intensive search for 24LN12. Again we were unable to find it. It is 
possible that the eroded bank collapsed and washed away at sometime during the in­
terval between surveys.
2 4 L N 1 0 ,  F i s h e r  R i v e r  Si t e  
Location: NW 1/4, Sec. 16, T30N, R29W
The Fisher River site is located on a long relatively narrow terrace which 
lies along the eastern bank of the Kootenai River approximately 500 ft. north of its 
confluence with the Fisher River (Figs. 3 and 4). The terrace is relatively flat, 
between 2130 and 2135 ft. in elevation; it narrows rapidly toward the north. The 
site is a little more than 1/4 mi. in length and about 300 ft. in width at its southern 
end.
The Great Northern Railroad crosses the site along the easternmost edge 
of the site area. Construction of the railroad most likely did not destroy much of 
the cultural mateiial, for the railbed is actually cut into the upslope rising east­
ward away from the terrace. It appears that at one time a channel of the Kootenai 
River flowed against the base of the slope. Fill for the railroad bed has partially 
filled this old channel, although a depression some 2 to 3 ft. deep is still present 
along the southeastern boundary of the site.
A wiie fence crosses the northern end of the terrace; beyond this the 
ground is covered by dense brush thickets. The site’ s southern end, nearest the 
Fisher River, is covered by pine forest and dense vegetation. Most of the terrace 
is relatively open and looks as though it may have been cleared—perhaps for use as 
a homestead or boat dock. There is no indication that the site has ever been plowed; 
the size of the terrace would hardly warrant planting crops.
Many old stumps still stand in the southern half of the site. It is possible 
that these were left by cutters who were felling wood for steamboats on the river.
The diameters of some of the stumps suggest that the logs, unless split, would have 
been too large to use in building a house. It may be that the area was logged for 
timber by one of the lumber operations in the area.
In the northern half of the site are three depressions which may indicate 
the positions of former buildings (Fig. 5). The largest depression is rectangular 
in outline and measures 17 ft. by 12 ft. The floor of the depression is 2 ft below 
the surface of the surrounding ground. Along the eastern side and at the southeast
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Fig. 4. Sketch map, Fisher River site (24LN10).
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corner of the rectangle, earth, perhaps that taken from inside the structure, forms 
a mound almost 3 1/2 ft. high. This depression may be all that remains of a house
or shed.
The second depression is asymmetrical in outline with an adjoining shallow 
trench or entryway. The main depression is roughly six-sided with a maximum 
width of 12 ft. What appears to have been an entry passage adjoins the main depres­
sion at the southwestern end; it measures 5 ft. in width and 6 ft. in length. The 
floor of the depression is 4. 2 ft. below the surrounding terrain. Although it is only 
conjecture, this may be the remains of a root cellar.
A third smaller depression lies between the remains of the larger struc­
tures and somewhat to the east of them. This smaller outline is nearly 3 ft. sq. 
and 1. 5 ft. deep. This hole probably represents where a privy or outhouse once
stood.
At the western edge of the terrace along the bank of the river, two trench­
like cuts slope from the terrace to the river (Fig. 5). The largest of these is lo ­
cated near the middle of the site and is 20 ft. wide. The length of the trench mea­
sures 45 ft. ; its floor slopes from the terrace surface downward to the water’ s edge 
where it lies 12 ft. below the level of the bench. Several feet of steel cable lie 
mostly buried in the earth within this trench and run into the river.
The second trench is somewhat smaller than the first, being only 15 ft. 
long. It is 12 ft. in width at terrace level but widens to 15 ft. at the edge of the riv­
er bank. It slopes steeply from the terrace flat to the river ’s edge some 12 ft. be­
low. This trench also is located near the center of the terrace, some 80 ft. south 
of the larger cut.
It is likely that both of these cuts were used somehow in the steamboat 
operations on the river. Perhaps these ramps were used for loading and unloading 
boats. The fact that the inclined cuts are located just west of the building depres­
sions may indicate that the ramps and buildings were in use at the same time.
At the northern end of the site two large posts are imbedded in the river 
bank (Fig. 5). These are buried several feet into the ground and project 4 ft. above 
ground surface. The posts are 15 in. or more in dia. , large enough to indicate a 
use requiring strength and rigidity. They are situated about 55 ft. apart and may 
have been used as anchor posts to secure a steamboat at dock.
Everywhere on the terrace we found evidence of occupation by white men.
A large piece of tin lay in the grass; ground litter included many pieces of sawed 
lumber, nails, rusting tin cans, and an occasional piece of glass. Disc washers 
and bone buttons were found during excavations.
We established as our control an arbitrary, 1200 f t . , north (magnetic)- 
south running baseline approximately at the center of the site. We placed wooden 
stakes along this line at 50 ft. intervals. Features, both man-made and natural, 
were located and plotted on a plane table. Figure 5 is a reduction of our field map.
Our excavations consisted of 13 test trenches, each a minimum of 5 ft. sq. 
These trenches were randomly distributed except for the fact that our digging tended 
to be concentrated along the western edge of the site since those pits nearest the 
river contained greater numbers of artifacts. Three trenches (Trenches 1, 4 , and
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Fig. 5. Location of features and trenches, Fisher River site (24LN10)
12) were excavated to a size larger than 5 ft. sq. in order to follow out features or 
intriguing leads.
Trench 1 was initiated at the very edge of the terrace bank. It was dug to 
a depth of 4 ft. to verify our observations in the river cut that evidences of human 
activity did not extend more than 18 in. below the surface. Trenches 2 and 3, lo ­
cated on the terrace 20 ft. or more from the edge of the bank, were excavated to 
depths of 30 in. In all other pits excavation was extended to 28 to 30 in. below the 
surface, i . e . , until we were sure that the lowest stratum was sterile sandy soil 
well below the occupation levels. All earth from inside the trenches was put 
through a 3/8-in. screen.
It appears that at one time a channel of the Kootenai at this location flowed 
about 200 ft. east of its present course against the base of the steep slope. The 
depression along the site's eastern edge appeared to be an old channel, and the ter­
race itself is composed of fluvium.
During flood stage the river now erodes the edge of the terrace. The 
stratigraphic column diagrammed in Fig. 6 was exposed along the full length of the 
river-cut vertical bank which forms the site's western edge. Our excavations veri­
fied the upper part of this column.
Stratum 1. The lowest stratum, apparently underlying the entire site, 
was a thick (10 to 11 ft.) layer of brownish-gray sandy silt. This level contained 
numerous cobbles, several thin discontinuous bands of sand and gravel, and numer­
ous wash lines. It looked as though the site area may have been built up from detri­
tus deposited from eddies in the river's currents. These thick deposits began about 
18 in. below the present surface and extended downward to water level. We saw no 
evidence of fire hearths, bones, or any form of human occupation within this fluvial 
material. Roots from trees and bushes extended well into this stratum.
Stratum 2. The deposits in Stratum 1 were overlain by a 4 to 6 in. thick 
stratum of darker brown humic soil which had been penetrated by roots from many 
surface plants. This stratum contained many rocks and much organic debris. It 
must have been an old surface, for Indian artifacts lay in the top part of this level.
Stratum 3. Above Stratum 2 and at a depth of 4 to 6 in. below the present 
surface the entire site was mantled with a layer of charcoal and ash. The thickness 
of this material varied; it averaged 3 to 5 in. in thickness, but in one pit (Trench 9) 
had accumulated to 9 in. Almost all rocks at this level were heat-fractured, and 
many were discolored from fire. The fire 's  heat had reddened and hardened the 
topmost 1 to 2 in. of the underlying stratum. Within the layer of ash and charcoal 
we found many objects of white manufacture—buttons, washers, nails, and other 
bits of iron. The presence of these items indicates that the site was razed by fire 
after occupation by white men, i.e . , probably after 1891. Forest Service records, 
beginning with the year 1907, do not indicate a fire taking place at the Fisher River 
site after that time, thus the level of ash and charcoal must date from between 1891 
and 1907.
Stratum 4. The topmost stratum is the present surface—a brown soil 
thickly matted with roots and containing numerous insects.
The stratigraphy indicates quite definitely that Indian occupation of the
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Fisher River site took place prior to the presence of white men, although not too 
long before. Items of native manufacture, such as arrowheads, usually were found 
in the top fire-discolored part of Stratum 2 and occasionally at the base of the ash 
and charcoal band.
Because of time limitation our crew made no effort to excavate the remains 
of any of the historic structures. However, we did include them on our map (Fig. 5).
It seems likely that another historic structure besides those shown in Fig.
5 once stood near Trench 9 close to the edge of the river bank. It appears to have 
been fairly small, perhaps a tool shed. In this excavation unit we encountered thick 
(12 to 14 in.) ash deposits and large pieces of charred sawed boards. The burned
2 4 1 N 1 0
Fig. 6. Stratigraphic column, Fisher River site 
(24LN10). Vertical scale: 1 in. = 4 ft.
debris contained iron washers, buttons, and what appeared to be scrap bits of strap- 
iron. In this same trench (Trench 9) we found two Indian projectile points well be­
low the fired bed.
Our excavations disclosed only one man-made feature definitely relating to 
the Indian occupation period, although surely others must have been present. At a 
depth of 13 in. below the surface, Trench 13 revealed an old fireplace, ringed and 
paved with fire-discolored river cobbles. The hearth contained 6 to 7 in. of accu­
mulated gray ash, small flakes of charcoal, and a few small burned bits of animal 
(deer) bone. The fire pit measured 40 in. (east-west diameter) by 37 in. (north- 
south diameter). We found two complete projectile points, a fragment of another,
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and a drill associated with this hearth.
In the subsurface levels of the site we found 51 identifiable tools that had 
been made by native peoples and two glass beads which had been obtained from white 
traders (Table 2). The surface level contained much occupational debris that may 
be attributed to a period after Indians lived there. This material included nails, 
screws, washers, pieces of iron, tin cans, sheet metal, posts, and boards. We 
made no effort to salvage any of this, concentrating instead on the scanty remains 
of Indian culture.
Our surface collection contained a large canine tooth from a black bear, 
and in Trench 11 we found other bear bone— another canine and a badly burned frag­
ment of upper jaw with three teeth intact.
TABLE 2
ARTIFACTS: FISHER RIVER SITE , 24LN10
Specimens Description
4 Type NBa points; triangular, no notches
9 Type NBal points; triangular, side notches, straight base
3 Type NBbl points; triangular, side notches, indented base
2 Type ND points; parallel sides, rounded tip, straight base
2 Type SAc points; triangular, rounded base
1 Type SCal point; shouldered, expanding stem, rounded
base
2 Type SCa3 points; triangular, wide comer notches, indented
base
1 Long thin point; notched on only one side, rounded base
8 Fragments of points too incomplete to classify
2 Drills; one blade broken, one base only
6 Ovate-shaped blades; only one complete
6 Plano-convex scrapers, "turtleback" or"keeled
3 Utilized chips
1 Ground stone pestle, cylindrical
1 Fragment of smoking pipe
2 Porcelain or glass trade beads
Provenience
Trenches 4, 6, 11; surface
Trenches 1 (2), 4, 5, 6, 9, 
10, 12; surface
Trenches 2, 11; surface
Trenches 1, 9
Trenches 1, 11
Trench 4
Trenches 12, 
Trench 6
Trenches 2,
Trenches 1,
Trenches 4, 
surface (2)
Trenches 4,
Trench 5
Trench 2
Trenches 5,
13
12
6; surface (4) 
5, 10, 13;
13; surface 
13
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S i t e s  D i s c o v e r e d  D u r i n g  the 
1966 - 6  7 U n i v e r s i t y  o f  Mo n t a n a  S u r v e y
2 4 L N 5 0 1 ,  J a c k s o n  C r e e k  Si t e  
Location: NW 1/4, SE 1/4, Sec. 9, T31N, R29W
Site 24LN501 is an area adjacent to the west side of Montana Highway 37 
about 20 mi. north of Libby, Montana. It lies immediately north of Jackson Creek 
about 1/4 mi. west of the Kootenai River. The site is at an elevation of 2210 ft. , 
approximately 40 ft. higher than the top of the river bank. Evidence of occupation 
occurred on a gently sloping terrace which extends from the river bank westward 
1/3 mi. before slanting steeply upward to a higher terrace. The open land on 
which the site is located narrows rapidly toward the south and extends for about a 
mile toward the north before becoming a narrow bench. Jackson Creek forms the 
southern border of the site. It is a small, shallow, fast-flowing stream averaging 
about 4 ft. in width in this area. During normal climatic conditions it flows during 
the entire year.
In the area immediately west of the highway and north of the creek, the 
plants had been destroyed and the earth’s surface had been broken and churned from 
logging operations. Fire-cracked rocks, pieces of burned bone, charcoal, and 
chipping detritus were scattered over an area of about 300 sq. yd. We noted no 
real concentration of the deposits. What ground cover was still present within the 
occupation zone was mostly oregon grape and kinnikinnick plants. Those trees 
still standing were conifers. The soil was hard and rocky alluvium.
We spent several hours on a surface survey of 24LN501 but finally decided 
that the sparse distribution of cultural debris did not justify any further work.
We recovered one comer-notched projectile point (SCal) made of dark gray 
chalcedony and a fragment of another point. One unifacially worked basalt flake, a 
cracked maul, and several chips comprised the remainder of the cultural material 
salvaged. Possibly fire hearths once existed near Jackson Creek, but if so they had 
been badly disturbed. Fire-discolored rock fragments, pieces of deer bones, and 
bits of charcoal were so scattered that we were unable to discern any form.
2 4 L N5 Q2 ,  J e a l o u s  L o v e r  Si t e  
Location: NW 1/4, Sec. 18, T32N, R28W
The Jealous Lover site is located approximately 1/2 mi. north of the small 
community of Whispering Pine on the west bank of the Kootenai River. The site ap­
proach is by a dirt road that leaves Montana Highway 37 and descends to a ranch 
house and outbuildings near the river. The site ’s name comes from the fact that a 
woman’s lover is reputed to have shot her husband here.
The site's elevation (about 2160 ft.) is only 5 or 6 ft. above the river at 
high water, approximately 10 ft. above the level of normal August flow. The flat 
bench on which the site lies varies in width but extends upstream and downstream 
for several miles. Near the site this terrace stretches westward for 250 yd. , then
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the ground pitches abruptly upward in steep 40 ft. high slopes to the next terrace. 
The higher terrace, broad and covered with pines, extends northward for over 2 
mi. , southward for over a mile.
Chipped stone material was recovered from the surface of a cleared field, 
approximately 20 acres in area, which was located just north of the ranch house, 
garage, barn, and sheds (Fig. 7). Cultural debris (flakes of chert and chalcedony, 
and charcoal) extended from the river bank westward into the field for at least 100 
ft. and extended northward from the ranch buildings for about 200 yd. We were told 
that the field had been plowed about 20 years prior to our survey; in 1966 it was 
covered with thistles, low shrubs, and wild grasses. A thin row of alder bushes, 
willows, and pines grew along the edge of the river bank. The soil cover was an at 
least 6 ft. deep layer of fine river-deposited silt and sand with occasional river 
cobbles.
Most of the artifacts recovered in our survey were found along the edge of 
the nearly vertical river bank at an average depth of 18 in. below the surface. Very 
little material lay directly on the surface except at the mouths of gopher holes.
Our surface survey of the site indicated that it seemed to warrant testing. 
Even though little surface material was present in the field itself, one area just be­
low the edge of the river bank showed fire-cracked rocks, charcoal, and burned 
and split bones. There our crew found several artifacts and numerous flakes and 
chips. We dug our first test trench at what we thought was the northeastern edge 
of the site in an area where part of the river bank had collapsed and revealed a 
dense concentration of fire-broken rock and bone (Fig. 7). A scraper was exposed 
near the center of this concentration. A 5 ft. square, oriented in a north-south 
direction, was staked out with its eastern edge directly on the river bank. We 
straightened and cleaned the face of this vertical bank, but it showed no evidence of 
human occupation below the top 18 in. The sandy soil permitted us to excavate with 
trowels as we advanced a 2 ft. high vertical face westward from the bank into the 
square.
Few chipped stone artifacts were recovered from this trench. We found 
only one projectile point fragment and several flakes while screening spoil dirt, but 
the trench did produce 969 pieces of broken fire-discolored rocks and innumerable 
small fragments of bone.
Within the square, at a depth of 12 1/2 in. , we encountered a circular ar­
rangement of stones. This fire hearth, Feature 1, was nearly circular in plan and 
measured 27 in. in dia. In cross-section it was shaped like a shallow basin. It 
contained about 7 in. of ash, charcoal, and burned bone which overlay fire—reddened 
eaith and ciacked rocks (Figs. 8 and 9). Subsequently we dug the entire trench to a 
depth of 3 ft. but found nothing more.
A second trench was dug 100 yd. south of the first in much the same way 
as we had excavated Trench 1. No cultural material, other than a few flakes of 
chert, was recovered.
Dui ing our initial survey we observed several large depressions scattered 
irregularly throughout the field. These averaged 15 ft. in dia. and were about 2 1/2 
ft. deep. A test trench was dug into one of these depressions. It was culturally
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Fig. 7. Sketch map, Jealous Lover site (24LN502).
Fig. 9. Fire hearth (Feature 1), cross-section. Jealous Lover site (24LN502).
Fig. 8. Fire hearth (Feature 1), top view. Jealous Lover site (24LN502).
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sterile, and we saw no evidence to indicate that the depression itself had been made 
by man.
The crew returned to 24LN502 near the end of the second field session to 
conduct further excavations. This time the sampling trenches were dug in a small
relatively clear, but undisturbed, area which lay just north of the plow-disturbed 
field.
Two trenches were excavated, each 10 ft. s q ., but little cultural debris 
was recovered. Each trench contained fire-cracked discolored rock, ash, and 
burned bone, but these were not arranged in any discemable pattern. So few ob­
jects of archaeological significance were recovered that the crew decided to aban­
don this site.
From the Jealous Lover site we recovered four complete projectile points 
and parts of three others too incomplete to classify. Three points are triangular 
with side notches; two have straight bases (NBal), the other an indented base (NBbl). 
The fourth complete point is triangular in shape with com er notches, an expanding 
stem, and an indented base (SCa3). Other artifacts recovered include 4 end scrap­
ers, 2 side scrapers, 1 unifacially worked flake, and 1 bifacially worked flake. A 
large, basin-shaped, granite stone was found at the edge of the river 10 ft. east of 
the site. This may have been used as a grinding stone, but its shape might also 
have resulted from abrasion and wear by the river.
2 4 L N 5 0 3 ,  U p p e r  T e r r a c e  Si t e  
Location: SE 1/4, SW 1/4, Sec. 7, T32N, R28W
Site 24LN503 is located on the higher terrace about 1/4 mi. northwest of 
the Jealous Lover site (24LN502). The occupation level here is slightly more than 
40 ft. higher than the lower bench, and from the edge of the terrace one has an ex­
cellent view overlooking the river bottoms. At the Upper Terrace site, a thin scat­
tering of chipping detritus and suggestions of former fire areas extended for approx­
imately 1600 ft. in a north-south direction and westward from the terrace edge for 
about 50 to 100 ft. The southern end of the site, about 500 ft. of its length, lay in a 
plowed field which was surrounded by a barbed wire fence. The occupation zone 
was on flat ground, sparsely covered by pine and kinnikinnick. The area had been 
logged in the past, and during the time of our investigations timber was being cut at 
the northern end of the site. The soil was sandy, although many rocks were pres­
ent. Much of the worked material which we collected was found adjacent to the many 
rodent holes that were present thoughout the site.
We discovered 24LN503 during our surface survey activities of the first 
field session. No further work was done at that time, although we did plan to return 
the following summer to conduct exploratory excavations. During the second field 
session we dug eight scattered test trenches in the most promising areas of 24LN503 
(Fig. 10). Four of these were 10 ft. by 10 f t . , the remainder 5 ft. sq. Most 
trenches were only slightly more than 1 ft. deep because examinations of strata in 
one deep pit and along the eroding terrace lip indicated that there was only one level 
of occupation. The trenches were approximately 100 yd. apart in a roughly north-
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Fig. 10. Sketch map, Upper Terrace site (24LN503).
south line along the length of the site. Two unproductive sampling trenches were 
excavated directly on the lip of the terrace, and one pit (which also proved to be 
sterile) was dug 100 ft. west of the terrace edge. Within trenches from which cul­
tural material was recovered the artifacts came from a stratum 6 to 8 in. below the 
surface. None of the trenches revealed fireplaces or other features.
Six projectile points were salvaged from 24LN503: 1 leaf-shaped with a 
straight base (NAb2), 1 triangular-shaped with a parallel-sided base (SBa), 1 trian­
gular-shaped comer-notched with an expanding rounded base (SCal), 2 triangular­
shaped comer-notched with rounded bases (SCbl), and 1 triangular-shaped com er- 
notched with a straight base (SCb2). Three point fragments were too small to clas­
sify. We also collected 1 pestle, 1 end scraper, 3 blades and a fragment of another, 
and 7 unifacially worked flakes. The pointed end of a drill was found on the surface.
2 4 L N 5 2 5 ,  Pi t  Si te
Location: SW 1/4, SW 1/4, Sec. 7, T32N, R28W
Site 24LN525 is located less than 1/4 mi. directly west of 24LN503. It too 
lies on the upper terrace among the pine trees. It is situated 100 ft. east of Montana 
Highway 37 and almost directly opposite a working gravel pit. The site consisted 
of three circular pits, each 10 ft. to 15 ft. in dia. and 12 to 18 in. deep. In each of 
these the earth fill from inside had been piled to form a bank which enclosed the pit 
except at its northern edge. The two most clearly discemable pits were 82 ft. 
apart; the third pit lay 425 ft. farther south (Fig. 11).
Two of these features were excavated as we thought it possible that they 
might be remains of either sweat lodges, habitations, or roasting pits. In Feature 
1 we mapped the depression and attempted to peel off the fill inside of it. We worked 
carefully downward from the ground surface with trowels and whisk brooms looking 
for a floor or living surface. At an inside depth of about 26 in. we finally abandoned 
the feature because we had seen no evidences of human occupation.
Feature 2 was the most clearly defined pit. In this instance we dug a 5 ft. 
wide trench through the bank of the pit at its southern edge and moved northward be­
yond the center of the depression (Figs. 12 and 13a). In sectioning the bank we en­
countered only a few rocks which may have been heat-cracked. We did note that 
the gravelly sand in the bank was ashy gray-colored in contrast to the buff-colored 
sand below the topsoil in the trench. In the walls of the trench we were able to see 
the outline of the original pit (Fig. 13b); it appeared to have been about 6 ft. in dia. 
and 15 in. deep. The fill here, too, contrasted in color with the undisturbed earth; 
within the upper portion of the pit thin wash lines had resulted from water draining 
into the depression. No floor was apparent in the profiles; we found no artifacts or 
bone and saw very little evidence of fire. However, just below the old surface level 
at the southern edge of the pit was a patch of fire-discolored earth which contained 
scattered bits of charcoal.
There is little doubt that these pits were deliberately made by men, but 
they do not resemble any of the marks of surface disturbances left by logging activ­
ities. I am inclined to believe that they are remains of Kutenai roasting pits but am
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Fig. 11. Sketch map, Pit site (24LN525).
Fig. 12. Trench excavated through Feature 2 (roasting pit?). Pit site (24LN525).
unable to demonstrate it very convincingly. Turney-High says that the Kutenai used 
the same kind of roasting pit as did the Flathead. He briefly describes it:
. . . a pit was dug, made as hot as possible by fire with 
stones to retain the heat, lined with sod and grasses 
thoroughly drenched with water to produce steam, filled 
with roots, covered with more sod, then earth, and a 
roaring fire built on top of all (Turney-High 1937:127).
Roasting in pits was a favored way of cooking camas and sometimes bitter root, al­
though meat, fish, and other foods could be prepared in this way as well.
Ambrose Gravelle, a Kutenai informant, told members of our crew that 
members of his tribe used to dig large roasting pits for game animals. He main­
tained that these were cleaned out after use so that they could be used again by pass­
ing groups. If this is so, it might explain why we found so little evidence of fire 
still present in the pits. However, I wish that our data were more conclusive.
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Fig. 13. Feature 2 (roasting pit?), Pit site (24LN525). a, plan view; b, cross-section.
2 4 L N 5 0 4 ,  H o m e s t e a d  Si t e  
Location: NW 1/4, Sec. 22, T31N, R29W
Site 24LN504 was the first site that our survey crew located on the east 
side of the Kootenai River. It is slightly over 4 mi. south of Warland, Montana and 
almost a mile north of Canyon Creek. The site lies on the river terrace directly 
east of the Great Northern Railroad tracks. The steep slopes of Gopher Hill border 
the site on the east; the terrace extends northward for a mile or more but pinches 
out rapidly toward the south.
The occupation area appeared to be located entirely within a cleared mead­
ow on which stood an abandoned house, a small barn, and sheds. These buildings 
have since been removed by Libby Dam construction crews. The field was nearly 
level and covered with grass, some elderberry bushes, and Oregon grape. Dense 
conifers covered the surrounding area. The cleared field extended 430 ft. in a 
north-south direction, 200 ft. from east to west. The soil was sandy with river- 
deposited gravel and pebbles throughout.
We found the site during our first field session, and because a test pit sug­
gested that cultural material was relatively abundant, plans were made to excavate 
the site if time permitted during the second field session. This was an unfortunate 
decision; before we returned to commence work on 24LN504 almost half of the site 
had been destroyed by road-building operations. Thus we were forced to limit ex­
cavations to the western half of the site where the area had not been disturbed. One 
5 ft. sq. trench was excavated near the southern boundary of the meadow, and a
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10 ft. by 5 ft. trench was dug near the center of the meadow where surface materi­
al was most abundant. The test pit dug during the first field session had indicated 
only one level of occupation at a depth of 6 to 8 in. below the surface, thus both of 
the second session’s trenches were excavated only to a depth of 18 in.
Two projectile points were found at 24LN504, both on the surface, and both 
were triangular corner-notched points with rounded bases (SCbl). From the trenches 
we salvaged only one knife, two unifacially worked flakes, and numerous waste 
chips. No features were observed.
That portion of the site which was destroyed by the road crews had not con­
tained as much surface material as had the western half. Our subsequent excava­
tions in the undisturbed part of the field yielded little cultural material. Although 
we cannot be certain, the construction activities probably did not cause significant 
loss of archaeological data.
2 4 L N 5 0 5 ,  C r i p p l e  H o r s e  C r e e k  ( Sout h)  Si t e  
Location: NE 1/4, Sec. 3, T31N, R29W
Site 24LN505 is located on the east side of the Kootenai River 1 1/2 mi. 
south of Warland and east of the Great Northern Railroad tracks approximately 1/2 
mi. The site lies on a relatively flat terrace 40 ft. higher in elevation than the riv­
er. Cripple Horse Creek forms its northern boundary; it is bordered on the east by 
steep-sided hills and on the south by a fairly sharp decline.
The site is part of the property used by the J. C. Neil Lumber Company, 
and a considerable amount of logging activity has occurred in this area in the past.
The remaining ground cover is small ponderosa pines, Oregon grapes, thistles, and 
kinnikinnick; there is some grass cover. Cripple Horse Creek is a fast-moving 
stream approximately 7 ft. wide in the vicinity of the site. It does not flow during 
extremely dry summers.
The surface of the site had been seriously disturbed by past logging opera­
tions. Throughout the area were deep ruts left by heavy machines and holes left 
from uprooted trees. More recently, rodents had further disturbed the ground by 
digging hundreds of holes.
Investigation of the site was limited to about three hours of surface survey; 
no excavation was recommended. Only two projectile points were recovered. Other 
than that, we did not observe any chipping detritus, evidence of fire or food prepa­
ration, or other signs of occupation. The two projectile points found were triangu­
lar comer-notched forms (SCa2 and SCbl).
2 4 L N 5 0 6 ,  C r i p p l e  H o r s e  C r e e k  ( N o r t h )  Si t e  
Location: NE 1/4, Sec. 3, T31N, R29W
Site 24LN506 is less than 1/4 mi. north of 24LN505. It is accessible from 
a Forest Service road that proceeds southward from Warland. The site is crossed 
by a little-used logging road that cuts off from the main road back toward the river. 
The terrace on which the site is located is only about 6 ft. higher in elevation (about
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2200 ft.) than is 24LN505, but a small canyon carved by the flow of Cripple Horse 
Creek separates the two sites. A small branch of the creek forms the southern bor­
der of 24LN506. In this area the terrace curves toward the west, so that this site 
is about 100 yd. nearer the Kootenai River.
The dominant topographic feature on the site is a sandy knoll near its 
southern edge. This hillock rises about 10 ft. higher than the rest of the terrain 
and covers an area of approximately 100 ft. sq. Small chips of chalcedony and chert 
were almost continuous over the surface from the knoll northward for almost 1/4 mi.
The J. C. Neil Company owns the property on which the site is located, 
and it has been thoroughly logged. Remaining ground cover was small pines, grass, 
kinnikinnick, and Oregon grape. The knoll was sand covered and almost devoid of 
vegetation. The soil covering the site was hard and rocky.
We made an extensive surface survey of 24LN506 during the first field ses­
sion and decided that the distribution of chips and flakes was sufficiently dense to 
warrant excavation. Three test trenches were dug into the site. A 5 ft. by 5 ft. pit 
was excavated on the sandy knoll to a depth of 30 in ., and a second 5 ft. sq. pit was 
dug in the center of the site. Neither pit produced a significant amount of material 
when compared to that collected from the surface.
A third pit was dug in the area of most heavily concentrated surface chip­
ping debris, along the western edge of the terrace directly north of the knoll. There 
a 10 ft. sq. trench was excavated to a depth of 12 to 15 in. In the southeast quarter 
of this trench a smaller pit was extended downward another 18 in. to determine 
whether or not there might be cultural material present at lower levels. The earth 
was culturally sterile below the level of topsoil.
Although 24LN506 yielded very few artifacts the concentration of chips and 
flakes was as dense on the surface within that area as on any other site along the 
Kootenai River. We found many large flakes with some signs of retouch, but the 
only definite artifacts recovered were the tip of a blade and an elaborately shaped 
unifacially worked flake.
2 4 L N 5 0 7, B u r n e d  Ho u s e  Si t e  .
Location: SE 1/4, Sec. 34, T32N, R29W
Site 24LN507 is located on the east bank of the Kootenai River approximate­
ly 1/4 mi. south of War land. The site was named after a jumble of charred wood— 
the remains of a house which had recently burned to the ground. The house had 
been the southernmost dwelling on the only street in the town of Warland. The river 
at this point flows 40 ft. below the terrace on which the site, as well as most of the 
o'™ ’ ‘ S ocaf® f‘ The terrace extends for several miles toward the north and south; 
in e area of the site this alluvial bench stretches eastward for almost 1/4 mi. be­
fore the terrain slopes steeply upward to a higher terrace.
Ivimr b o J n d T /h  WhiCA We desi! nuated as 24LN507 is a large grass-covered meadow 
\ g beyond the burned house. The heavy grass cover in this field made it difficult
for us to see much of the ground surface during our survey. The field had been 
plowed several times in the past, and the only indications that a site had existed
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Ihere occurred at the very edge of the river bank.
No cultural material was salvaged from 24LN507. We designated it as a 
site because of a dense concentration of fire-cracked rocks and burned and split an- 
mal bone eroding from the river bank.
2 4 LN5 Q8 ,  N o r r i s  R a n c h  Si t e  
Location: SW 1/4, Sec. 34, T33N, R28W
This site is one of the few found by the survey crew through information o f­
fered by local informants. The owner of the ranch informed us that he had found 
some "Indian relics" on his property and showed us where they had been recovered. 
The site is located on the Norris Ranch on the east side of the Kootenai River about 
8 1/2 mi. north of Warland. Spring Creek forms the northern boundary of the site, 
and the material found by Mr. Norris was recovered along its banks. The ranch 
buildings occupy a broad terrace 15 to 20 ft. above the river, but the Norris prop­
erty extends eastward onto another sloping bench some 35 ft. higher. Most of the 
flakes and chipping waste which we found was collected on the higher terrace. The 
East Kootenai Road crosses the upper bench, and our site extends for 200 ft. or 
more along either side of this road. The owner reported that similar materials 
were present on the lower terrace, but we found little cultural debris there.
Both levels of the site are relatively flat and have been cleared of trees 
and other large vegetation. The upper terrace has a very sparse grass cover and 
is used for grazing cattle. It has been plowed many times. The lower field was 
quite damp due to the flow from three small springs. It is used for growing alfalfa 
and hay. The plant cover there was so dense that it was impossible to see the 
ground surface. Along the western edge of the hayfield the river bank sloped down­
ward and was thickly covered with small bushes. Toward the north a thick stand of 
cottonwoods lined the course of Spring Creek.
We spent most of one day at the Norris Ranch site. Some of this time was 
spent talking to the owner and photographing his collection, part walking over the 
fields. The cultural material on the site was too sparsely distributed to justify ex­
cavation.
Although we picked up quite a bit of chipping detritus, we found no artifacts. 
The only artifact recovered from this site, to the best of our knowledge, was one 
implement in Mr. N orris’ s collection— a long piece of elk antler, the tip and edges 
of which had been highly polished. It appeared to have been used as a digging tool.
2 4 LN5  09,  P a r s n i p  C r e e k  Si t e  
Location: SW 1/4, NW 1/4, Sec. 35, T34N, R29W
The Parsnip Creek site is located directly north of Parsnip Creek on the 
west side of the Kootenai River about 13 mi. north of Warland. There a logging 
road angles off Highway 37 toward the river and onto a sloping terrace. The eleva­
tion is approximately 2220 ft. Steep ridges rise abruptly just beyond the highway to 
the west; the terrace narrows somewhat and pinches out within a mile toward both
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the north and south. Ground cover on this site was extremely dense. Although the 
area had been logged in the past, numerous pines, alders, and cottonwoods were 
still present. Underbrush was dense and almost impenetrable. Along the little- 
used access road the surface, between clumps of grass and weeds, was littered 
with pine needles, leaves, twigs, logs, and boulders. It was along this old logging 
road that we found scattered chips of chalcedony and chert. Because of the dense 
ground cover, a surface survey was very difficult to conduct, and we were not able 
to define clearly the boundaries of the site.
The site was found during our first field session. At that time, even 
though we were discouraged by the results of our surface survey, we noted that fire - 
cracked rocks and burned bone fragments were exposed in the vertical river bank. 
The material lay only 4 to 6 in. below the surface. Plans were made to excavate at 
least sampling trenches the following summer.
The next year two trenches were dug into 24LN509 in those spots where 
surface debris seemed to be concentrated. The first trench was a 5 ft. square dug 
to the depth of clean river sand at 18 to 20 in. below the surface. We found very 
little cultural material within this test pit, and most of this came from the first few 
inches below the surface.
A second trench was excavated in a small clear area among the pines about 
100 yd. farther south. In this trench, in contrast with the first, a significant in­
crease in the density of chipped stone debris occurred about 6 in. below the surface. 
Our pit was initially a 5 ft. square, but we extended it to 10 ft. along its north- 
south axis. Other than flakes and spalls of flint we found nothing in these trenches.
From the edge of the river bank we cut back into the zone of fire-discolored 
rocks and charcoal. This zone disappeared within 3 f t . ; we were not able to recog­
nize that it had been a fireplace, and we found no other features.
No projectile points were found during investigations at 24LN509. We re­
covered one small fully-grooved stone maul (broken) from the surface during the 
initial survey. From the trenches were salvaged 1 side scraper, 2 unifacially 
worked flakes, and 1 bifacially worked flake of chalcedony. One artifact of uncer­
tain use was found; this may have been some kind of hafted blade.
2 4 L N 5 1 0 ,  Bi g  C r e e k  P i c t o g r a p h s  Si te  
Location: NW 1/4, Sec. 3, T34N, R29W
Flowing down from the Purcell Mountains on the west, Big Creek enters 
the Kootenai Rivei 20 mi. north of Warland. Just before it enters the river valley 
Big Creek flows through a narrow winding canyon. Cliff Mountain, which at this 
location forms the western side of the Kootenai Valley and also the northern edge of 
Big Creek Canyon, rises abruptly for several thousand feet in a stepped series of 
veitical argillite cliffs, screes, and precipitous wooded slopes. The site is a pic-
tograph panel located on the southern face of a rock ledge just above Big Creek 
road.
Big Creek road is a graveled roadway that intersects Highway 37 from the 
west at a point 1. 6 mi. north of the Big Creek bridge and campground. This road
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■Fig. 14. Overview of Big Creek Pictographs site (24LN510).
Fig. 15. Close-up of escarpment on which Big Creek pictographs (24LN510) were drawn. Pictographs 
are located above scale across width of photo.
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angles back in a southwesterly direction along a high terrace, then, following a 
narrow cut into the mountainside, proceeds up Big Creek Canyon. The pictographs 
are 1.5 mi. from State Highway 37 along this road, in a straight-line distance actu­
ally only about 3/4 mi. west of the Kootenai River. Big Creek flows less than 1/4 
mi. south of the site, but is 160 ft. lower in elevation at the base of a sheer incline. 
A bench marker about 20 ft. below the panel indicates that the site is near 2530 ft. 
in elevation—only 70 ft. above the reservoir pool level (2460 ft.).
The site is an exposed escarpment of cracked and fissured argillite about 
60 ft. high (Fig. 14). Near the base of the scarp, roughly rectangular-shaped 
blocks of stone have fallen away to create an overhanging rockshelter 8 to 10 ft. 
deep. The pictographs were painted on the exposed faces under this overhang (Figs. 
15 and 16). They vary from 2 to 9 ft. above the present ground surface; a distance 
of 64 ft. separates those figures farthest apart on the south face. Many pictographs 
have weathered, faded, or scaled off. Traces remain of black vertical lines, part 
of what may have been large geometric figures. The black figures were so incom­
plete and faint that it was impossible to visualize their original forms or to make 
tracings of them. It may be that the black markings were made in charcoal, hence 
have not lasted well.
The distinct figures were drawn with red paint, probably red ochre mixed 
with an animal-fat binder. We had the feeling that some of the red figures, too, 
may have eroded away except for faint traces. Eight distinct red drawings re­
mained; tracings of the graphs themselves (reduced in size) and their relative posi­
tions on the panel are shown in Fig. 16.
Interpretation of pictographs is always risky and speculative, but the sub­
jects depicted on the panel seem to include representative drawings, geometric fig­
ures, and simple lines. Representative art appears as animal and human figures. 
Pictographs numbered 2, 3, and 6 (Fig. 16b) depict animals, although it is not clear 
what animals are shown. None possess horns or antlers, and the hump, a charac­
teristic in pictographs of bison, is absent. Pictographs 2 and 3 might represent 
bears; number 6 could represent a deer, elk, moose, or perhaps a horse. Bodies 
of the animals are filled solidly with color. Pictograph 4 appears to be a human 
form, also solidly colored; number 8, a series of lines and solid zones, may repre­
sent a human head in profile (or it may not; the painting is badly faded). Pictograph 
1 is incomplete but seems to be a geometric figure. Pictographs 5, 6, and 7 con­
tain simple straight lines.
Pictographs on this panel resemble those found elsewhere in western Mon­
tana, such as those near Kila and at Flathead Lake (Elrod 1908; Malouf 1953:25-29. 
Professor Malouf has devised a classification system for rock art in Montana in 
wdiich he divides pictographs into four major categories (Malouf 1961:1-6). With 
the possible exceptions of Pictographs 1 and 8, the figures at site 24LN510 can be 
categorized within his Type 1. This is described:
1. The simplest styles were fairly realistic. They 
were solidly painted on rock surfaces, and were not in 
outline form. Figures consisted primarily of animals,
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Fig. 16. Big Creek Pictographs (24LN510). a, location of pictographs on scarp wall; 
b, scale drawings of pictographs 1-8. All pictographs shown were drawn with red pigment.
such as mountain sheep, elk, deer, bear and wolf. Hu­
man figures were scarce, and when arms and hands were 
portrayed on them three fingers were common. Bison 
figures were virtually absent among the illustrations.
Painted figures were almost exclusively in red pig­
ments. Lines, evidently denoting numbers, and circles, 
wavy lines, concentric circles, and hand prints were also 
common among the drawings (Malouf 1961:1).
According to Malouf (1961:5-6):
Type 1 pictographs had the greatest distribution in 
Montana and in some adjoining areas. . . .They repre­
sented the most common form throughout Montana west 
of the continental divide, and extended into northern Idaho, 
and southeastern British Columbia. East of the divide 
the style extended through the mountainous area of Mon­
tana, but discontinued abruptly in the Plains region from 
Great Falls eastward. They were made, however, as far 
east as the Tongue River, in southeastern Montana, and 
continued on south into central Wyoming.
Possibly it is more than coincidental that the distribu­
tion of this style of pictograph generally followed the 
range of late prehistoric bands of Salish and some Kutenai 
Indian bands. It is well known, of course, that these Indi­
ans employed pictography in connection with their vision 
quest. . . .  _
Often it is quite difficult to establish the age of pictographs. Baptiste 
Mathias, an aged Kutenai Indian belonging to the Flathead Lake band, believed that 
many pictographs were painted by the Nupi’ka, spirit beings who inhabited the area 
before men came. The markings on rocks were the signatures of the Nupi’ka and 
indicated something about the powers that they would give to men (Malouf and White 
1953:30). Malouf (1961:8) has suggested that:
It may be safe to place the age of Type 1 pictographs 
over the entire 2, 000 year period. They are the most 
widely distributed, and in those few sites where glyphs 
are superimposed on one another they are on the bottom.
Besides, historic articles are not portrayed with them.
The other types, however, are more recent. Yet, their 
real age has not been determined. . . .
Regarding the uses of the rock paintings Malouf (1961:8—9) says:
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It is ironical that we know more about the uses of the 
oldest pictographs in Montana, or Type 1, than we do 
about those introduced in more recent times. The plain, 
solid red figures distributed over one-third of western 
Montana, and northern Idaho, were employed over a peri­
od of 2,000 years. They survived to historic times in 
use and ethnographers have been able to gather data on 
them. . . .
In brief it may be said they were mostly made by 
young people immediately after they had made a success­
ful vision quest. Young people were encouraged by their 
elders to seek or acquire spiritual help to cope with the 
vicissitudes of life. There were several ways a guardian 
spirit, and spiritual powers could be acquired to make 
them a better hunter, a more successful gambler, a more 
efficient lover, or a man who could make cures for the 
sick and ill. One way a power could be obtained was to 
seek a spiritual visitor at a pictograph panel. We cannot 
say how these panels would first begin, but over the years 
as more and more persons stopped at them they grew in 
size or numbers. Each new recipient, after remaining 
several days, drew his name in pictographic form, or 
their newly acquired guardian spirit was sketched. The 
numerous short, single lines so characteristic of these 
panels, or several small circles denoted the number of 
days the suppliant remained at the site before his spiri­
tual visitor arrived at the scene. The panels do not tell 
histories of tribes, or hunting parties, as some have sup­
posed.
Malouf's interpretation is supported by data from tribes in adjacent areas, for ex­
ample, Teit's (1930:282-88) study of puberty among the Okanagon. However, I sus­
pect that some of the pictographs may have had other lesser functions as well—per­
haps they note a special event, perhaps some are just doodles.
I am not sure whether or not Pictographs 1 and 8 fit into Malouf's Type 1.
In fact, I have trouble assigning them to any of his categories. It could be that 
these more complex figures are later than the others, but since no instances of su­
perimposition occur on the panel, this cannot be stated for certain.
We made a careful search of the area immediately surrounding the panel, 
but no chips or artifacts were found on the surface. Most of the earth in front of 
the rock ledge had been disturbed and moved when the Big Creek road was built. We 
carefully excavated and screened all of the earth that still remained between the 
road and the base of the panel. We had hoped to find some of the painting equipment, 
perhaps pieces of red ochre, but we found no other cultural evidence at the site.
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The Sophie Lake site does not lie within the Libby Dam pool area, but it is 
located inside the zone under consideration as a recreation area. The site has been 
badly disturbed by local "arrowhead collectors" and should be officially recorded. 
The site on Sophie Lake is located about 2 mi. east of the Kootenai River, about 5 
mi. from Eureka, Montana. Sophie Lake road parallels the western shore of the 
lake. This road leaves Montana Highway 37 east of Rexford, 1.8 mi. west of the 
intersection of Highway 37 and U. S. Highway 93. Sophie Lake is 3.7 mi. north of 
the State Highway. The lake itself is 1.8 mi. long and about 1/3 mi. wide at its 
widest point. Scanty lithic surface debris indicates that the entire area surround­
ing the lake was occupied in prehistoric times. Along the southern shore, now a 
State Campground, cultural evidence was thin and consisted of only a few flakes and 
chips which seemed to be distributed only along the immediate lake shore. On the 
northern side of the lake chipping detritus was thicker and occurred intermittently 
for at least 1/2 mi. from the shore.
This general area is a western extension of the Tobacco Plains. Much of 
the region is open with a sparse plant covering of grass, sagebrush, and cactus. 
Pines grow in scattered groves. The ground is dry and sandy; little stone occurs 
in the area. Several other small lakes are located near 24LN511. All of these, as 
is the case with Sophie Lake, are fed by springs and have mud bottoms. The few 
creeks in the vicinity are slow-moving and often cease flowing in the dry weeks of 
late summer.
Most of the material which we found at the Sophie Lake site came from the 
northern shore. In two areas concentrations of flint chips and a few artifacts oc­
curred. One area was located on the shore just above the water level, the other 
about 1/4 mi. farther north.
The material salvaged from the first area was found on relatively flat 
ground; chipped material from the second area lay either on a flat bench above the 
lake or on a gentle south-facing slope which descends toward the shore. In the sec­
ond area are three large blowouts from which we recovered a considerable amount 
of worked stone. The smallest of these blowouts covered well over 600 sq. ft. 
These swales or blowouts appeared to be natural in origin. Directly north of the 
depressions, over a slight rise, were several mounds. Both the hummocks and 
swales are probably features left by glacial activity.
No projectile points were recovered from this site. One triangular-shaped 
artifact with a basal flute for hafting resembles a point somewhat, but this blade 
would have made an awkward projectile point. It probably was used as a knife. An 
example of early trade was recovered a small blue seed bead with a hole through 
its middle. One side scraper, 2 blades and a fragment of another, 1 flake with 
small pressure flakes removed from one face, and 2 bifacially worked flakes are 
the remainder of the artifacts recovered.
24 LN 5 1 1, Sophi e Lake Site
Location: NE 1/4, Sec. 21; all, Sec. 15 and 16; 137N, R27W
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State Highway 37 crosses the Kootenai River just below Rexford, then it 
angles off in a northeasterly direction across a broad terrace. The town of Rexford 
lies east of the highway along the Great Northern Railroad tracks. West of the road 
the terrace, known locally as Rexford Flats, extends northward for 1/2 mi. before 
it is terminated by a bend in the river. A small airplane landing strip, which serves 
Rexford, and a gravel pit are located on the flats. At about 2290 ft. in elevation the 
terrace is 30 ft. or more above the Kootenai river bed. When we visited the area 
the surface of the flat was littered thickly with cobbles; plant covering was thin. We 
suspect that most of the area has been plowed, and certainly in the region of the 
landing strip the surface has been scraped and leveled.
Although most surface rocks were randomly scattered, in some instances 
it appeared as though arcs and segments of circles existed. Thinking that some com­
plete tipi rings might be located, we assigned the site a number. However, we were 
unable to find any complete stone circles, and, even though it seems likely, we can­
not be sure that they were ever present.
In our surface search of the area we found only a few chips of chalcedony 
and chert, but no artifacts were recovered.
2 4 L N 5 1 3 ,  H a m m o n ' s  G a r d e n s  Si t e  
Location: NE 1/4, NE 1/4, Sec. 6, T35N, R28W
Hammon's Gardens was the second most productive site found by our crew 
during the survey along the Kootenai. The site is located on the west bank of the 
river; it lies between the river and Montana Highway 37 which borders Hammon's 
land along the west. The approach to 24LN513 is by way of a short driveway which 
exits off the highway. The site is 6. 5 mi. north of Big Creek Road and 2. 5 mi. 
south of the Rexford bridge. No flat river terrace occurs in this area, rather the 
site is located near the bottom of the sloping mountainside which forms the western 
wall of the canyon. The same slope continues toward the north and south for over 
a mile in each direction.
All cultural material collected from site 24LN513 was situated on property 
owned by Mr. Charles Hammon. After the time of our first session's work at the 
site, this property was purchased by the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, and at 
present one end of a new bridge across the Kootenai River is being constructed 
there.
On the site the area of occupation extended from Mr. Hammon's vegetable 
garden northward for about 3/4 mi. All of the site area, except for the northern­
most 100 ft. , had been cleared and was covered by grass and small bushes. A few 
pine trees had been left standing, and several apple trees were scattered through­
out the field. The vegetation along the river bank and on the site's northern extrem­
ity was quite dense. The soil was fairly hard and contained water-deposited gravel. 
Evidence of former Indian occupation seemed to be restricted to a zone along the
2 4 L N 5 1 2 ,  Re x f o r d  Fl at  Si te
Location: SE 1/4, Sec. 16, T36N, R28W
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river bank. No cultural material was recovered more than 50 ft. from the river's 
edge. Much of the material that we collected from the surface of the site came 
from the area of a small vegetable garden near the house at the southeastern edge 
of the clearing (Fig. 17).
The initial surface survey was so successful (relative to other sites) that 
we decided to excavate several test trenches into 24LN513. At that time Mr. Ham- 
mon was still living on the property, and, in deference to his wishes, we limited 
our digging to the northern end of the site. Excavation was done with small pick- 
mattocks, shovels, and trowels. All of the earth was sifted through 1/4-in. screens.
The first pit was dug on the edge of the river bank approximately 100 yd. 
from the site's northern boundary (Fig. 17). The river bank here was vertical and 
8 ft. high. We straightened a 5 ft. wide trench face by cutting 6 to 10 in. into the 
bank. This face showed no cultural evidence below a level 6 in. under the surface. 
Nevertheless, we extended the trench westerly for 15 ft. at a depth of 3 ft. In this 
trench we encountered the skeleton of a black bear. The bones were still in an ar­
ticulated position except for the skull which, although present, was separated from 
the vertebral column by a distance of about 18 in. The animal’ s forelimbs were not 
found; they were not with the rest of the skeleton.
We dug a 5 ft. wide 10 ft. long extension of this trench at a right-angle to 
the first, that is, in a north-south direction so as to form an "L-shaped" excavated 
area. Four other trenches, each 5 ft. s q ., were excavated at selected spots near 
the river bank. In all trenches the culture-bearing level was encountered at a depth 
of 3 to 6 in. below the surface. We encountered some fire-cracked rock and broken 
and scorched deer bones, but no fireplaces or other features.
At the beginning of the second summer we returned to 24LN513. By that 
time the Corps of Engineers had acquired the property from Mr. Hammon, thus we 
were able to dig a trench in what had been the garden area. We had found several 
artifacts on the surface there during our activities the previous year. We excavated 
a 5 ft. sq. trench near the northwest corner of the garden. Results were disappoint­
ing, for the test pit yielded less material than we had collected from the surface.
We recovered 28 projectile points from 24LN513. These included: 1 
lanceolate-shaped point with a straight base (NAb2), 1 triangular-shaped unnotched 
form with a straight base (NBa), 6 triangular side-notched points with straight 
bases (NBal), 3 triangular unnotched points with indented bases (NBb), 7 triangular 
side-notched points with indented bases (NBbl), 1 unnotched point with a contracting 
stem (SAc), 1 triangular stemmed point with a parallel-sided stem (SBa), 2 triangu­
lar corner-notched points with expanding stems (SCal), 2 triangular comer-notched 
points with rounded bases (SCa2), and 4 broken points too incomplete to classify.
We unearthed one implement of ground stone--a fully-grooved maul broken 
into two pieces. A trade item, a triangular-shaped piece of copper with a small 
hole drilled through it, was also collected. This piece of copper was probably used 
as a pendant. We also recovered eight end scrapers and three side scrapers. Sev­
en blades and one fragment of another were found and also four unifacially worked 
flakes. We encountered many chips and flakes, but it seemed that the site had less 
fire-cracked rock and scattered bone debris than did several other sites where we
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Fig. 17. Sketch map, Hammon's Gardens site (24LN513).
found fewer artifacts.
2 4 L N 5 1 4 ,  B e r n a r d  Ra n c h  Si te  
Location: SE 1/4, NE 1/4, Sec. 3, T36N, R28W
The Bernard Ranch site is located on the west side of the Kootenai River.
It is accessible from the West Kootenai Road and lies 3 mi. north of the Rexford 
bridge. There a driveway turns off the road toward the east and descends to the 
Bernard Ranch buildings. Much of the ranch is situated on land that appears to 
have once been an island in the river. The site began just beyond the turn-off and 
continued for 1/2 mi. to the river. Scattered evidence of Indian occupation contin­
ued southward from the driveway for about 200 yd. The site is located at about 
2300 ft. elevation, although at its southern edge the land is only 15 to 20 ft. above 
river level. The river bottoms continue toward the north for several miles but are 
pinched off by the river less than a mile to the south. To the west, at the road, the 
terrace ends against a steep rock cliff at the base of the mountains.
Although we recovered a little chipping refuse throughout most of the site 
area, there were two areas in which it appeared to be concentrated. Most lithic 
material came from a hayfield directly east of the West Kootenai Road. This area 
must still become an island during periods when the river is in flood, for water 
channels were still obvious on all sides of the field. The channels were about 7 ft. 
lower in elevation than the field and remained swampy even in late summer.
The other area in which occupational debris appeared to be concentrated 
was south of the ranch buildings just back from the river bank.
Almost all of the ranch property had been cleared and plowed. Hay grasses 
covered most of the ground except for the site's southern end where numbers of 
pines and cottonwoods remained. Mr. Bernard had recently plowed a small field 
which lay north of the house, and it had no plant covering.
The crew was divided into two groups during the investigations of 24LN514. 
One group surveyed the island hayfield, the other the river bank near the ranch 
buildings. Even in those areas where material seemed to be concentrated we re­
covered relatively little. The island yielded nothing more than a handful of chipping 
detritus with no definite artifacts.
In the area by the river bank we also found only a few flakes of flint. How­
ever, Mr. Bernard had found a pestle there, and five rock rings were present on 
the property just south of the buildings. River cobbles were abundant and scattered, 
but some of these were definitely arranged in tipi rings. These circles measured 
12 to 18 ft. in dia. We wTere unable to find any hearth areas or artifacts associated 
with them.
We lecoveied no projectile points from 24LN514. The only artifacts col­
lected were those donated to us by Mr. Bernard: a pestle and a sandstone grooved 
maul.
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2 4 L N 5 1 5 ,  N a v e l  O m e l e t t e  Si t e  
Location: NW 1/4, NE 1/4, Sec. 25, T37N, R28W
The Navel Omelette site is located on the west side of the Kootenai River.
It is on a high terrace 80 ft. or more above the river, directly south of the Davis 
Ranch. In this area the West Kootenai Road runs parallel to the river but about 1/2 
mi. west of the river bank. The site is reached by turning eastward off the West 
Kootenai road onto a ranch road 4 mi. north of the Rexford bridge. From the ranch 
buildings it is necessary to walk 1/2 mi. northward along the terrace edge in order 
to reach the site.
Although the terrace on which the site occurred was mostly flat, in the re­
gion of the site about 1/4 acre of terrain sloped downward toward the sharp terrace 
edge. This slope was covered with sand and clumps of grass. Rocks present on 
the surface were cracked and fire-discolored--perhaps from cooking hearths.
Flakes and chips of flint also lay on the surface of this slope.
We found this site during the surface survey conducted during our first 
summer in the field. At that time test trenches were excavated in order to deter­
mine whether or not the site was to be thoroughly dug the following summer. We 
dug three 5 ft. sq. trenches in the spots appearing most likely to contain subsurface 
cultural materials, but in each case the test pits showed less subsurface material 
than we had found on the surface.
We found only one projectile point on this site—a triangular unnotched form 
with an indented base (NBb). An end scraoer was the only other artifact of native 
manufacture. We also collected a lead ball that appeared to have been fired from 
an old muzzle-loading rifle. No fire hearths were evident on the site, although an 
extremely dense concentration of fire-cracked rock was present.
2 4 L N 5 1 6 ,  A b a n d o n e d  R a n c h  Si te  
Location: NW 1/4, SE 1/4, Sec. 25, T37N, R28W
Site 24LN516 is located a little over 1/2 mi. south of 24LN515 on the same 
terrace. The site is a little smaller than 24LN515; it occupies an area less than 
400 sq. ft. It does appear to be distinct and separate from the Navel Omelette site, 
for surface lithic debris was not continuous between the two site areas.
The site lies near the edge of the terrace high above the river. From 
there one can see for a mile or more up and down the valley. The site is about 1/2 
mi. directly east of several abandoned ranch buildings. These did not appear to 
have been inhabited for about 20 years, for the roofs were caved in and the fences 
had fallen down. The land around the site appeared to have been cultivated while 
the ranch was in operation.
We found no artifacts of any sort at 24LN516. A small amount of chipping 
debris was collected; bits of charcoal, fire-broken rocks, and fragments of charred 
deer bones were scattered over the small area.
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Fig. 18. Overview of International Boundary site (24LN517).
2 4 L N 5 1 7 ,  I n t e r n a t i o n a l  B o u n d a r y  Si te 
Location: SW 1/4, Sec. 1, T37N, R28W
Our crew spent considerable time and effort investigating the International 
Boundary site. The site is easily located; it lies on the west side of the Kootenai 
River immediately south of the Canadian Border (Figs. 1 and 18). Quite possibly 
our site is the southern part of Borden’s (1956: Plate 1) site DgPt9 which lies just 
over the line in Canada. The terrace on which the site is located extends south­
ward from the border approximately 1/2 mi. and westward from the river bank for 
300 yd. This benchland is relative^ flat but slopes gradually upward toward the 
north and west. The elevation of the terrace (ca. 2350 ft.) is 40 ft. above the river; 
the river bank here is nearly vertical with precipitous slopes.
The terrace had been cleared of most trees, although a few pines, small 
cedai s, and aldei tiees were present along the terrace rim. A variety of grasses 
and shrubs coveied the ground and furnished fodder for several head of white-faced 
cattle that fiequented the area. A salt block on the flat was surrounded by tracks of 
deer, elk, and porcupine. At its southern end the terrace declines to meet a small 
lowei bench where there is a fresh water spring surrounded by dense vegetation.
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A large part of the upper terrace had been plowed and cleared of stones; 
several piles of these rocks were present. Most surface indications of former Indi­
an occupation lay near the clearing's southern end. A barn and small corral had 
once stood there, thus plowing had hot extended into that area. A low broad gravel­
ly ridge extends diagonally across the field from the northwest. We began our ex­
cavations at the southeastern end of the site where this gravel bar flattens out (Fig. 
19). In our approach trench we encountered what appeared to be an old surface, 
together with associated artifacts, at a depth of 4 in .; but we also found the same 
types of artifacts as deep as 10 in. These strata were underlain by sterile sand, 
gravel, and boulders to a depth of more than 3 ft. Those artifacts found below the 
old living surface lay in what appeared to be washed layers of sand, gravel, and 
rocks. Because the situation appeared to be somewhat complex we requested Mr. 
William Calvert, a geologist living in Eureka, Montana, to visit the site and help us 
try to understand the geologic history.
According to Mr. Calvert's interpretation the terrace is composed of gla­
cial till. After the retreat of the glaciers the Kootenai River carved the surface and 
cut down through the deposits. Just north of the site in Canada, Line Creek flows 
down from the mountains to the west and empties into the Kootenai. During the past 
few hundred years the course of Line Creek has shifted across the site, and its 
spring floods have occasionally washed over it. As a result of the stream's action 
the cultural materials have become partially mixed; this could have occurred during 
the past 200 years.
The ranch upon which the site is located is owned by Mrs. Tom Quirk of 
Eureka. It was originally homesteaded by James Butts sometime near the turn of 
the century. He erected several buildings on the terrace (Figs. 19 and 20), and the 
small rock enclosure, which appears to be a grave, may date from this period.
Some buildings on the site have burned, among them the barn. Ash and charred wood 
lay just below the surface at the site's southeastern com er.
In 1911 the Bonners Ferry Lumber Company began to use the terrace dur­
ing their logging operations in the area west of the Kootenai. Logs were hauled to 
the Butts homestead and stacked there for the winter. The following spring they 
were dropped over the edge of the terrace into the river and floated down to the Bon­
ners Ferry mill.
"The Bonners Ferry Lumber Company put in a steam 
pump on the Jim Butts homestead where water was 
pumped up the hill and into a supply tank" (Johnson 1950:
231).
Evidences of these past activities are still present on the terrace in the form of 
stone foundations and rusting pieces of machinery.
Our crew located 24LN517 during the latter part of the first field session.
At that time a surface survey was made, and two test trenches (Trenches 1 and 2) 
were dug in order to sample subsurface materials (Fig. 20). The first trench was 
excavated in the southeast corner of the site within the area where surface chips,
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Fig. 19. Sketch map, International Boundary site (24LN517).
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Fig. 20. Sketch map showing close-up of excavated area, International Boundary site (24LN517).
fire-discolored rocks, and charcoal seemed most concentrated. A second trench 
was dug 150 ft. farther west in an area that did not evidence much cultural material 
on the surface. Data from the two test pits seemed to confirm our impression that 
most signs of Indian occupation were near the terrace edge and thinned out toward 
the west.
We decided to excavate the site and returned there during the summer of 
1967. We first mapped the site and then established a north-south baseline which 
ran roughly parallel to the terrace lip (Fig. 20). From the baseline we staked out
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a horizontal control grid of 10 ft. squares near the southeast corner of the clearing. 
Excavations began at the zero point on the baseline, and the working face was 
moved north and west from there (Fig. 21).
In our initial approach trench it appeared that two cultural levels might be 
present. Level 2 (top) was a 4 to 6 in. thick band which represented an old soil sur­
face. This lay 3 to 4 in. , on the average, below the present surface—although it 
was partially exposed in some squares. This level was dark brown in color and con­
tained much organic material. For the first 30 ft. northward in our grid this old 
surface was covered with ash, clumps of charcoal and wood, and manure. Nails, 
washers, and scraps of iron were scattered throughout. This debris undoubtedly 
was from the burned barn. Indian artifacts also came from Level 2, but generally 
were found an inch or more below the artifacts of white manufacture. I he lower 
limits of this level were very irregular due to old clumps of grass and root penetra­
tion. Below this, mixed sand, gravel, and boulders extended downward for an un­
known distance, at least 40 ft. However, in the faces of the trench we were able to 
see wash lines extending to a depth of 9 to 10 in. below the surface, and in that zone 
we also occasionally encountered chips and artifacts. The latter zone constituted 
the possible second cultural level (Level 1).
During excavations we attempted to keep materials from the two levels sep­
arate; we followed Level 2 through each 10 ft. square, then went back through the 
same zone and removed the next lower 18 in. of earth. We found artifacts in Level 
1 throughout an area measuring about 30 ft. by 35 ft. Elsewhere artifacts and fea­
tures were present only in the darker occupation level, Level 2. We had hoped to 
find that the different levels contained different types of artifacts, but the same 
types of materials were present in both.
In excavating the site we used whatever technique that was immediately 
most effective. The nature of the soil often precluded the use of trowels. Mostly 
we used shovels and small hand pick-mattocks, but frequently it was necessary to 
use picks to dislodge numerous large boulders in the trenches. Some troweling was 
done in an attempt to find artifacts in situ, and we exposed all features with trowels 
and brushes.
Within the excavated grid we encountered two hearths and two roasting pits, 
the locations of which are shown in Fig. 20. They all lay within the old habitation 
zone, Level 2, about Z in. below the present surface. Feature 2 had been carefully 
constructed and was probably used as a roasting pit (Fig. 22). The pit had been dug 
down from the surface, and then three large flat rocks had been laid in position to 
form a floor. Six large stones (6 to 10 in. across, weighing 10 to 12 lb. each) had 
been stood on edge to form vertical sides, resulting in a roughly oval-shaped enclo­
sure 18 to 20 in. in dia. and 13 in. deep (Fig. 23a and b). All of these rocks were 
fire-discolored on their inside surfaces. The pit was full of earth, dozens of fire- 
broken cobbles, bits of charcoal, and fragments of charred bone. The ashy fill ex­
tended beyond the edges of the pit to a maximum diameter of 26 in. Five triangular 
side-notched points were associated with this feature.
Feature 3 lay 10 ft. north and 3 ft. east of Feature 2. This feature was a 
larger, circular, saucer-shaped pit filled with ashy earth, charcoal, and fire-broken
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Fig. 21. Excavated area, excavation in progress (view looking south). In­
ternational Boundary site (24LN517).
Fig. 22. Roasting pit (Feature 2), Intel-national Boundary site (24LN517).
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Fig. 23. Roasting pits, International Boundary site (24LN517). a,b, Feature 2, top view and cross­
section; c,d, Feature 3, plan view and cross-section.
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rocks. Cobbles lined the bottom and sloping sides. A layer of bark, charred on top 
and about 3/8 in. thick, lay over the rocks. Immediately above the bark was a lay­
er of chunky charcoal and ash, which was in turn overlain by the mixed earth con­
taining ash and broken rocks (Fig. 23c and d). The fill within and scattered over 
this pit measured 12 in. in depth and 4 ft. 9 in. in d ia .; the cobble-lined pit itself 
was 4 ft. in dia. One triangular side-notched projectile point was found in the fill.
Both of these features appear to have been roasting pits rather than fire 
hearths. They lacked thick ash beds, and the material within them appeared thor­
oughly mixed.
Features 4 and 5 were regular fire hearths. Feature 4 measured 20 in. 
(east-west axis) by 16 in. In it was contained a 3 in. layer of ash and small bits of 
charcoal. This hearth had several fire-discolored rocks near the edge of the ash, 
but these were not arranged into a ring. Feature 5 was oval-shaped; the fire area 
was enclosed by a ring of cobbles. It measured 23 in. in dia. ; ash deposits were 
2 1/2 in. thick. No artifacts were found directly associated with either of these 
hearths.
In addition to the excavated area we dug seven 5 ft. sq. sampling trenches 
in the International Boundary site (Fig. 19). All of these were at least 18 in. deep, 
and, except for Trench 6, they were located northward from the grid 5 to 25 ft. 
from the terrace's sharp edge. They were spaced at 200 and 300 ft. intervals; the 
last trench (Trench 9) was dug less than 10 ft. from the International Boundary (Fig. 
1). We found no artifacts or features in any of these trenches, but did ascertain 
that the northern end of the site was less rocky than the southern end and was cov­
ered with fine silt.
Trench 6 was located 150 ft. west of the terrace's edge (Fig. 19); it was 
excavated into the ridge that extends through the site. This trench, too, was ster­
ile. The ridge appeared to be composed mostly of washed gravels and boulders.
We recovered 69 complete projectile points and 7 projectile point fragments 
from the excavations at 24LN517; these are summarized in Table 3. We also recov­
ered one fully-grooved ground stone maul and two artifacts which probably are net 
weights. The latter are stones which have had several flakes knocked off each side 
to form shallow notches. Six drills were found on the site; and 13 end scrapers, 8 
side scrapers, and 14 blades and 5 blade fragments were collected. Five blades 
have notches for hafting; one blade is a carefully worked "ulu ," a ere scent-shaped 
tool of chert of which one edge has been unifacially worked, the other bifacially 
worked. Other chipped stone implements included 19 unifacially worked flakes and 5 
bifacially worked flakes. Finally, we also recovered two pieces from an elbow pipe.
2 4 L N 5 1 8 ,  L o w e r  T e r r a c e  Si te  
Location: SE 1/4, SW 1/4, Sec. 1, T37N, R28W
This site is located on a small terrace directly below the southern edge of 
the International Boundary site. It is about 6 to 8 ft. above the river. Although the 
sites are in close proximity, the occupation deposits on 24LN517 do not extend con­
tinuously to this lower terrace.
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TABLE 3
PROJECTILE POINTS: INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARY SITE, 24LN517
Type Number Form
NAa 1 Lanceolate, pointed base
NAbl 1 Lanceolate, rounded base
NAb2 1 Lanceolate, straight base
NBa 1 Triangular, no notches, straight base
NBal 11 Triangular, side notches, straight base
NBb 4 Triangular, no notches, indented base
NBbl 4 Triangular, side notches, indented base
SBa 6 Triangular, straight shoulders, parallel-sided stem
SBb 1 Triangular, corner notches, parallel-sided stem
SBc 1 Shouldered, base angles in to parallel-sided stem
SCal 3 Triangular, wide comer notches, rounded base
SCa2 9 Triangular, comer notches, straight base
SCa3 19 Triangular, comer notches, indented base
SCbl 7 Tanged, rounded base
7 Fragments too incomplete to classify
The lower terrace is a small sandy flat (less than 100 ft. long by about 40 
ft. wide) at the mouth of what likely was the former channel of Line Creek. The 
flat is covered by a dense growth of grass; it is bordered along the west and south 
by thickets of pines and shrubs. A small rivulet, fed by a nearby spring, forms 
the site’ s northern border.
Because of thick ground cover we could not easily search the surface, but 
some evidence of former occupation was visible in the river bank. The Kootenai 
River is actively eroding this bank; cultural material in the form of chips and 
hearths was either being washed out, or segments of the bank had collapsed scatter­
ing debris along the water’ s edge. During flood season most of the site is covered 
by shallow water; it was boggy at the time of our survey.
We had planned to excavate at least a sampling trench into the Lower Ter­
race site, but when we returned the following summer to dig we found that large 
blocks of the bank had caved away and washed downstream. We searched carefully 
along the newly exposed edge but found no sign of Indian occupation still present.
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We did not find any projectile points at 24LN518. The only artifact recov­
ered, an end scraper, was picked up below the river bank during the initial survey.
2 4 L N 5 1 9 ,  D o b l e ’ s M e a d o w s  Si t e  
Location: NE 1/4, Sec. 15, T37N, R28W
The site in Doble's Meadows is some distance outside of the Libby Dam 
pool area. However, the artifacts found there are apparently of the same types as 
those found in the sites along the river, and, according to Mr. Doble, the Kutenai 
Indians are known to have used the site when they trapped fish in Young Creek.
The site is located about 2 mi. south of the Canadian border along the 
slope just north of Young Creek and south of the gravel road that proceeds up Young 
Creek canyon. This road turns west off either the West Kootenai Road or the Tool- 
ey Lake Road, and it intersects each of these approximately 6.5 mi. north of the 
Rexford bridge. A small unnamed stream joins Young Creek along the site’ s west­
ern edge. The broad sloping terrace on which the site lies was cut by Young Creek. 
In this area the cleared fields more or less form a basin with the creek at the low­
est center part. Elevation is near 2700 f t .— about 400 ft. higher than the Kootenai 
River. Alkali Lake (really not much more than a pond) lies 1/2 mi. south and 
slightly east of the site.
Because the site is outside of the pool area we did not do any excavating, 
but we did conduct a surface search and photographed and recorded Mr. Doble’s ar­
tifact collection.
We did not find any finished artifacts on the site, but some flint chips were 
collected. We saw no evidence of old fish weirs or traps in Young Creek. The only 
tools recovered from the site were those found by members of the Doble family, 
and these remain in their possession. The collection included: 1 complete pestle,
2 broken pestles, 1 grooved maul, and part of a grinding stone. Mr. Doble report­
ed that several projectile points, similar to those that we showed him from the Koo­
tenai River sites, had been found at the site but had since been lost.
2 4 L N 5 2 0 ,  P i n k h a m  C r e e k  Si te  
Location: SE 1/4, SW 1/4, Sec. 32, T36N, R28W
The Pinkham Creek site was found on the east side of the Kootenai River 
about 700 ft. north of Pinkham Creek. This creek is 10 ft. or more wide and flows 
throughout the entire year. The site is bisected by the Great Northern Railroad 
tracks which run parallel to the East Kootenai Road. This road follows the river 
southward from Rexford, which is situated 3.5 mi. north of Pinkham Creek. The 
site is located on the lowest river terrace at an elevation of 2265 ft. The river bot­
tom, a little over 1/4 mi. in width, extends for a mile to the south and about 3/4 
mi. to the north before being pinched out by changes in the river’ s course. Several 
ranch buildings and a vegetable garden lie across the road and southeast of the site.
The area containing thin scattered evidence of Indian occupation extends 
for 200 yd. in a north-south direction and is about 100 ft. wide. Most cultural signs
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came from two heavy equipment cuts which ran alongside the railroad tracks 
throughout the length of the site (Fig. 24). The surrounding area is covered with 
grass, pine trees, and shrubs, but in the cuts little ground cover remains. Prob­
ably we would not have found the site had the surface not been disturbed.
We located the site during the surface survey conducted during our first 
field session. Most of the material collected at this time appeared to come from 
about 6 in. below the surface in the cuts. Large concentrations of fire-cracked dis­
colored rock and burned bone occurred throughout the area, but chipping detritus 
was sparse.
We salvaged 1 com er-notched projectile point (SCbl) from the Pinkham 
Creek site, and also collected 1 drill, 1 end scraper, 1 side scraper, and 3 unifa­
cially worked flakes. Because the site had already been thoroughly chewed up, we 
did no excavating.
2 4 L N 5 2 1 ,  S o p h i e ’ s C a b i n  S i t e  
Location: SE 1/4, NE 1/4, Sec. 18, T37N, R27W
Sophie Morigeau seems to have been a most unusual and ambitious woman. 
She was half-Indian, but her parentage and origins are quite obscure. Whatever her 
antecedents, before 1880 she was operating a pack train carrying trade goods from 
Walla Walla and Missoula to Fort Steele. By 1880 she had established a store and 
trading post on the Tobacco Plains, and in 1883 she moved her establishment to Koo­
tenai Flats at the northern end of the Tobacco Plains. There she built a new post on 
the bench about 300 ft. above the small stream which is now called Sophie Creek.
At this store Sophie Morigeau led an active and adventurous life. She 
traded with Indians and whites, bootlegged whiskey into Canada, ran a pack train to 
Calgary, and had a series of "temporary husbands. " A photograph from  this period 
(poorly reproduced in Johnson 1950:46) shows Sophie's cabin and one or two other 
buildings in the background. Three Kutenai tipis appear in the foreground. Near 
one lodge stands a platform elevated on four poles, and a hide is staked out to dry 
on the ground by another tipi. ‘
Because Sophie Morigeau was one of the most significant historical per­
sons in the lob a cco  Plains (Johnson [1950], for example, devotes an entire chap- 
tei to her life), we felt that we should at least attempt to locate and map where the 
buildings had stood before the area is innundated.
The site is located on Dr. H. D. Smiley's "Tobacco Plains Ranch" on the 
second terrace above the Kootenai River (elevation: ca . 2390 f t . ) on the southern 
i im of Kootenai Flats. The site overlooks a broad expanse of benchland that slopes 
gently toward the south and west. Immediately to the south the terrain slopes down­
ward, at about a 30-degree angle, to Sophie Creek some 25 ft. below. Sophie 
Cieek is a very small stream, only 12 to 18 in. deep; it flows around the base of
the slope and into a broader depression that lies west of the site. There it form s a 
small pond.
Noith of the site the grassy Kootenai Flats, partly covered by pines, ex­
tend almost 2 mi. to the Canadian border. The site can be approached by a faint
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Fig. 24. Overview of Pinkham Creek site (24LN520).
Fig. 25. Fireplace and hearth, Sophie's Cabin site (24LN521).
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old ranch road which leaves the Sophie Lake Road and ends at some abandoned 
ranch buildings that lie about 1/4 mi. east of where the trading post stood.
The immediate site area was littered with fragments of broken glass, 
rusted cans, and scraps of iron. A short section of what appeared to be part of a 
rock foundation and stones from the collapsed chimney indicated where Sophie's 
post had been. Two badly decayed logs lay on the surface nearby. In our surface 
inspection of the site we noted two other small depressions and one low mounded 
area fairly close to the main cabin. Two of these were later discovered to be re ­
mains of some kind of buildings.
We followed essentially the same procedure in each case as we attempted 
to outline the form er structures. In the case where we had a section of foundation 
and the base of the chimney already exposed, we simply extended a shallow trench 
along the area where walls were indicated. In this way we encountered other foun­
dation boulders and thin rotting segments of what once had been basal logs in the 
wall, and by following along we were able to locate the com ers of the structures.
In other features we excavated a trench across the depression (or mound in one in­
stance); when the trench encountered remains of logs, we followed them. We did 
not completely excavate any feature, rather we were mostly concerned with discov­
ering what structures had been present and mapping them (Fig. 26).
Feature 2, Sophie's cabin and probably the store, had burned, for every­
where inside the cabin under a thin mantle of topsoil we encountered ash, burned 
earth, and chunks of charcoal. It may be that the fire occurred well after the time 
that anyone lived there. At least part of the chimney collapsed at the time of the 
fire because fire-reddened cobbles and mud mortar lay within the ash and charcoal.
The cabin was rectangular in shape— 36 ft. 6 in. long by 24 ft. wide (out­
side dimensions). It faced toward the southeast, and, if I read the old photograph 
correctly (Johnson 1950:46), there was a porch along the front of the building. Un­
doubtedly a door led into the cabin from the porch. The roof was gabled with slight­
ly overhanging eaves. A single window was cut into the southwest wall, and the back 
(northwest) wall was broken by a tall chimney-fireplace which extended from  ground 
level to a height greater than the apex of the roof gable. This tall chimney and fire ­
place was constructed of river cobbles; the mortar was clay. We cleared away 
some rubble from inside the room in an effort to determine the dimensions of the 
fireplace. Insofar as we could ascertain, the fireplace began 6 ft. from the west­
ern com er in the back wall and was 5 1/2 or 6 ft. wide. The front of the fireplace 
extended from the wall into the room about 15 in .; a raised hearth extended slightly 
more than 2 ft. beyond that (Fig. 25).
A marked depression, measuring 21 ft. 3 in. long by 12 ft. maximum 
width and 18 in. maximum depth, occurred within the cabin. We did not excavate 
this depression, but I strongly suspect that there had been a cellar below the cabin
floor. Apparently the sides of the cellar had partially slumped in, leaving the void 
almost completely filled.
In digging to locate the corners of the cabin we encountered square nails, 
bLts of iron, and broken glass. The following materials were recovered in our ex­
cavations around the fireplace area. None were more than 6 in. below the surface.
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CO Fig. 26. Sketch map, Sophie's Cabin site (24LN521)
1 basal fragment of a chipped stone blade, probably ovate
in shape; green argillite
2 cast iron end pieces and the base of a Singer sewing
machine; each marked with a big "S" as part of the 
trademark which reads "The Singer Mfg. Co. N. Y.
Patented Jan. 4, 1887"
1 cast iron round griddle with slot for handle; ridges on 
bottom—perhaps made to fit into a stove opening (? )
1 rectangular can, 1 gal. capacity; looks like a syrup can, 
but the label cannot be read 
1 cylindrical can with top spout, about 1 gal. capacity 
1 part of a pocket watch case, 2 in. in dia.
1 four-hole bone button, 1/2 in. in dia.
1 strap buckle for a 1/2 in. wide strap 
Half of a blue clay bead, about 3/8 in. in dia.
1 clear glass top off a small bottle, perhaps a perfume or 
medicine bottle
1 brown bottle, 1 qt. capacity; may be a whiskey bottle 
1 tablespoon, too corroded to read manufacturer 
Many square and round nails, bits of brown and white 
glass and china (none with trademark intact)
Outside the cabin 6 ft. from the west corner was a small area (11 ft. 6 in. 
by 9 ft.) of closely-set rocks. These stones, 36 of them, were more than half 
buried in the earth and had the appearance of a paved area. However, they were 
not located near the cabin door and may be nothing more than a section of collapsed 
chimney—even though they were separated from most chimney debris.
Feature 3 was a small narrow chamber that had been dug into the face of 
the slope leading down to Sophie Creek. It was 105 ft. south and slightly west of the 
trading post. On the surface the chamber appeared as an irregular trapezoid­
shaped depression. The long axis ran in a northwest-southeast direction and mea­
sured 23 ft. ; at the northwest end the depression was 17 ft. in width, at the south­
west end 9 1/2 ft. in width. We excavated a trench near the depression’ s center, 
and at a depth of 2 ft. 6 in. we encountered two logs, one on top of the other, run­
ning in the direction of the long axis. We interpreted these as being remains of the 
northeast wall and followed the logs deeper into the slope until we met the rotting 
remnants of the rear wall. By extending our trench across the depression until we 
found a log in the southwestern wall we were able to determine dimensions for the 
structure. The chamber was 8 ft. 6 in. wide and extended 17 ft. into the face of 
the slope. We did not locate the front wall, but if we allow for a small level space 
in front of an entry door then the room was probably 12 to 13 ft. long. We do not 
know foi suie, of course, but we considered it likely that this was a root cellar or 
storage shed; it probably had a thick turf roof.
Feature 4 lay 109 ft. northeast of the store near the edge of the downslope. 
On the surface it appeared as a rectangular-shaped depression, 15 in. deep in the
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middle but sloping upward toward the edges. The depression measured 16 ft.
(northeast-southwest axis) by 11 ft. We dug an 18 in. deep trench across this fea­
ture and encountered logs (averaging 8 in. in dia.) which had formed the basal por­
tion of the two side walls. Within the trench we found several large pieces of soft 
wood but no cultural debris; we weren't able to identify anything as a floor.
We did not excavate to determine the length o f the building. The side-wall 
logs were located near the edge of the depression, and if the same were true of the 
front and back, the structure must have been about 15 ft. long.
We do not know what this building may have been. It does not show in the 
1883 photograph. It may have been a storage or equipment shed; it seems small to 
have been a stable or milking shed.
Feature 7 was the remains of another small cabin. In the old photograph 
part of this house can be seen behind the trading post. Actually it was 33 ft. north­
east of Sophie's cabin. On the surface this feature appeared as a slightly mounded 
rectangular area. We established the outlines of this building by locating the re­
mains of logs which had been in the wall and following them. The logs were charred 
and ashy, and it was evident that the cabin had been burned, although perhaps not 
until long after it had been abandoned. We dug four small trenches to locate the co r ­
ners but did not explore the interior further. This house measured 21 ft. 4 in. 
(northeast-southwest) by 15 ft. 4 in. , outside dimensions.
Within our trenches we found:
50+ pieces of brown and white glass, some flat window 
glass, other pieces of broken bottles 
Square nails (no count)
1 iron stove leg
8 pieces o f white china (no brand names present)
1 top of metal can, round; embossed name, "Home Bak­
ing Pow der," form s a circle  around top 
1 cartridge case: WRA Co. 45-70 imprint 
1 cartridge case: UMC 44 c . f .  imprint
Other structures may have been present at or near Sophie's Post, e. g. , a 
bam , and there must have been a privy, but they have left no surface indications.
2 4 L N 5  2 2 ,  M u r r a y  I s l a n d  O v e r l o o k  S i t e  
Location: SE 1/4, NW 1/4 , Sec. 11, T36N, R28W
Site 24LN522 is located on a sloping terrace east of the Kootenai River and 
1. 3 mi. north of Rexford along State Highway 37. In this area the Kootenai has 
split into several wide shallow streams. The main channel flows almost a mile 
away from the site along the western edge of Murray Island. A secondary channel 
runs along the base of the terrace, just below the highway, and form s the eastern 
boundary of the islands. The island is nearly flat river bottom land, cut by many 
small rivulets, and is almost awash when the river is at flood stage. The Tobacco
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Fig. 27. Overview of Murray Island Overlook site (24LN522), view looking north-northwest. Murray 
Island is at top left.
River, flowing in from the east, empties into the Kootenai a mile to the north.
The site lies on a high terrace overlooking Murray Island a little more 
than 40 ft. above the river (Fig. 27). It is only 40 to 50 ft. east o f the highway but 
30 ft. higher (between 2330 and 2340 ft.- in elevation). The Great Northern Railroad 
tracks run 200 ft. east of the site at about a 15 ft. higher elevation. The site can 
be reached from a little-used road that runs from Rexford alongside the tracks or 
by way of a dangerous steep driveway that turns directly off the highway.
Signs of aboriginal occupation were noted on the surface of a small field 
lying immediately south of an abandoned homestead. At the time of our visit the 
house and two outbuildings were standing; the foundation of another structure and a 
collapsed shed were also present. The field was bounded on the north by the drive­
way, on the south by the edge of a ravine which had eroded into the terrace. The 
terrain slopes upward toward the north and east. The field has been plowed several 
times. rIhe ground is sandy and rocky, thinly covered with grass and small bushes. 
Pine forest surrounded the cleared area, and a few trees had been left standing 
around the house.
In the field we observed some scattered fire-cracked rocks and abundant 
widely distributed chipping debris. There did not seem to be any areas in which
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this material was concentrated. From the surface we picked up one blade and two 
triangular-shaped corner-notched projectile points with rounded bases (SCbl).
2 4 L N 5 2 3 ,  G o l d  C r e e k  R o c k  E n c l o s u r e  Si t e  
Location: SW 1/4 , NE 1/4 , Sec. 14, T35N, R28W
Cliff Mountain extends northward from  Big Creek for several m iles as it 
form s the western wall of the Kootenai River canyon. The mountain is a steep se­
ries of ascending precipices and talus slopes. Site 24LN523 is a rectangular­
shaped outline of rock slabs situated on the top and near the edge of one of the lower 
argillite ledges.
The rock enclosure is located 3. 7 mi. north of Big Creek, almost exactly 
1 mi. north of Gold Creek, about 6 mi. south of the Rexford bridge. Here the river 
valley is narrow along the west side of the river; in many places State Highway 37 
has gouged into the mountain slope as it proceeds along a narrow terrace. In the 
immediate site area an erosional gully enters the river valley and has created a 
small sloping alluvial fan. A ccess to the stone formation is by foot, westward from  
the highway and up the fan slope for approximately 200 yd. to where cliffs begin to 
rise.
Blocks of greenish-gray argillite here create a ledge 12 ft. high. The 
ledge’ s top is nearly flat exposed rock except for  small trees and shrubs that have 
taken root in crev ices. The flat top extends westward for perhaps 15 ft. before the 
surface slopes upward to the base of a higher scarp. The rock feature lies on this 
flat (Figs. 28 and 29).
Low walls made of small slabs of weathered rock had been laid to form  a 
square enclosure (Fig. 30). Irregularly-shaped stones (5 to 18 in. in length, 1 3/4 
to 3 in. thick) were laid abutting each other and stacked two slabs high (except for 
a portion of the north wall where there was only a single course) to form  walls 4 to 
6 in. high. A segment of the west wall was open, and there five small slabs had 
been piled in a stack 8 3/4 in. high. The square measured 61 in. (east-west) by 63 
in. (outside dimensions). Rocks in the wall were thickly covered with lichens, and 
the lichen plants often fused two or three slabs together, indicating that their growth 
had occurred since the enclosure was made.
We found no artifacts associated with the enclosure and no other evidence 
of human activity in the immediate area. We have no way of knowing whether the 
rock square was of Indian or white origin. The lichen growth suggests some age 
for the structure, but we have not been able to find any data about the growth rate of 
lichens along the Kootenai. It is possible, of course, that the formation was built 
by whites, perhaps by playing children. However, there are no nearby houses or 
cabin remains known to us. Enigmatic rock structures are not unknown in western 
Montana. Kehoe (1958:430-32) describes three small dry-laid masonry chambers, 
also overlooking a stream, near the southern boundary of Glacier National Park. 
Kehoe was not able to determine whether or  not they had been constructed by white 
men, but a sizeable tree encroaching upon one structure suggested the possibility 
that they dated from  pre-white times.
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Fig. 28 (above). Gold Creek Rock Enclosure 
(24LN523), view facing north.
Fig. 29 (left). Gold Creek Rock Enclosure 
(24LN523), view facing east.
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Fig. 30. Sketch map, Gold Creek Rock Enclosure (24LN523).
If our rock feature does date from  aboriginal tim es, then it most likely 
was a vision quest structure. Teit (1930:282) mentions the use of stone enclosures 
among the Salishan tribes; Spier and Sapir (1930:239) describe the piling up of rocks 
by the Wishram on the Columbia River. Among the neighboring Flathead, when a 
person sought supernatural power through a spirit helper "a  spot famous for suc­
cessful medicine dreams was chosen. . . .A rriving at the spot the watcher builds a 
low wall of stone around himself and sits down to fast, pray, and wait for a guard­
ian” (Turney-High 1937:27). Malouf (unpublished field notes) states that, according 
to his Flathead informants, such sites were in the lower foothills rather than on 
mountain peaks.
A mention o f the use of rock enclosures among the Kutenai occurs in Stas- 
so 's  recollections. Stas so, who was 80 years old when he died in 1951, belonged to 
the Flathead Lake Kutenai band. He recalls:
” Later, when I was about age 13, I went up on top of 
Chief Rock, near Dayton, just above Black Lake. Up 
there is a little circle  o f rocks where we would lay. All 
kinds of spirits dwell up there, like birds, animals, 
rocks, everything. Coyote spoke to me up there one 
night” (Malouf and White 1952:3).
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The rock enclosure on the Kootenai might well qualify as a place where one 
might go to contact the supernatural. Behind the square, tier after tier of ledges 
and cliffs tower above; across the river opposite the site the brooding scarps of 
Stone Hill loom against the sky. One feels a sense of awe, insignificance. One ad­
ditional factor argues for an interpretation of the stone outline as a vision quest site: 
the presence of a small group of pictographs on a cliff face less than a mile away.
2 4 L N 5 3 0 .  G o l d  C r e e k  P i c t o g r a p h s  S i t e  
Location: SW 1/4, NW 1/4, Sec. 23, T35N, R28W
In 1969 during their clearing operations within the reservoir pool, em­
ployees of the Corps of Engineers discovered a pictograph panel just south of Gold 
Creek. The pictographs had been drawn on the east face of a precipice on Cliff 
Mountain. Trees and shrubs growing against the cliff front veiled the rock, thus 
our crew had missed the pictographs, and they were noticed only after clearing be­
gan. .
The Gold Creek Pictographs are located on the west side of the Kootenai
River, 2. 7 mi. north of Big Creek along Highway 37. There a steep and dusty road 
turns westward off the highway and angles back in a southerly direction as it climbs 
the face of the mountain. A grass- and shrub-covered track leaves this roadway 
about 200 yd. west of the highway and progresses northward for 100 yd. to an aban­
doned cabin. We were informed that the cabin had been empty for over 50 years, 
ever since the first World War. The pictograph panel is on the lowest of a series 
of stepped cliffs; it is a little over 100 ft. northwest of the cabin, about 150 ft. 
south of Gold Creek.
The overhanging cliff is about 30 ft. high and is composed of huge weather­
ed blocks of argillite. A vertical fracture extends from  top to bottom and divides 
the panel into two segments. Weathering has broken up the northern edge of the 
scarp; great blocks have broken out and slid downslope, so that here the exposed 
vertical rock face extends 18 ft. less than the rest of the front of the scarp. One 
enormous block has cracked away, tilted, and slipped about 2 ft. downslope, so 
that part of what was once the front panel now faces the ground. For convenience in 
description I have divided the pictographs into four panels (Fig. 31).
Panel 1, the most southerly group of pictographs, was badly faded— almost 
to a point where it was impossible to trace them accurately. There appeared to be 
eight lines drawn in red pigment up and down the face of the panel. Two shorter 
red lines angled off toward the right. The lines, close together, occupied a space 
18 in. wide. They began 4 ft. above the present ground surface. Two other lines 
had been drawn below this group, a vague U-shape and two short lines above it.
Panel 2 was 48 in. toward the north, separated from  the first panel by the 
vertical crack. This panel was also faint, and part of it was completely obscured 
by a dark stain. The pictographs appeared as a jumble of lines drawn down the 
cliff face, some lines at angles to others. In places the painting was so faint that 
it was impossible to determine their original form . This panel measured 39 in. 
wide, 42 in. high, and began 29 in. above the ground.
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One has the impression in looking at these two panels that in most in­
stances the lines were made by the painter simply dragging his paint-smeared fin­
gers down the rock. Other shorter lines appear separately and may be day counts.
Panel 3 was probably once part of Panel 2, but a big block (90 in. wide) 
has broken off and tilted so that the paintings are on an underside. To trace them 
it was necessary to inch under the rock while lying on one's back. Two figures o c ­
curred on this panel: one of three lines with some very faint obscured paint mark­
ings above them; the other, a reduction of which is shown in Fig. 31b (Pictograph 2), 
was three short lines joined together by a single line at the bottom.
Panel 4 lay apart from  the others but was located on part of the same cliff 
formation. It was on a rock front 18 ft. from  Panel 3. The single figure drawn 
there was four short vertical lines joined together at the top and bottom by horizon­
tal bars. Figure 31b (Pictograph 1) is a reduction of the tracing of this pictograph.
All pictographs were done with red pigment. Lines are quite uniform in 
thickness (1/2 to 1 in.) and might easily have been drawn by a finger. The panels 
have weathered; paintings are faint, not well preserved. A careful search of the 
area did not produce any artifacts.
I have discussed pictographs in general with regard to the Big Creek Panel 
(24LN510) and noted their probable association with the vision quest experience.
b
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Fig. 31. Gold Creek Pictographs site (24LN530). a, location of picto-N 
graphs on panels; b, scale drawings of pictographs on Panels 2 and 3. Pic­
tographs shown were drawn with red pigment.
Nothing further need be added here except to note that the location of 24LN530, 
with Cliff Mountain above and Stone Hill across the river, is quite awe-inspiring.
2 4 LN 5 2 4 ,  L o w e r  G a t e w a y  S i t e  
Location: NE 1/4, NE 1/4, Sec. 12, T37N, R28W
The Lower Gateway site is located on the eastern bank of the Kootenai Riv­
er approximately 1/2 mi. south of the Canadian border. It is on a broad terrace at 
an elevation of 40 ft. above the present river level. The site is directly accessible 
from the East Kootenai Road. A dirt ranch road proceeds westward off the county 
road and approaches some ranch buildings just south of the small town of Gateway. 
An area showing scanty surface evidences of Indian occupation lies about 100 ft. 
south of the ranch buildings.
The terrace on which the site occurs is generally flat, but it slopes gently 
upward for about 50 ft. just before breaking off in a steep slope down to the river. 
The area of occupation extends for about 200 ft. along the terrace and stretches 
eastward from the river bank for approximately 100 ft. In this area the terrace has 
been plowed several times in the recent past and is currently used as a grazing 
area for horses. Grass, thistles, and ground shrubs thinly cover the surface.
The evidence of aboriginal occupation consisted of chips, spalls, and frag­
ments of chert or chalcedony widely scattered throughout the plowed field. No ar­
tifacts were found.
2 4 L N 5 2 6 ,  T w i n  L a k e s  S i t e  
Location: NE 1/4, Sec. 24, T36N, R27W
The Twin Lakes site is outside the reservoir pool area. It is located on 
the shore of Twin Lakes, which on some maps is referred to as Orthorp Lake. The 
lake is located about 3 mi. southwest of Eureka, Montana on the Pinkham Creek 
road. It is 5 mi. east of the Kootenai River. The lake, about 1 mi. long and 1/8 
mi. wide, lies in a shallow basin, the surrounding terrain being only about 30 ft. 
above the lake level.
A large amount of chipping detritus, flakes, and flint scraps is present on 
the surface near the northwest com er of the lake; it extends from  Pinkham Creek 
road down to the lakeshore. The occupation debris appeared to be concentrated 
near a group of abandoned and partially burned ranch buildings. Ground cover is 
mostly grass, some of which is extremely dense in swampy areas near the lake. 
Small groves of pine and cottonwood trees are interspersed throughout the site, 
while pine forest surrounds the whole area.
Part of one afternoon was devoted to a surface survey of the site. A large 
amount of chipping detritus was recovered, but we found no artifacts.
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2 4 L N 5 2 7 , G r a v e s  C r e e k  S i t e  
Location: SE 1/4, Sec. 15, T35N, R26W
The Graves Creek site is not in the reservoir pool area, but we know from  
historical accounts that it was associated with the Kutenai Indians. According to lo ­
cal tradition the Kutenai used this site as the final camping spot within their own 
territory before they crossed the Whitefish Mountain Range and traveled eastward 
to the Plains.
The site is located on the Flannagan Ranch 6 1/2 mi. southeast of Eureka, 
directly southwest of U. S. Highway 93 and north of Graves Creek. The main area 
of occupation appears to have been in a plowed field of about 20 acres extent.
Graves Creek flows along the southern edge of this field. The terrain is flat but 
slopes downward near the southern edge to the creek bed. Most of the property is 
under cultivation; the areas that have not been cleared are dense pine forest or cot­
tonwood trees near the creek. The soil is hard and rocky, and scattered through­
out are dense concentrations of fire-cracked rocks, ash, bone, and charcoal.
We devoted one afternoon to a surface survey on the site. Many chips and 
flakes were recovered by our survey crew but no artifacts. Most cultural material 
collected on the site is now in the possession of the ranch owner. Mr. Flannagan’ s 
collection contains numerous arrowheads that he has picked up in the field over a 
period of many years. Among the artifacts in his collection are five stone mauls.
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A R T I F A C T S
It is possible to classify archaeological findings in many ways. In dealing 
with the materials recovered during the Kootenai River survey I have followed that 
system which I feel is most useful in comparing our artifacts with those from  other 
sites. I have lumped together tools which share one general attribute into artifact 
classes, for example, ’ ’ chipped stone” tools or ’ ’ground stone”  utensils. Within an 
artifact class those tools which share other attributes, such as the same form or 
shape, I have segregated into artifact types. Presumably an artifact type reflects 
the certain style which the native craftsman had in mind when he fashioned the tool, 
although it is recognized that all craftsmen are not equally skilled and that individ­
ual variations do occur. The function of an artifact is inferred, by comparison with 
ethnological data, from its form.
As a matter of convenience I have followed Strong's (1935:88, Fig. 7) 
"Classification Chart for Chipped Points” as far as possible. Borden (1956) used 
this system, with a few modifications, in his survey of the Upper Kootenay region, 
and other archaeologists have applied his classification scheme to their findings in 
western Montana as well as on the Columbia Plateau ( e .g . , Malouf 1956b; Collier, 
Hudson, and Ford 1942).
C h i p p e d  S t o n e  A r t i f a c t s
This class includes those tools that were manufactured either by percus­
sion flaking or pressure flaking, or by a combination of these techniques.
P r o j e c t i l e  P o i n t s
169 specimens, Figs. 33 and 34
I have followed Strong's (1935:88) classification; the letters, capital and 
lower case, and numbers refer to point types as defined by him (Fig. 32). Almost 
certainly these were all arrowheads; possible exceptions are noted in context.
Type NAa. One specimen; Fig. 33a, Table 4. Not stemmed, leaf-shaped,
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C l a s s i f i c a t i o n  C h a r t  f o r  C h i p p e d  P o i n t s
H Bcl^ ___N B o 4  N B b  N B b l  N B b 2 N Be , | N C  N C o
C.  D i a m o n d  -  s h a p e d
S B c  , , S C o l  S C a 2  S C o 3  S C b l  S C b 2  S C b 3  S C c
C .  E x p a n d i n g  S t e m
Fig. 32. Chart for form classification of chipped 
points (after Strong 1935:88, Fig. 7).
pointed at both ends.
The flaking on our sample is quite crude, perhaps due to the material (ar­
gillite) which does not flake well. No evidence of grinding occurs on either the 
blades or the base. Our sample has a small inset on one side toward the base; the 
same was true for the single specimen found by Borden (1956:87) on the Upper Koo­
tenay River. Because it has an inset it is quite probable that our point should not 
really be considered representative of this type. The widely distributed Cascade 
points of this shape do not have an inset and are quite ancient (9000 B. C. -  3000 
B. C .) (Butler 1961; Daugherty 1962; Swanson 1962). I cannot see our projectile 
point as Cascade; it occurred mixed in the same level with other types, and no 
great antiquity can be ascribed to that level.
TABLE 4*
CHARACTERISTICS: NAa POINT**
Length Width Thickness Material Provenience Remarks
39 16.5 4 Tan-green 
argillite
24LN517 Poor pressure 
flaking
* In all tables the dimensions given are the maximum for width and thickness. 
** Measurements in mm.
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Similar projectile points have been found in the following areas: Kootenay 
River, British Columbia (Borden 1956); Craig Mountain section, Columbia Plateau, 
Idaho (Butler 1962); Columbia River, Washington (Collier, Hudson, and Ford 1942); 
Moses Lake, Washington (Daugherty 1952); Kootenai County, Idaho (Miller 1959); 
Fraser River, British Columbia (Sanger 1964); McNary Reservoir, Oregon (Shiner 
1961); Columbia-Fraser, Washington (Smith 1950); Dalles-Deschutes, Washington- 
Oregon (Strong, Schenck, and Steward 1930).
Type NAbl. One specimen; Fig. 33b, Table 5. Not stemmed, leaf-shaped, 
pointed at one end, convex (rounded) base.
Large percussion flake scars occur over the entire point; smaller pressure 
flakes have been removed along the blade edges. There is no evidence of grinding. 
Borden (1956:87) also found only a single example of this type in his survey of the 
Canadian section of the Kootenay River valley.
TABLE 5
CHARACTERISTICS: NAbl POINT*
Length Width Thickness Material Provenience Remarks
39 17 7 Gray-brown
chert
24LN517 Base asymmet­
rical but not 
broken
* Measurements in mm.
Comparable specimens have been found at sites in these areas: Kootenay 
River, British Columbia (Borden 1956); Columbia River, Washington (Collier, Hud­
son, and Ford 1942); Moses Lake, Washington (Daugherty 1952); Slave Lake, North­
west territories (MacNeish 1951); Flathead Lake, Montana (Malouf 1956b); P icto- 
graph Cave, Billings, Montana (Mulloy 1958); Fraser River, British Columbia (San­
ger 1964); McNary Reservoir, Oregon (Shiner 1961); Columbia-Fraser, Washing­
ton (Smith 1950); Dalles-Deschutes, Washington-Oregon (Strong, Schenck, and 
Steward 1930); Yellowstone National Park (Taylor 1964).
Type NAb2. Three specimens; Fig. 33e, Table 6. Not stemmed, leaf­
shaped, pointed at one end, straight base. •
These points have been shaped by percussion but thinned by pressure flak­
ing. Small pressure flake scars occur along the blade edges. There is no evidence 
of grinding. Borden (1956:87) found two points of this type in form er Kutenai terri­
tory in the Columbia-Windermere Lakes area, British Columbia, but none on the 
Upper Kootenay River proper.
Comparable specimens have also been found at: Columbia River, Washing­
ton (Collier, Hudson, and Ford 1942); central Alberta, Canada (Forbis 1962); south
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TABLE 6
CHARACTERISTICS: NAb2 POINTS*
Length Width Thickness Material Provenience Remarks
46.5 24 8 Chocolate 
brown quart­
zite
24LN503 Break in base; 
type assignment 
uncertain
29+ 11.5 7 Black basalt 24LN513 Tip broken; 
type assignment 
uncertain
85 35 unk. Gray chalced­
ony
24LN517 Large for a 
point, may be 
a blade
* Measurements in mm.
central Idaho (Gruhn 1961a); Carbon County. Montana (Loendorf 1967); northwest 
Idaho (Lynch, Wilkinson, and Warren 1965); Slave Lake, Northwest Territories 
(MacNeish 1951); Mackenzie River, Northwest T erritories (MacNeish 1953); Flat­
head Lake, Montana (Malouf 1956b); Lytton, British Columbia (Smith 1900a); 
Colum bia-Fraser, Washington (Smith 1950); Dalles-Deschutes, Washington-Oregon 
(Strong, Schenck, and Steward 1930); Yellowstone National Park (Taylor 1964).
Type NBa. Seven specimens; Fig. 33c and d, Table 7. Not stemmed, 
triangular-shaped, straight base, unnotched.
These points are quite small, flat, and thin, but well chipped. Blade 
edges are straight or slightly convex. The basal portions of the blades show no 
evidences of grinding. Bases are straight, except for one incomplete example from  
24LN10 which has a slight indentation and approximates Type NBb. Maximum width 
is across the base. Six points are incomplete with tips missing; on one point a bas­
al corner has broken off.
Borden (1956:87) lists only two specimens of this type from  the Upper Koo­
tenay region, whereas he found 10 examples sim ilar to this except for indented 
bases (Type NBb).
Comparable specimens have been found at: Kootenay River, British Co­
lumbia (Borden 1956); Craig Mountain section, Columbia Plateau, Idaho (Butler 
1962); Columbia River, Washington (Collier, Hudson, and Ford 1942); Moses Lake, 
Washington (Daugherty 1952); near Helena, Montana (Forbis 1950); central Alberta 
(Forbis 1962a); south central Idaho (Gruhn 1961a); Carbon County, Montana (Loen­
dorf 1967); northwest Idaho (Lynch, Wilkinson, and Warren 1965); Slave Lake, 
Northwest Territories (MacNeish 1951); Flathead Lake, Montana (Malouf 1956b); 
Toole County, Montana (Miller 1963); Kootenai County, Idaho (Miller 1959); Grand 
Coulee, Washington (Mills and Osborne 1952); Billings, Montana (Mulloy 1958); Fra­
ser River, British Columbia (Sanger 1964); McNary R eservoir, Oregon (Shiner 1961) 
Lytton, British Columbia (Smith 1900a); Colum bia-Fraser, Washington (Smith 1950);
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TABLE 7
CHARACTERISTICS: NBa POINTS*
Length Width Thickness Material
Provenience Remarks
22 16 5 Red mottled chalcedony
24LN10 Trench 11
unk. 17 3.5 Red-white banded chal­
cedony
24LN10 Trench 4; tip broken
unk. 17 3 Black basalt 24 LN10
From the surface; tip broken
16 10 3 Milky-gray quartzite 24LN10
Trench 6; slight basal inden­
tation; small delicate point
15+ 12 2 Gray-blue chalcedony 24LN513
Tip broken
21.5 14 3.5 Black chalcedony 24LN517
Corner of base broken
17+ 13 3 Black basalt Waldo, 
B. C.
Tip broken; from outside 
survey area
* Measurements In mm.
Dalles-Desehutes, Washington-Uregon (Strong, Schenck, and Steward 1930).
Type NBal. Twenty-nine specimens; Fig. 33f-k, Table 8. Not stemmed; 
triangular-shaped; nearly straight base; small, narrow, usually sym m etrically- 
placed side notches.
Notches are generally placed so that the basal portion form s less than one- 
fourth of the point's total length (exceptions are three specimens). Blade edges are 
straight or slightly convex. These are small, thin, carefully chipped points.
Blades have small pressure flake scars along the edges. None shows basal grinding. 
Maximum width is across the base.
Borden recovered 10 points of this type in his Upper Kootenay survey.
Small triangular side-notched points have a very wide distribution and usually occur 
in late prehistoric contexts. Attempts have been made to further subdivide this 
type. Forbis (1962a: Fig. 13; 1962b:6-7), for  example, has named several vari­
eties based on data from  a site in Alberta. And Kehoe (1967: Fig. 41 has divided 
these points into a Plains type and a Prairie type, each with several varieties, on 
the basis of his data from the Boarding School Bison Drive near Browning, Montana. 
Kehoe dates the occurrence of his Plains type, most sim ilar to ours, as after A. D. 
1590il50. Gruhn (1961b: Plate 14k) illustrates artifacts sim ilar to ours from  Wil­
son Butte Cave in Idaho, dated at A. D. 1535±150 by radiocarbon, and compares 
them with specimens in the Great Basin and on the Columbia Plateau. Points of 
this shape have been called "Bitterroot side-notched" by the Idaho State University 
archaeologists, e .g . , Butler (1962: Fig. 9).
Mulloy (1953: Fig. 25) found projectile points of this type associated with 
pottery of the Mandan-Crow tradition at the Ash Coulee site, Montana, at the Hagen
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Fig. 33. Unstemmed projectile points (selected specimens); a, Type NAa; b, Type NAbl; c,d, Type 
NBa; e, Type NAb2; f-k, Type NBal; l-o , Type NBb; p-t, Type NBbl; u, Type ND. (Scale: actual size)
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TABLE 8
CHARACTERISTICS: NBal POINTS*
Length Width Thickness Material Provenience Remarks
21.5 12.5 3 Gray-brown chalcedony 24LN10 From the surface
18 11+ 3 Milky chalcedony 24LN10 Trench 12; broken
17.5 15.5 2.5 Banded argillite 24LN10 Trench 9
12 10.5 3 Milky quartzite 24LN10 Trench 10; very small
18 15.5 3 Red-gray chert 24LN10 Trench 1
unk. 13.5 3.5 Green-gray argillite 24LN10 Trench 1, broken
unk. 11+ 2.5 Gray chert 24LN10 Trench 6; broken
unk. 14.5 4 Red-gray quartzite 24LN10 Trench 4; broken
unk. 12 2 Gray chalcedony 24LN10 Trench 5; broken
18 10.5 2 Blue-gray chalcedony 24LN502
13.5 10 2 Blue-gray chalcedony 24LN502 Small point, notches about 
half-way up blade
184 15 4 Gray-black chalcedony 24LN513 Tip broken
17 12 3 Gray chert 24LN513 Base straight but angled
20 12 2.5 Buff-tan chert 24LN513 Beautiful point
15 11.5+ 3 Gray quartzite 24LN513 Basal corner broken
15 12 4 Gray chalcedony 24LN513 Side notches half-way up blade
15 10.5 3 Tan-gray chalcedony 24LN513
16 11 2.5 Gray chalcedony 24LN517
13+ 13 3 Gray quartzite 24LN517 Tip broken
23 13 3 Black-gray chert 24LN517
24 14 5 Chocolate brown chert 24LN517 Shallow notches, slightly 
rounded base
21 13.5 3 Gray chalcedony 24LN517 Notches asymmetrical, 
rounded base
27+ 14.5 3 Gray striped chalcedony 24LN517 Tip broken
18.5 13 3 Milky white chalcedony 24LN517
14. 5 11 2.5 Gray chalcedony 24LN517 Small point, base slightly 
rounded
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TABLE 8 (Continued)
Length Width Thickness Material Provenience Remarks
25.5 12 3.5 Chocolate brown chert 24LN517
19 15.5 3 Chocolate brown chert 24LN517 Broad base, narrow blade 
above base
20 15 4 Black chert 24LN517 Nicely made
19+ 15 4 Black obsidian Waldo, 
B. C.
Tip broken; from outside 
survey area
* Measurements in mm.
site, Montana (1942: Fig. 25), and near Red Lodge, Montana (1943: Fig. 20a). 
Elsewhere, on East Redwater Creek, I have noted this type of point in association 
with late pottery styles that are generally believed to be Crow (Taylor 1959:7)
Mulloy (1943:171) states:
This type of point is widespread in North America and 
particularly in the northwestern plains where it seems to 
be characteristic o f fairly late horizons. It is the most 
common type in the Yellowstone country, its late position 
having been determined by its occurrence in Pictograph 
Cave III and IV and in Billings Bison Trap II, as well as 
its occasional association with historic burials.
Triangular side-notched points occur frequently in most collections from  
Montana buffalo kill sites, but they are also very frequent in sites on the Columbia 
Plateau. However, it seem s likely that many of our Kutenai specimens were made 
from  silicates brought back from  the Plains area by Indians returning from  hunting 
expeditions.
Comparable specimens have been found in sites at: Kootenay River, Brit­
ish Columbia (Borden 1956); Craig Mountain section, Columbia Plateau, Idaho (But­
ler 1962); Columbia River, Washington (Collier, Hudson, and Ford 1942); Moses 
Lake, Washington (Daugherty 1952); Phillips County, Montana (Davis and Stallcop 
1965); near Helena, Montana (Forbis 1950); central Alberta (Forbis 1962a); south 
central Idaho (Gruhn 1961a; 1961b); Carbon County, Montana (Loendorf (1967); 
southwest Idaho (Lynch and Olsen 1964); northwestern Idaho (Lynch, Wilkinson, and 
Warren 1965); Flathead Lake, Montana (Malouf 1956b); Madison Jump, Logan, 
Montana (Malouf 1962b); Toole County, Montana (Miller 1963); Kootenai County, 
Idaho (Miller 1959); Grand Coulee, Washington (Mills and Osborne 1952); Pictograph 
Cave, Montana (Mulloy 1958); Fraser River, British Columbia (Sanger 1964); 
McNary R eservoir, Oregon (Shiner 1961); Ulm Jump, Ulm, Montana (Shumate 
1967a); Lytton, British Columbia (Smith 1900a); Dalles-Deschutes, Washington- 
Oregon (Strong, Schenck, and Steward (1930); Yellowstone National Park (Taylor 
1964); Clearwater River, Montana (Tro 1968).
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Type NBb. Eight specimens; Fig. 331-o, Table 9. Not stemmed, 
triangular-shaped, indented (concave) base, unnotched.
Blades are straight or ex-curved. Points are made on relatively small 
thin flakes. Blade edges have been sharpened by the removal of small pressure 
flakes. There are no evidences in our sample of grinding on either blades or bases. 
Borden (1956:87) found 10 points of this type in his survey, five from the Kootenay 
River valley in British Columbia, and five from form er Kutenai territory in the 
Columbia-Windermere Lakes area.
Comparable specimens are from : Kootenay River, British Columbia (Bor­
den 1956); Columbia River, Washington (Collier, Hudson, and Ford 1942); south 
central Idaho (Gruhn 1961a); Pictograph Cave, Billings, Montana (Mulloy 1958); 
Fraser River, British Columbia (Sanger 1964); Colum bia-Fraser, Washington 
(Smith 1950); Dalles-Deschutes, Washington-Oregon (Strong, Schenck, and Steward 
1930).
Type NBbl. Fifteen specimens; Fig. 33r-t, Table 10. Not stemmed, 
triangular-shaped, indented (concave) base, side-notched.
Points of this type are similar to those of type NBal except for concave 
bases. In some specimens the arrangement of notches, plus the indented base, 
creates the impression of basal ears. Blades are straight or ex-curved; maximum 
width is across the base. Notches are placed one-fourth to one-third of the way up
TABLE 9
CHARACTERISTICS: NBb POINTS*
Length Width Thickness Material Provenience Remarks
19.5 12 3.5 Dull gray chert 24LN513
21 14.5 4 Black basalt 24LN513 Crude chipping
17 14 3 Gray chalcedony 24LN513
23 18 5 Brown-black chert * 24LN515 Asymmetrical point, shallow 
side notch on one side may be 
unintentional
21 12 3 Gray chalcedony 24LN517 Piece broken out of base
15 12 3 Light gray chert 24LN517 On a small flake, pressure 
flaking almost entirely on 
one side
18 12.5 3 Brown-gray chert 24LN517
15 14 2 Brown chalcedony 24LN517 Thin flake, just pressure flaked 
along edges; almost transparent
* Measurements in mm.
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the blade. Borden's (1956) collection from the Upper Kootenay included 11 points 
o f this type.
This type of projectile point is found consistently in association with 
straight-based form s (NBal) and in our area must be considered contemporary with 
them. They occur in virtually all Montana buffalo kill sites and have been found in 
association with Mandan-Crow ceram ics. In Idaho, Gruhn (1961b) dates these 
points between A. D. 1300 and 1700 based on data from  Wilson Butte Cave.
TABLE 10
CHARACTERISTICS: NBbl POINTS*
Length Width Thickness Material Provenience Remarks
18 10.5 3 Gray shale 24LN10 Trench 11; corner of base 
broken
12.5 14 2 .5 Gray chalcedony 24LN10 From the surface; broad 
and stubby
16 14 3 Red chalcedony 24 LN10 Trench 2
14 10.5 3 Black chalcedony 24LN502
unk. 12 2 .5 Gray-black chalcedony 24LN513 Trench 1; most of blade 
tip missing
17 11 3 Black basalt 24LN513 Trench 3; notches one-third 
way up blade
29. 5 13 4 .5 White quartzite 24LN513
15+ 14 3 Brown banded chalcedony 24LN513 Trench 4; tip broken
24+ 15 3.5 Chocolate brown chalcedony 24LN513 Trench 4; tip broken
15 12 2 Brown-red jasper 24LN513 Trench 3; small delicate 
point
14 11 3 Gray chert 24LN513 Trench 1; very small; 
notches asymmetrically 
placed
20+ 12 2.5 Black basalt 24LN517 Tip and basal corner broken
18+ 12 2.5 Brown-black chalcedony 24LN517 Tip missing; notches one- 
third way up blade
17+ 13.5 2 .5 Gray-blue chalcedony 24LN517 Tip broken; notches one- 
third way up blade
16 11.5 3 Buff chert 24LN517
* Measurements in mm.
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Like the straight—based form , this point has a wide distribution throughout 
the Plains, the Great Basin, and the Columbia Plateau. Baumhoff and Byrne (1959)
have labeled similar artifacts as "Desert Side-notched" points.
Comparable specimens have been found in the following areas: Livingston, 
Montana (Arthur 1962); Kootenay River, British Columbia (Borden 1956); Craig 
Mountain section, Columbia Plateau, Idaho (Butler 1962); Columbia River, Wash­
ington (Collier, Hudson, and Ford 1942); Phillips County, Montana (Davis and Stall- 
cop 1965); near Helena, Montana (Forbis 1950); central Alberta (Forbis 1962a); 
south central Idaho (Gruhn 1961a; 1961b); Smith River, Montana (Hoffman 1962); 
bison kill near Browning, Montana (Kehoe 1967); Carbon County, Montana (Loendorf 
1967); southwestern Idaho (Lynch and Olsen 1964); northwestern Idaho (Lynch, Wil­
kinson, and Warren 1965); Toole County, Montana (Miller 1963); Kootenai County, 
Idaho (Miller 1959); Grand Coulee, Washington (Mills and Osborne 1952); P icto- 
graph Cave, Billings, Montana (Mulloy 1958); McNary R eservoir, Oregon (Shiner 
1961); bison kill, Ulm, Montana (Shumate 1967a); Lytton, British Columbia (Smith 
1900a); Yellowstone National Park (Taylor 1964).
Type ND. Two specimens; Fig. 33u, Table 11. Not stemmed, straight 
parallel-sided, rounded at one end, nearly straight base.
Our two examples are relatively thick, and neither is complete. Possibly 
these are basal portions of blades rather than points. The flaking is random; blade 
edges have been retouched by the removal of small pressure flakes. Maximum 
width is across the blades well above the base.
TABLE 11
CHARACTERISTICS: ND POINTS*
Length Width Thickness Material Provenience Remarks
unk. 20 8 Mottled gray 
chalcedony
24LN10 Trench 1; bro­
ken
unk. 17 5.5 Brown chalced­
ony '
24LN10 Trench 9; bro­
ken
* Measurements in mm.
Borden (1956) does not illustrate any points or  blades of this shape from 
the Upper Kootenay survey.
T y p e  SAc. Three specimens; Fig. 34a and b, Table 12. Stemmed, con­
tracting stem, rounded base.
The blade portions of these points are triangular with straight or slightly 
convex edges. There are no notches; the basal portion of the points rounds off from
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the blade edges to form  a lozenge shape. Maximum width is at the shoulder. P res­
sure flaking retouch occurs on blades and base. There is no evidence of grinding.
TABLE 12
CHARACTERISTICS: SAc POINTS*
Length Width Thickness Material Provenience Remarks
35.5 broken 4 Mottled brown 
chalcedony
24 LN10 Trench 1
22 broken 2.5 Brown chalced­
ony
24LN10 Trench 11
19+ 18 5 Gray-black
chert
24LN513 Tip and comer 
broken
Measurements in mm.
No points of this type were recovered in the Upper Kootenay survey in 
British Columbia (Borden 1956).
Type SBa. Eight specimens; Fig. 34c-e, Table 13. Stemmed, parallel­
sided stem, shouldered, not barbed.
These points are triangular with blade edges that are straight or ex-curved. 
The sides of the base (stem) are nearly parallel. There is a pronounced shoulder 
from the edge o f the blade to the stem. Random flaking occurs, with pressure re­
touch along the edges. Maximum width is across the shoulders. Some of our spec­
imens are not typical of this type as defined by Strong (1935:88); they have a basal 
indentation.
No points of this type were found along the Canadian portion of the Kootenay
River.
Comparable specimens have been found at: Moses Lake, Washington 
(Daugherty 1952); south central Idaho (Gruhn 1961a); Carbon County, Montana (Loen- 
dorf 1967); Thompson River, British Columbia (Smith 1900b); Colum bia-Fraser, 
Washington (Smith 1950); Dalles-Deschutes, Washington-Oregon (Strong, Schenck, 
and Steward 1930).
Type SBb. One specimen; not illustrated (see Fig. 32 for form). Stemmed, 
parallel-sided stem, shouldered, barbed.
This point is triangular with straight or  slightly ex-curved blades. Corner 
notches form barbs. The stem is parallel-sided and the base rounded.
The provenience of this point was 24LN517. The point was lost from  the 
laboratory after the initial classification; dimensions and material are unknown.
Type SBc. One specimen; not illustrated (see Fig. 32 for form ). Stemmed,
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parallel-sided stem, shouldered, tapering shoulder.
The shape of this point approaches that of a lozenge. The shoulders slope 
inward toward the base to a parallel-sided stem. The base is rounded.
The provenience of this point was 24LN517. The point was lost from the 
laboratory after the initial classification; dimensions and material are unknown.
Type SCal. Eight specimens; Fig. 34f-h, Table 14. Stemmed, expanding 
stem, shouldered, rounded (convex) base.
These points are triangular with straight or slightly ex-curved blades; 
com er notches form shoulders on the blade rather than barbs. (Barbs are consid­
ered formed when notches angle toward the tip and extend inward beyond the blade 
edge.)
Borden recovered nine projectile points of this type from the Upper Koote­
nay sites (1956:87).
Points similar to this type in general appearance except for having straight 
bases (SCa2) occur abundantly in Montana bison kill sites. In a few instances they 
lay stratigraphically below side-notched varieties. Type SCal (with a rounded base) 
occurs less frequently and perhaps should be regarded as a variant of the straight- 
based type.
Points comparable to those in tvoe SCal have been found at: Livingston, 
Montana (Arthur 1962); Kootenay River, British Columbia (Borden 1956); Columbia 
River, Washington (Collier, Hudson, and Ford 1942); Moses Lake, Washington 
(Daugherty 1952); Phillips County, Montana (Davis and Stall cop 1965); Havre, Mon­
tana (Davis and Stallcop 1966); near Helena, Montana (Forbis 1950); central Alberta 
(Forbis 1962a); south central Idaho (Gruhn 1961a); northwestern Idaho (Lynch, Wil­
kinson, and Warren 1965); Slave Lake, Northwest Territories (MacNeish 1951); 
Mackenzie River, Northwest Territories (MacNeish 1953); Flathead Lake, Montana 
(Malouf 1956b); Kootenai County, Idaho (Miller 1959); Pictograph Cave, Billings, 
Montana (Mulloy 1958); Ulm bison kill, Ulm, Montana (Shumate 1967a); Columbia- 
Fraser, Washington (Smith 1950); Dalles-Deschutes, Washington-Oregon (Strong, 
Schenck, and Steward 1930); Yellowstone National Park (Taylor 1964).
Type SCa2. Fifteen specimens; Fig. 34i-l, Table 15. Stemmed, expand­
ing stem, shouldered, straight base.
These points are triangular and corner-notched. The notches form shoul­
ders with the blades; the stems are expanding with straight or nearly straight bases. 
Maximum width is at the shoulder. Pressure flake retouch occurs along the edges 
and base. There is no evidence of grinding.
Borden (1956:87) recovered 14 points of this type from his Kootenay region
survey.
These small, triangular, corner-notched points are widely distributed in 
almost all of the western states. Most of our specimens are sim ilar in form to 
what Forbis (1962a:100; 1962b:8) has classified as Lewis com er-notched points. At 
the Old Women's Buffalo Jump in Alberta he estimates that these points occurred 
between A. D. 600 and A. D. 1600. Forbis found the com er-notched points to occur
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TABLE 13
CHARACTERISTICS: SBa POINTS*
Length Width Thickness Material Provenience Remarks
28+ 18.5 4 Dull brown-black chert 24LN503 Tip broken
unk. unk. unk. Unknown 24LN513 Specimen recorded but lost in 
the field
36+ 24 6 Dull black chert 24LN517 Tip broken; large for a point, 
perhaps a blade
22+ 18 4.5 Black basalt 24LN517 Tip broken
22 16 4 Milky gray chalcedony 24LN517
15+ 19 6 Black chalcedony 24LN517 Tip and most of blade missing
21 16 5 Black chalcedony 24LN517
46 20 7 Dull brown chert 24LN517 Shoulders not angular; blade 
tapers into stem
* Measurements in mm.
TABLE 14
CHARACTERISTICS: SCal POINTS*
Length Width Thickness Material Provenience Remarks
22 12 3.5 Black basalt 24LN10 Trench 1; one side broken
33 25 5 Blue-gray mottled chal­
cedony
24LN501
25+ 22 5 Red-brown jasper 24LN503 Tip broken
37.5 17 5 Blue-gray quartzite 24LN513 Trench 2
30 14 3.5 Mottled red jasper 24LN513 Trench 1
19+ 17 5 Mottled jasper 24LN517 Blade broken
24 13.5 4 Brown chert 24LN517
18 17.5 4 Gray chalcedony 24LN517
* Measurements in mm.
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TABLE 15
CHARACTERISTICS: SCa2 POINTS*
---  - -----  • “ ' •
Length Width Thickness Material Provenience Remarks
43 24 5 Black basalt 24LN7 North shore, Lake Livermore
28 18 5.5 Milky quartzite 24LN505
15 10.5 3 Blue-gray chert 24LN513 Small, nice
28 18 6 Black basalt 24LN513
10+ 18 3 Gray chert 24LN517 Blade broken
9.5+ 14 4 Black chalcedony 24LN517 Blade broken
20+ 13 3 Brown mottled chalcedony 24LN517 Tip broken
19+ 13 4 Blue-gray chert 24LN517 Tip broken
17.5+ 13 3 Milky chalcedony 24LN517
21+ 20 6 Buff-brown chert 24LN517 Tip broken
18± 19 4 White chalcedony 24LN517 Tip broken
31+ 19.5 6 Milky quartzite 24LN517 Tip broken
9+ 16 4.5 Chocolate brown chalced­
ony
24LN517 Blade missing above notches
54.5 25 6 Mottled brown chalcedony unk. Tip broken; large, maybe a 
hafted blade
18+ 21 7 Brown chert Waldo, 
B. C.
From outside survey area
* Measurements in mm.
generally earlier in time than the side-notched varieites. Com er-notched points 
seem to be in the lower strata of Montana bison kill sites, but Malouf (1956a:52) has 
noted that the Flathead and Kutenai continued to use this form  of arrowhead into mod­
em  times.
Comer-notched points are widely distributed throughout Montana in surface 
sites. At a campsite near Helena, Montana, at which this was the only projectile 
point type present, they were associated with stone c ircles.
Our SCa2 points are quite sim ilar in shape to "Besant" points. The latter 
are widely distributed throughout Alberta and Saskatchewan in kill sites, and are 
sometimes dated at around 2000 years ago— dating which accords with Davis and 
Stallcop's (1965) date of 1965i250 years ago for Besant at the Keaster kill site in 
Phillips County, Montana. In southern Alberta Besant points may extend back in 
time to 460 B. C. but "are most typical of the first 600 year period of the Christian
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Fig. 34. Stemmed and unclassified projectile points (selected specimens). a,b, Type SAc; c-e , Type 
SBa; f-h, Type SCal; i-1, Type SCa2; m -r, Type SCa3; s-w, Type SCbl; x, Type SCb2; y, Unclassified. 
(Scale: actual size)
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Era" (Wormington and Forbis 1965:192). We have no evidence to indicate that our 
material is that old. It may be that the corner-notched point tradition endured in 
western Montana after it had disappeared from the Plains.
Comparable specimens to those of type SCa2 have been found in sites at: 
Kootenay River, British Columbia (Borden 1956); Craig Mountain section, Columbia 
Plateau, Idaho (Butler 1962); Phillips County, Montana (Davis and Stallcop 1965); 
Havre, Montana (Davis and Stallcop 1966); near Helena, Montana (Forbis 1950); 
bison kill, central Alberta (Forbis 1962a; 1962b); south central Idaho (Gruhn 1961a; 
1961b); bison kill near Browning, Montana (Kehoe 1967); Carbon County, Montana 
(Loendorf 1967); northwestern Idaho (Lynch, Wilkinson, and Warren 1965); Slave 
Lake, Northwest Territories (MacNeish 1951); Mackenzie River, Northwest T err i­
tories (MacNeish 1953); Flathead Lake, Montana (Malouf 1956b); Kootenai County, 
Idaho (Miller 1959); Pictograph Cave, Billings, Montana (Mulloy 1958); Fraser Riv­
er, British Columbia (Sanger 1964); McNary Reservoir, Oregon (Shiner 1961); 
Lytton, British Columbia (Smith 1900a); Columbia-Fraser, Washington (Smith 
1950); Dalles-Deschutes, Washington-Oregon (Strong, Schenck, and Steward 1930); 
Yellowstone National Park (Taylor 1964); Clearwater River, Montana (Tro 1968).
Type SCa3. Twenty-two specimens; Fig. 34m -r, Table 16. Stemmed, ex­
panding stem, shouldered, indented base.
These points are triangular in outline with straight or slightly convex 
blade edges. The expanding stem was formed by wide, open com er-notches which 
create pronounced shoulders. The base is indented. Well controlled percussion 
and pressure flaking is evidenced. Maximum width is at the shoulder These 
points are similar to those of Type SCa2 except for basal indentations.
Four points of this type were found during Borden's (1956) Upper Kootenay
surveys.
Comparable specimens have also been found at sites in the following areas: 
near Livingston, Montana (Arthur 1962); Craig Mountain section, Columbia Plateau, 
Idaho (Butler 1962); Columbia River, Washington (Collier, Hudson, and Ford 1942); 
bison kill, Havre, Montana (Davis and Stallcop 1966); near Helena, Montana (Forbis 
1950); bison kill, central Alberta (Forbis 1962a); south central Idaho (Gruhn (1961a); 
Carbon County, Montana (Loendorf 1967); northwestern Idaho (Lynch, Wilkinson, 
and Warren 1965); Slave Lake, Northwest Territories (MacNeish 1951); Mackenzie 
River, Northwest Territories (MacNeish 1953); Flathead Lake, Montana (Malouf 
1956b); Kootenai County, Idaho (Miller 1959); Pictograph Cave, Billings, Montana 
(Mulloy 1958); Columbia River, Washington (Osborne, Bryan, and Crabtree 1961);
Fi aser River, British Columbia (Sanger 1964); McNary R eservoir, Oregon (Shiner 
1961); Columbia-Fraser, Washington (Smith 1950); Dalles-Deschutes, Washington- 
Oregon (Strong, Schenck, and Steward 1930); Yellowstone National Park (Taylor 
1964); Clearwater River, Montana (Tro 1968); southwestern Idaho (Tuohy and Swan­
son 1960).
Type SCbl. Fifteen specimens; Fig. 34s-w, Table 17. Stemmed, expand­
ing stem, barbed, rounded (convex) base.
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TABLE 16
CHARACTERISTICS: SCa3 POINTS*
Length Width Thickness Material Provenience Remarks
25.5 15.5 4 Brown-black mudstone 24LN10
unk. 17 6 Pink chert 24LN10 Tip broken
unk. unk. unk. Unknown 24LN502 Small point, lost in the field
22+ 22.5 6.5 Brown mudstone 24LN517 Most of blade broken off *
32 23 6.5 Black basalt 24LN517
30 17.5 5 Light gray chert 24LN517 Corner of base broken
27+ 21 5 Dark brown chert 24LN517 Blade broken
28+ 17 4 Black basalt 24LN517 Tip of blade broken
30 19 4 Brown siliceous mudstone 24LN517 Shallow wide, open notches
24.5 16 5 Black basalt 24LN517
20 14 4 Blue-gray chert 24LN517 Small graceful point
19+ 20 4.5 Brown siliceous mudstone 24LN517 Blade and corner of base 
broken
15 14 4 Blue-gray chert 24LN517 Short stubby point
33.5 13 5 Black basalt 24LN517 Shallow wide, open notches
18+ 10 3 Gray chalcedony 24LN517 Asymmetrical; tip broken
29+ 18 6 Light brown mottled 
quartzite
24LN517 Tip broken
13+ 12.5 4 Clear quartzite 24LN517 Blade broken
22+ 19 4 Buff chert 24LN517 Wide, open notches; blade 
broken
31+ 15 7 Brown siliceous mudstone 24LN517 Tip broken
24+ 18 4.5 Black basalt 24LN517 Tip broken
19.5** 19.5 4 Milky chalcedony 24LN517 Asymmetrical blades and 
notches
24** 21 5 Blue-gray chert 24LN517 One basal ear partly broken
* Measurements In mm.
** The last two points in this table, while technically fitting into the SCa3 type, differ greatly in appearance from 
the others. These have wide shallow notches, and a deep basal notch produces an ear-like effect (Fig. 34).
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TABLE 17
CHARACTERISTICS: SCbl POINTS*
Length Width Thickness Material Provenience Remarks
21.5 19 5 .5 Blue-gray chalcedony 24LN503 Barb on one side only
44 24 5 Blue-gray chert 24LN503
22+ 26 5 Black basalt 24LN504 Blade broken
24 21.5 4 .5 Red jasper 24LN504 Corner of base broken
30 20.5 4 Milky quartzite 24LN505 Beautiful!
18 19.5 5.5 Brown chalcedony 24LN517 Asymmetrical stubby point; barb 
on one side only
24 22 6.5 Blue-gray chert 24LN517 Broad relative to length
25 24 5.5 Brown siliceous mud­
stone
24LN517 Wider notches than others 
in this type
24.5 19.5 5 Brown siliceous mud­
stone
24LN517 Blade broken; notches asym­
metrical; barb on one side 
only
18 17 3.5 Mottled jasper 24LN517 Barb on one side only
22+ 22 4 Blue-gray chalcedony 24LN517 Blade broken
18 12 2.5 Blue-gray chert 24LN517 Comer of base broken
17+ 18+ 5 Black basalt 24LN520 Blade broken
45 25 unk. Unknown 24LN522 Artifact lost; data from field 
sketch
21.5 24 5 Brown siliceous mud­
stone
24LN522 Blade broken; barb on one 
side only
* Measurements in mm.
These are triangular-shaped, barbed projectile points with rounded bases; 
the blades are ex-curved in most specimens, straight in others. Deep relatively 
narrow corner notches produce barbs; the stems are expanding with rounded bases. 
Maximum width is at the shoulders.
In his analysis of the Upper Kootenay artifacts Borden (1956:88) divided 
this type into two varieties: short, broad points, of which there were nine speci­
mens; and long, narrow points, represented by five examples. We have not made 
this distinction within our sample.
Comparable specimens have also been found at: Columbia R iver, Washing­
ton (Collier, Hudson, and Ford 1942); Moses Lake, Washington (Daugherty 1952); 
Keaster bison kill, Phillips County, Montana (Davis and Stallcop 1965); near Helena,
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Montana (Forbis 1950); Carbon County, Montana (Loendorf 1967); Flathead Lake, 
Montana (Malouf 1956b); Grand Coulee, Washington (Mills and Osborne 1952); P ic- 
tograph Cave, Billings, Montana (Mulloy 1958); Lytton, British Columbia (Smith 
1900a); Yellowstone National Park (Taylor 1964); Clearwater River, Montana (Tro 
1968).
Type SCb2. One specimen; Fig. 34x, Table 18. Stemmed, expanding 
stem, barbed, straight base.
This type com prises a triangular-shaped, barbed point with nearly straight 
blade edges. It is barbed by narrow com er  notches. The stem is expanding with a 
straight base. This point was shaped by percussion with pressure reflaking along 
the blade edges and base. There is no evidence of grinding.
Borden (1956:88) found eight points of this type from sites along the British 
Columbia section of the Kootenay River.
Other comparable specimens have been found at: Craig Mountain section, 
Columbia Plateau, Idaho (Butler 1962); Columbia River, Washington (Collier, Hud­
son, and Ford 1942); Keaster bison kill, Phillips County, Montana (Davis and Stall- 
cop 1965); near Helena, Montana (Forbis 1950); south central Idaho (Gruhn 1961a); 
Carbon County, Montana (Loendorf 1967); northwestern Idaho (Lynch, Wilkinson,
TABLE 18
CHARACTERISTICS: SCb2 POINT*
Length Width Thickness Material Provenience Remarks
33+ 21 5 Brown sili­
ceous mud­
stone
24LN503 Tip broken
* Measurements in mm.
and Warren 1965); Mackenzie River, Northwest Territories (MacNeish 1953); Flat­
head Lake, Montana (Malouf 1956b); Kootenai County, Idaho (Miller 1959); Grand 
Coulee, Washington (Mills and Osborne 1952); Pictograph Cave, Billings, Montana 
(Mulloy 1958); Fraser River, British Columbia (Sanger 1964); bison kill, Carter, 
Montana (Shumate 1967b); Colum bia-Fraser, Washington (Smith 1950); Dalles- 
Deschutes, Washington-Oregon (Strong, Schenck, and Steward 1930); Yellowstone 
National Park (Taylor 1964).
Unclassified Point. One specimen; Fig. 34y, Table 19. This projectile 
point does not fit conveniently into any of Strong’ s categories, or more accurately, 
its classification depends on which side of the point is being viewed. It is a long, 
slender projectile point, somewhat willow-leaf shape in outline. On one face very 
shallow flakes have been removed from the base to about one-third of the length. 
The removal of these flakes creates the appearance of shallow site notches on that
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side, but the notches do not extend through the blade and are scarcely noticeable on 
the other side. The base is rounded. Blade edges and the base were thinned by the 
removal of small pressure flakes. Maximum width is at the shoulders.
TABLE 19
CHARACTERISTICS: UNCLASSIFIED POINT*
Length Width Thickness Material Provenience Remarks
32.5 10 4 Gray chert 24LN10 Trench 6
* Measurements in mm.
Our survey collections contain, in addition to those points classified, frag­
ments of 28 other projectile points. These are tips or pieces broken out of blades. 
All are too fragmentary to be included in any classification. Materials represented 
are: chert, chalcedony, quartzite, basalt, and siliceous mudstone. Pieces of 
points were found at the following sites: 24LN10 (8), 24LN501 (1), 24LN502 (3), 
24LN503 (3), 24LN513 (4), 24LN517 (7), and Waldo, British Columbia (2).
Fig. 35. Drills and scrapers (selected specimens), a-d, drills; e -i, plano-convex scrapers. 
(Scale: actual size)
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TABLE 20
CHARACTERISTICS: DRILLS*
Total
Length
Length 
of blade
Width Thick­
ness Material Provenience Remarks
16+ unk. 14.5 5 Gray quartzite 24LN10 Trench 2; blade broken at 
base
unk. unk. 15 5 Blue-gray chalcedony 24LN10 Trench 12; base only
23+ 17 13 4 Brown m ottled chalcedony 24LN503 B ase broken
12+ 6 + 17.5 4 Brown chalcedony 24LN517 Blade broken
20+ 7+ 18.5 3.5 Gray chert 24LN517 Blade broken
34+ unk. 17.5 5 Brown chert 24LN517 Blade broken
22+ 16+ 12 6 Brown chert 24LN517 Blade broken
18+ 11+ 15 3.5 Buff-red chalcedony 24LN517 Blade broken
34 21 26.5 9 Dark brown chert 24LN517 Complete; no basal 
notches
47 30 27 12 Red-orange jasper 24LN520 Base has two side 
notches for hafting
* Measurements in mm.
D r i l l s  o r  P e r f o r a t o r s  
10 specimens; Fig. 35a-d, Table 20
These artifacts have narrow tapering cylindrical blades with broader flat­
tened bases. In one specimen the base has side notches to allow hafting to a shaft 
which could then be rotated; others lack notches, and some were probably simply 
held in the fingers. We interpret these flaked "d r ills ” as being general utility tools 
for the making of holes or perforations in wood, bone, shell, or  pipestone; or such 
implements may have been used as awls in hide working or basketry. Blades and 
bases have been carefully pressure flaked. In complete specimens the tip and blade 
edges were abraded and smoothed from  use.
Sc r a p e  r s
55 specimens; Figs. 35 and 36
Plano-convex Scrapers. Thirty-seven specimens; Fig. 35e-i, Table 21. 
End scrapers of this type are sometimes referred to as ’ ’keeled ,"  "tu rtle-back ,” or 
in the case of small specim ens, ’ ’thumb-nail" scrapers. The tools have been made 
from  thick flakes of flint, quartzite, or basalt; most are roughly ovate in outline. 
The bottom or plane surfaces of these scrapers have been unmodified and exhibit a
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TABLE 21
CHARACTERISTICS: PLANO-CONVEX SCRAPERS*
Length Width Thickness Material Provenience Remarks
52 30 13 Black basalt 24 LN10 From the surface
32 24 9 Brown basalt? 24 LN10 From the surface
31 29 9 Gray chalcedony 24LN10 Trench 4
23 25 7 Gray chalcedony 24LN10 Trench 13
21 17 6 Brown chalcedony 24LN10 Trench 10
unk. 14 4 Black basalt 24LN10 Trench 5
31 14.5 8 Gray chalcedony 24LN502 Maybe broken
27 22 8 Black chert 24LN502
20 11.5 4.5 Gray chert 24LN502 Small scraper
24 15.5 5 Black chert 24LN502 Made on a thin flake
26 15 7 Gray chalcedony 24LN503 Delicate pressure flaking
25 14 3 Gray-black chert 24LN513 Thin flake; maybe should not 
be included in this type
2U 16.5 5 Mottled red chalcedony 24LN513 Broken; length unknown
20 19 6 Gray chert 24LN513 Nice vertical pressure flakes 
off leading edge
30 21 9 Mottled red chert 24LN513
19 16 4 Brown chalcedony 24LN513 Delicate flake scars on leading 
edge
36+ 20 10 Gray-brown chert 24LN513 Broken
16+ 18 6 Red-brown chert 24LN513 Broken
27 20 7 Gray quartzite 24LN513 Nice !
25 17 5 Gray quartzite 24LN515 Carefully retouched flake
19. 5+ 13.5 3.5 Orange-tan chert 24LN517 Broken
32 15 5 Gray chalcedony 24LN517 Small vertical pressure flakes 
off leading edge
29 19 6 Buff chert 24LN517 Nice specimen
23+ 17 6 Black chert 24LN517 Broken
36 27 11 Mottled brown chalcedony 24LN517
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TABLE 21 (Continued)
Length Width Thickness Material Provenience Remarks
19.5+ 22 7 Brown-red mottled chal­
cedony
24LN517 Trailing edge broken
24 18.5 6 Gray quartzite 24LN517
18.5 16.5 6 Dark brown chert 24LN517 Small but nice
24.5 13.5 4 Black chalcedony 24LN517 Thin
23.5 21 6 Brown-black chert 24LN517
18 16 5 Mottled brown chalcedony 24LN517 Small but nicely made
16.5 11.5 2 Gray quartzite 24LN517 Could also have been a dull 
projectile point
28.5 15 8 Gray quartzite 24LN517
41 23 6 Black chert 24LN518
37 25 10.5 Chocolate brown chert 24LN520
27 24 5 Gray-brown chalcedony Waldo, 
B. C.
From outside survey area
34+ 25.5 8 Gray chert Waldo, 
B. C.
Broken; from outside survey 
area
* Measurements in mm.
marked bulb of percussion which resulted from  the blow that struck off the flakes 
from  a core . The top or back of the scraper rounds convexly from  the bottom. 
Leading and lateral edges have been trimmed by the removal of small sloping or 
nearly vertical flakes. These scrapers were probably used by pushing the sharp­
ened thick leading edge across a hide to scrape, smooth, and thin the skin. It is 
difficult to see how most samples could have been hafted; they were probably intend­
ed to be held in the hand.
Borden (1956:96) collected 17 scrapers of this type from  the Upper Koote­
nay valley and 21 in the Columbia-Windermere Lakes area. He notes their sim ilar­
ity to tools found elsewhere along the Middle and Upper Columbia and states, "Evi­
dence from  other regions indicated that such scrapers have a very wide distribu­
tion. "
Side Scrapers. Eighteen specimens; Fig. 36a and b, Table 22. These 
tools were made on flakes of assorted shapes and sizes, many being quite irregular. 
One surface tends toward flatness and shows a bulb of percussion; in some instances 
this face shows several other flake scars. The other surface has been shaped, in 
varying degrees, by percussion. Edges have been sharpened by the removal of 
small pressure flakes. These scrapers must have been held in the fingers.
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TABLE 22
CHARACTERISTICS: ILLUSTRATED SIDE SCRAPERS*
Length Width Thickness Material Provenience Remarks
60 29 9 Red-gray mot­
tled chert
24LN509 Fine pressure 
flaking on edges
44 28.5 7.5 Black-gray
chert
24LN517
* Measurements in mm.
TABLE 23
CHARACTERISTICS: THICK BLADES*
Length Width Thickness Material Provenience Remarks
64 55.5 19.5 Green argillite 24LN513 Trench 1
45 23.5 9.5 Black quartzite 24LN513
34+ 30 8.5 Black basalt 24LN513 Base only; blade broken
37.5+ 28.5 12 Black basalt 24LN513 Base only; blade broken
33+ 24 11 Olive chert 24LN517 Base only
52 36 14 Dull gray chert 24LN517
49.5 32.5 17 Buff chert 24LN517
48 35 12 Brown siliceous mud­
stone
24LN517
47 31 16 Black chert 24LN517
61 44 16 Brown-gray chert 24LN517
24+ 31 12.5 Black chert 24LN522 Basal half; blade broken
43.5 27 9 Black quartzite Waldo, From outside survey area
____  B. C.
* Measurements in mm.
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Borden (1956:95) found 70 side scrapers in the Kootenay River valley and 
another 36 in the Columbia-Windermere Lakes area. He suggests that their impor­
tance should not be underrated.
Side scrapers were found at the following sites in our survey: 24LN502 (2), 
24LN509 (1), 24LN511 (1), 24LN513 (3), 24LN517 (8), 24LN520 (1), Waldo, B ritish ' 
Columbia (2).
B l a d e s
45 specimens, Fig. 36
Thick Irregularly Ovate Blades. (NAbl in Strong's classification.) Twelve 
specimens; Fig. 36d and e, Table 23.
These blades have large percussion flake scars on both faces. In some, 
but not all, specimens there is pressure retouch along the blade edges. Bases are 
usually blunt and lack pressure flaking scars. Such blades were probably held in 
the hand and could have served as a general tool for hacking, chopping, cutting, 
prying, or scraping.
Thinned Blades. Nineteen specimens; Fig. 36c and f, Table 24. These 
blades are mostly roughly ovate in form  (NAbl or NAb2); one specimen is half-moon 
shaped. These tools were made on thinned flakes; both faces have been thinned by 
controlled percussion flaking with pressure retouch along the blade edges. Most 
appear to have been held in the hand, but some may have been hafted to short han­
dles.
We know of no sure criteria  for distinguishing between large projectile 
points, lance or spear heads, and chipped stone blades. In general our inclusion of 
an artifact in the category "blade”  depended upon our subjective evaluation that it 
was too large or too thick to have served as a projectile point. Quite possibly some 
of our "blades" could have been lance heads.
Borden's (1956:94) sample from  the Upper Kootenay included 34 "knives."
Notched (Hafted) Blades. Six specimens; Fig. 36g and h, Table 25.
These blades are irregular in form ; three are ovate in outline with symmetrically 
placed side notches for attachment to a handle. Two are triangular in shape, each 
with a single notch. One base of an ovate blade has a single side notch. All are 
thinned flakes formed by percussion chipping with pressure flaking along the edges 
and bases. There is no evidence of grinding.
Our collection contains eight fragments of blades. These are the pointed 
tip segments of blades, except for one piece of midsection. In all of these the base 
and most of the blade is missing. These pieces of chert, chalcedony, quartzite, 
and basalt all exhibit percussion flaking scars with fine pressure retouch along the 
edges. Proveniences of the blade fragments found are: 24LN503 (1), 24LN511 (1), 
24LN513 (1), 24LN517 (5).
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TABLE 24
CHARACTERISTICS: THIN BLADES*
Length Width Thickness Material Provenience Remarks
unk. 40 8 Gray argillite 24 LN10 From the surface; base only; 
blade broken
unk. 33 7 Gray chert 24 LN10 From the surface; base only; 
blade broken
unk. 24 10 Dark gray chalcedony 24LN10 From the surface; blade 
broken
unk. 23 6 Mottled brown chalcedony 24LN10 Trench 1; base only
56 32 8 Gray chalcedony 24LN10 Trench 6
52.5 33 7 Black quartzite 24LN503
31+ 38.5 6.5 Brown siliceous mudstone 24LN503 Basal part only; blade broken
24+ 35 7 Red-white chert 24LN503 Blade broken
unk. unk. unk. Blue-gray chert 24LN504 Specimen lost; data from 
notes
48+ 35+ 8.5 Black quartzite 24LN506 Blade broken
49 f 44 10 Gray chert 24LN513 Trench 2; blade broken
424 35 9 Buff chert 24LN513 Basal part only
46.5 32.5 10 Red jasper 24LN513 Trench 4; nice!
82.5 34.5 12 Brown chert 24LN517 Lunate shape; nicely flaked
41.5 28 4 Gray chert 24LN517 Nicely flaked
48.5 25 8 Olive-gray chert 24LN517 Twist in blade
45 31 9.5 Black basalt 24LN517
47 37 8.5 Brown-black chert 24LN517 Tip missing
47 36 10 Clear quartz 24LN517 Hard to flake
k Measurements in mm.
U t i l i z e d  F l a k e s  
57 specimens
Unifacially Worked Flakes. Forty-two specimens. These are assorted 
sizes and shapes of flakes with percussion scars and pressure reflaking on one side 
only; often the retouch is along only one edge. The unworked side shows only one or
1 0 0
Fig. 36. Scrapers and blades (selected specimens). a,b, side scrapers; c ,f , thin blades; d ,e, thick 
blades; g -i, notched (hafted) blades. (Scale: actual size)
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two flake scars, and usually the bulb of percussion is visible. These were probably 
multiple use tools; such flakes could have been used for cutting or scraping. On 
many flakes there is at least one sharp point, so that they could have been used as 
gravers or incising tools. The materials represented are: chert, chalcedony, ba­
salt, quartzite, siliceous mudstone, and obsidian (one flake). Unifacially worked 
chips were found at the following sites: 24LN501 (1), 24LN502 (1), 24LN503 (7), 
24LN504 (2, one being obsidian), 24LN506 (1), 24LN509 (2), 24LN511 (1), 24LN513 
(4), 24LN517 (19), 24LN520 (3), Waldo, British Columbia (1).
Bifacially Worked Flakes. Fifteen specimens. These flakes are sim ilar 
to the unifacially worked flakes described above except that they have been worked 
on both faces. One specimen has a notch in the retouched edge and may have been 
used as a shaft smoother (provenience, 24LN10). Except for obsidian, the same 
materials as above are represented. Proveniences are: 24LN7 (1) large, chopper; 
24LN10 (3); 24LN502 (1); 24LN509 (1); 24LN511 (2); 24LN517 (5); Waldo, British 
Columbia (2).
G r o u n d  S t o n e  A r t i f a c t s
The artifacts in this class were shaped by pecking, abrasion, and grinding. 
These tools were made from  either tough resilient rocks, as in the cases of pestles 
and mauls, or from softer, more easily worked sandstone, argillite, or  pipestone 
that could be worked into pipes.
Ma u l s
6 specimens; Fig. 37a, Table 26
Mauls were made from heavy pebbles and were partially shaped by pecking 
and abrasion. The pebbles are hard igneous or metamorphic rocks, e . g . , granite. 
Pecked grooves (20 to 27 mm. wide, 3 to 5 mm. deep) completely encircle the tools 
slightly over halfway up from the striking surface. Weights of the mauls vary up to 
3 pounds. These implements were used for pounding, crushing, and pulverizing 
foodstuffs, perhaps occasionally as weapons and to dispatch wounded animals. In 
oui specimens both ends of the mauls show evidence of battering.
Shiner (1950:6) has stated for the Libby reservoir area that MThe most 
characteristic tool found in the area is the grooved maul. " Borden (1956:82) co l­
lected only two mauls from the Upper Kootenay valley but noted several others in 
local collections. We also noted the presence of mauls in private collections: the 
Bi inton collection from the east side of the Kootenai River near Rexford contained 
four, the Block collection from the west side of the Kootenai contained two examples. 
The Flannagan collection from 24LN527 included five mauls.
Malouf (1960:14; 1962c:12) considers this type of hafted maul to be charac- 
tei istic of the Plains during the late prehistoric period. Hafted mauls do not occur 
until Level III at Pictograph Cave (Mulloy 1958:55) but are abundant there and at
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TABLE 25
CHARACTERISTICS: NOTCHED (HAFTED) BLADES*
Length Width Thickness Material Provenience Remarks
unk. 27 6 Gray-brown chalcedony 24LN10 From the surface; base only; 
one hafting notch
35+ 21 6 Black basalt 24LN509 Triangular in shape; blade 
broken
41.5 28.5 8 Brown chalcedony 24LN511 Triangular in shape; nice 
flaking; one hafting notch
39.5 20.5 6.5 Green argillite 24LN511 Poor chipping; ovate
42 17 3.5 Black chert 24LN517 Not impressive
26 20 8
J
Gray chalcedony 24LN517 Blade rounded off; could be a 
scraper; ovate
* Measurements in mm.
TABLE 26
CHARACTERISTICS: STONE MAULS*
Length Width Provenience Remarks
57+ 74 24LN501 Blackened and cracked from fire; broken
91 97 24LN509 Squatty appearance; both ends much battered
97 81 24LN513 Trench 4; broken into two pieces which fit 
together; fire discolored
126 92 24LN514 Blackened and cracked from fire
137 102.5 24LN517 Large fragment broken off side; cracked and 
fire discolored
4 .5  in. 3. 5 in. 24LN519 Measurements in inches made in the field; 
maul in Doble collection
* Measurements in mm. except where otherwise indicated
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Fig. 37. Ground stone artifacts (selected specimens). 
(Scale: 1/2 actual size)
other sites in later periods. 
P e s t l e s
4 specimens; Fig. 37b, Table 27
These artifacts are generally long tapering cylindrical stones, rounded off 
at the narrow end, and with a flattened grinding-pounding surface at the broader end. 
In some specimens the entire surface has been shaped by pecking and abrasion.
Like mauls these are crushing and pulverizing utensils, but they do not appear to 
have been used extensively for heavy hammering.
Mr. Doble's collection contained three pestles from 24LN519. Two of 
these were broken with the handle end missing; they were not measured. The
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TABLE 27
____. . . .  . . . . CHARACTERISTICS: PESTLES*
Length Diameters Material Provenience Remarks
159 75, tapers 
to 52
Hard brown sandstone 24LN10
unk. Unknown Unknown 24LN503 Specimen lost
197 68 x 78 + , 
tapers to 
30
Green argillite 24LN514 Beautifully worked, 
large break off one 
side and base
419 63.5 , 
tapers to 
25.4
Unknown 24LN519 Specimen in Doble's 
collection
* Measurements in mm.
measure^ n t s  of the one 0° mplete specimen are included in Table 27.
p tl ' * + r^Ports three pestles from Upper Kootenay River sites
They occur f r e q u e n t in '^ s iS j^ w e s t e ^ " ^ "  ^  ^  C° 1Umbia Plateaa-
hand mauls o f the same aen en l oh ° n m a  nortbern Idaho. Pestles or
Smith (1910-44)- Strone Sche u ^ 7  7  ^  shoWn in Fig- 37b are illustrated by 
and Ford Mate 21); C ollier, Hudson,"
Malouf (1962a:6). Pestles of this type were u L d ^ y ^ n ^ r l ^ r f p  by
as well as by the Kutenai. yP by the Flathead Pend d 'O reille,
N o t c h e d P e b b l e s  i Ne t  S i n k e r s  
2 specimens; Fig. 37 c and d, Table 28
percus s io ?^ in g ?faS L ar b u tt^ e mu! 6 "evMelce T *  n0t°heS byo. .h™. H th.r were ut„Sa JUS^TSTST"" on “d’received very
TABLE 28
CHARACTERISTICS: NET SINKERS*
Length Width Thickness Provenience
102 53 19 24LN517
67 53 13 24LN517
* Measurements in mm.
little use. 
likely that They might possibly have been used as weapons, but it seems more these utensils were net sinkers. The side notches are 3 to 7 mm. deep.
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Both our examples are made of green argillite.
Borden found nine notched sinkers and three 
fully grooved sinkers during his Upper Kootenay survey 
(Borden 1956:84).
Borden comments on the paucity of grinding 
stones in his survey area. He found only one slab and 
two other fragments which may or may not have been 
used in grinding. However, he did note the presence of 
five rocks which had markings on one or more faces.
He suggests that they might have been used as anvil 
stones in pounding or cutting operations.
We also did not find any positively identifiable 
grinding utensils. At the Jealous Lover site, 24LN502, 
we found a scoop-shaped granite boulder (13 1/2 in. 
long, 7 in. wide, 5 in. thick at one end tapering to 2 3/4 in. thick at the other).
This stone bears no striations or abrasions from grinding and only a small amount 
of pitting within the basin. Possibly, but not certainly, it was used as an anvil 
stone. The Doble collection from 24LN519 contained a fragment of what appeared to 
be a grinding stone.
Pipes
2 specimens; Figs. 38, 39, and 40a
Our collections contain fragments of two pipes. One of these, from 
24LN517, is easily recognizable as an elbow pipe (Figs. 38 and 40a); it is made of 
orange-red pipestone. The height of the fragment is 43. 5 mm. ; outside diameter of 
the bowl is 18. 5 mm. and inside diameter is 11 mm. The diameter of the air tube
is 3 mm. '
The other example, from 24LN10, is a small irregularly-shaped block of 
soft, extremely fine-grained sandstone. This fragment measures 26 mm. in height, 
19. 5 mm. in width, and 13. 5 mm. in thickness. It looks as though someone had 
started to make an elbow or platform pipe, had broken it while drilling the air tube, 
and had then cut off and discarded the broken piece (Fig. 39). One end of the frag­
ment has been ground flat and has small striations (Fig. 39a); the other end has
Fig. 38. Elbow pipe frag­
ment, sketch showing recon­
struction.
Fig. 39. Pipe fragment, four views. (Scale: actual size)
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Fig. 40. Ground stone artifact and trade goods, a, elbow pipe fragment; b, 
beads; c, musket ball; d, copper pendant. (Scale: actual size)
several small facets where it was cut with a sharp instrument (Fig. 39c). Two hor­
izontal parallel lines are incised on each side (Fig. 39b and d). The bowl portion 
of this pipe was not present, but I think it likely that our find was originally intended 
to be a platform pipe. The Kutenai called this type of pipe ’ ’kukpokh.”  White (1955: 
8) suggests that this form was not the original Kutenai pipe, but rather was intro­
duced from  the east by Mearly Indians who preceded, or accompanied trappers and 
traders in this a rea .. . . ”
The older form , a tubular pipe, was used in those rituals which a man's 
guardian spirit required him to perform. Platform and elbow pipes were smoked on 
social occasions (White 1955:7). The latter pipes, especially those of the elbow 
type, sometimes were inlaid with metal for ornamentation or greater strength.
From the International Boundary site, 24LN517, we recovered a small 
highly-polished cylinder of banded argillite (25 mm. long, 28. 5 mm. in dia. , but 
with a large flake broken off one side). We cannot be sure, but this may have been 
intended for a pipe also. Perhaps the best quarry for pipe stone in western Mon­
tana is located along the banks of Pipe Creek. This stream flows into the Kootenai 
River a few miles downstream from Libby. The stone there, a siliceous argillite, 
is present in several colors and was used by the Kutenai for many of their pipes 
(White 1955:3). The specimen at 24LN517 likely came from there, but of course 
not the others. The pipestone must have been traded in; we do not know the source 
for the fine-grained sandstone.
Most of Turney-High's informants said that tobacco was so old that it was 
mentioned in the folklore dealing with pre-human times; others had a vague idea that 
the spirits had given the first tobacco seeds to the Kutenai. I here seem to have 
been elaborate ceremonies connected with tobacco gardening (Turney-High 1941: 
172). The Tobacco Plains was named after the old Kutenai gardens there. Tobac­
co was also grown ” just west of the West Fisher river where it empties into the 
Fisher river proper” (White 1955:11).
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Bono A r t i f a c t s
Strangely we found no bone artifacts in our survey and neither did Borden 
(1956) in his Upper Kootenay valley survey. The only artifact in this class which 
we encountered was in Mr. N orris’ s collection from 24LN508. This was a long 
piece of elk antler with the tip and edges highly polished. This may have come 
from a digging implement such as that described by Turney-High (1941:33). 
Turney-High (1941:75) mentions that the Kutenai used bone for many tools—needles, 
awls, hide scrapers, chisels and gouges, and a cross-shaped kind of fish hook.
Bone chips and fragments were abundant throughout many sites, and there 
can be little doubt but that butchering and cooking activities took place at these lo ­
cations. Most bone was badly broken; some fragments bore cutting marks, and 
many were charred or fire-blackened. The density of bone debris at some of the 
sites is suggested by one instance in which we counted the bone fragments within a 
5 ft. sq. trench. In Trench 13 at the Fisher River site (24LN10) we tallied 206 
pieces of bone; we did not consider this to be unusual.
As we had suspected during the survey, most bone was identified as deer 
by University of Montana zoologists. Besides deer (Odocoileus), we recovered 
bones of elk (Cervus canadensis), many duck bones (Anatidae), and Canadian goose 
(Branta canadensis). We found skull fragments and teeth of bear at the Fisher Riv­
er site (24LN10) and almost an entire bear skeleton at Hammon's Gardens (24LN513). 
The bears were both black bears (Euarctos americanus) rather than grizzly bears.
Unfortunately most of our bone material was unidentifiable except into 
broad categories, e . g . , mammal or bird, because it was so badly fragmented.
T r ad e G o o d s
B e a d s
3 specimens; Fig. 40b, Table 29
All three beads are spherical in shape and are perforated for stringing. 
They have small flattened surfaces at each end of the hole so that when strung with 
other beads these facets fit against each other.
The smallest bead is uniformly bright blue in co lor , i .e . , it does not have 
a different colored center around the hole. The largest bead, also bright blue, does 
have a white center. The third bead, intermediate in size, at present appears to be 
a deeper blue in color, but the. surface is covered with a shiny patination. Quite 
likely this bead was burned, and we cannot be sure of its original color. Two beads 
came from excavations at 24LN10, where they were recovered from the same level 
(6 to 8 in. below the surface) as other aboriginal material. The third bead, the 
largest, came from 24LN511.
Borden (1956) does not report trade beads from  the Upper Kootenay valley.
At the present stage of our knowledge it is quite difficult to say much that 
is meaningful about glass beads. They are surely European trade items. Almost
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TABLE 29
CHARACTERISTICS: TRADE BEADS*
Maximum
Diameter
Diameter 
tween Facets
Diameter of 
Perforations Material Provenience
4 .5 3 1.5 Glass or 
porcelain
24LN10, 
Trench 5
7 5 3.5 Glass 24LN10, 
Trench 13
9 7 2 x 3
(not round)
Glass or 
porcelain
24LN511
* Measurements in mm.
all trading posts had the same kinds of beads to exchange, and although it is possible 
sometimes to identify European sources and dates of manufacture, we are not usu­
ally able to state precisely when or where the items were traded.
C o p p e r
1 specimen, Fig. 40d
From the Hammon’s Gardens site (24LN513) we recovered a small piece 
o f hammered copper. It measures 23.5 mm. long and 17.5 mm. wide. One end is 
squared off as though part of the copper had been folded and broken off. The other 
end is rounded and perforated by a hole 1. 5 mm. in dia. Surfaces are indented and 
bossed as though they had been pounded. When found the faces were covered with 
green copper oxide. We consider this to be part of a pendant or bangle.
Borden (1956:96) reports a pendant of copper foil from his site DhPt9, just 
over the International Boundary from  our site 24LN517.
L e a d  B a l l  
1 specimen, Fig. 40c
We recovered one lead ball, 14. 5 mm. in d ia ., from  our test pit on site 
24LN515. The surface of this sphere is slightly pitted. We think that this is a mus- 
ker ball; it could possibly date from  the time when the Kutenai (according to Turney- 
High’ s informant, Chief Paul) first acquired the horse from  the Cree— at the time 
when the first trade muskets reached the Plains. Turney-High (1941:38-39) says 
that this was well under 200 years ago.
The presence of European-manufactured materials in some of our sites 
does seem to indicate that at least there the cultural remains cannot be very an­
cient.
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S U M M A R Y
Salvage archaeology presents several unique challenges. Time and money 
are usually limited; various deadlines and schedules must be met; the area to be in­
vestigated is clearly defined and limited. When an area is to be inundated, the ob­
jectives of archaeological research seem to be reasonable and clear-cut: find the 
sites that contain remains of past cultures and by excavating or testing recover as 
much cultural data as possible before they are destroyed. As King (1971) has 
pointed out, unless there is a general research design for the particular area in 
which salvage takes place, the archaeology tends to be descriptive and inductive 
rather than directed toward theory-oriented problem solving. Unfortunately my re­
port of the Kootenai survey falls into the form er category, for we had not then for­
mulated research strategies for studying all of northwestern Montana.
I would guess that many archaeologists leave the field with nagging suspi­
cions that they have missed important data. This is certainly true in our case, for 
I feel uneasy about several things in our survey records. We did not find all that 
we had hoped to find— a well-stratified prehistoric site, for example. And in at 
least one area where we had anticipated that there would be abundant cultural re­
mains, we found nothing at all. We knew that an important Indian village had been 
located on the Tobacco Plains during the early part of the nineteenth century. Some 
evidence of its existence must have been present in those plowed-over fields. We 
noted oval-shaped areas in which plant growth differed in size and color from that 
on surrounding surfaces. In three instances we excavated trenches (36 in. deep) 
across these ovals but encountered no signs of human occupation. Rather we dug 
into haid clay and therefore interpreted these areas as Mslick spots” in the 
solodized-solonetz soils.
In the field we wondered whether some of the burned and cracked rock that 
showed fiequently on the surface might not have been caused by forest fires. Sev­
eral times we saw long thick bands of charcoal, ash, burned trees, and broken rock 
exposed in the river banks. In one instance the stratum, buried under 3 ft. of silt 
and gravel, extended for 1/2 mi. along the river 's  west bank. Although we always 
searched especially carefully, we never found artifacts associated with those ancient 
fires. Forest Service records suggest the likelihood that a few of our sites were 
burned over. A 1909 fire might have encompassed 24LN514; a 1913 blaze may have
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burned the area where 24LN516 is located; and a fire in 1915 almost certainly swept 
over sites 24LN505 and 24LN506. We designated sites, then, not solely on the ba­
sis of their containing fire-cracked rock, but because they also exhibited artifacts, 
chipping debris, bone, or other cultural features.
In this interpretive section of the report, our sites are discussed with re f­
erence to three arbitrarily defined time periods: Prehistoric, Protohistoric, and 
Historic. Choquette (1971:2) has used these categories in his recent work within 
the Canadian portion of the Libby reservoir, but the following definitions for each 
period are not exactly the same as his.
Those sites wherein the artifact assemblage and associated features appear 
to be entirely aboriginal are considered to have been occupied during the Prehistor­
ic Period. It is recognized that a few sites assigned to this category may have co ­
existed with those in the following period.
Included within a Protohistoric Period are those sites in which the cultural 
material contained some items, such as trade beads, manufactured by white men. 
Such items may have been carried into the area by Indians and do not necessarily 
imply the presence of white traders in the immediate vicinity. However, the Proto­
historic Period also would include the time during which the earliest trappers, 
traders, and prospectors were present, but before the native lifeway had changed 
significantly.
The Historic Period overlaps with the preceding to some extent but implies 
an era in which the territory was permanently settled by whites. Historic sites con­
tain abundant characteristic items known to have been used by these early settlers— 
tools and scraps of iron and other metal, nails, cans, buttons, sawed boards, etc.
As noted in the site descriptions (see A R C H A E O L O G I C A L  SI TES) ,  in several 
instances historic deposits overlay occupation levels that may be attributed to earli­
er periods. Such was the case at the International Boundary (24LN517) and Fisher 
River (24LN10) sites. Of course, there were many deserted homesteads and other 
historic sites within our study area. Foundations and surface debris marked the lo ­
cation of the form er town of Hayden, but few surface indications remained of the 
riverboat stop at White's Landing. We dug test trenches where we thought the old 
chapel and trading post had stood north of Lake Liverm ore, but our only real histor­
ic excavations were those at Sophie’ s Cabin (24LN521). Earlier sections of this re­
port contain historical data, thus the Historic Period as such will not be discussed 
here.
I have divided our sites into periods as follows:
The Prehistoric Period
Middle Prehistoric Late Prehistoric Late Prehistoric and/or Protohistoric
24LN504
24LN505
24LN520
24LN522
24LN501
24LN502
24LN503
24LN506
24LN7
24LN508
24LN509
24LN510
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Late Prehistoric Late Prehistoric and/or Protohistoric
(continued) (continued)
24LN509 24LN512
24LN517 24LN514
24LN518 24LN523
24LN519 24LN530
24LN525
The Protohistoric Period The Historic Period Not Assigned
24LN10 24LN521 24LN507
24LN511 24LN516
24LN513 24LN524
24LN515 24LN526
24LN527
T h e  P r e h i s t o r i c  P e r i o d
E a r l y  P r e h i s t o r i c  P e r i o d
(Paleo-Indian, Big Game Hunting Tradition; ca. 10, 000 B. C. -  5000 B. C .)
Elsewhere in the western United States, mountainous areas and river val­
leys have contained human materials that date from  this period. Regarding the pos­
sibility of finding ancient cultural remains in the Kootenai region, Borden (1956:77) 
has noted: -
The two survey areas lie in the Rocky Mountain Trench. This 
remarkable steep-sided valley, which runs along the western 
base of the Rockies for some 1,100 m iles from  Yukon Territory 
through British Columbia to Flathead Lake, Montana, has been 
mentioned in recent articles as one of the possible routes by 
which Early Man spread south to various parts of this continent 
(Robinson 1953:37; Quimby 1954:319).
Duff and Borden (1953:33-34) report an Early Hunter (Plano) projectile 
point of the Scottsbluff-Eden variety which is said to have been found in the Winder­
mere Lake district in British Columbia. For our immediate area, Shiner (1950:7) 
mentions in his Smithsonian report the presence of deeply buried deposits with as­
sociated artifacts weathering out of the river bank. Thus when we entered the field 
we had entertained what we considered to be a strong possibility that we might en­
counter very early material.
At the conclusion of his Upper Kootenay surveys, Borden (1956:100)
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observed:
. . .  I must report that we were unable to find any definite indi­
cations of pre-Kutenai occupation of the East Kootenay region or 
any evidence in support o f the postulated passage of groups of 
Early Man through the territory. . . .  on the whole we did not en­
counter any surface manifestations which could not be explained 
in term s of either Kutenai or Shuswap occupation.
We also were disappointed. As was the case for Borden elsewhere in the 
Kootenai River valley, we discovered no evidence of deeply buried or ancient cul­
tures at any of our sites. It is quite possible that such early prehistoric remains 
are indeed present in the valley and just have not been discovered as yet. We sus­
pect that if ancient sites do lie along the river they are apt to be either deeply buried 
under flood deposits or situated on terraces well above the Kootenai’ s floodplain.
M i d d l e  P r e h i s t o r i c  P e r i o d  
(ca. 3000 B. C. -  A. D. 500)
In the plains of northern Montana and adjacent areas of Alberta and Sas­
katchewan, there is a partial gap in the archaeological record between the period of 
the Big Game Hunting Tradition and the following Middle Prehistoric Period. This 
Middle Period has been divided into early and late segments. Sites in the North­
western Plains occupied during this period do not evidence the increased aridity and 
greater dependency on plant foods that have been suggested for ’ ’Archaic1’ sites in 
southern Montana and Wyoming from  the same time period (Davis 1968:47). Rather, 
in the Northwestern Plains the traditional nomadic way of life centered around bison 
hunting continued, and evidently late Middle Prehistoric peoples were the first to 
employ the buffalo jumps prevalent throughout the area (Forbis 1968:40-41). Char­
acteristic projectile points used by Northwestern Plains peoples in the early part of 
the Middle Prehistoric Period were the McKean, Duncan, and Hanna types. Sites 
attributed to the late part of the period contain Besant and barbed Pelican Lake
points (Conner 1968:17; Forbis 1968:41).
It seems probable that during the early part of the Middle Prehistoric P er­
iod peoples who possessed a sim ilar artifact inventory occupied the mountains bor­
dering the Plains. For regions west of the Continental Divide in Montana, Arthur 
(1968:55) has noted:
Projectile points (McKean-Duncan-Hanna and corner-notched 
types), elsewhere associated with the Middle Prehistoric Period, 
are found in tool assemblages that consist almost exclusively of 
points, bifaces, scrapers and perforators.
However, the artifacts reported from  western Montana ( e .g . , Malouf 1956a, Jenni 
1962, Fredlund and LaCombe 1971, Fredlund and Fredlund 1971), although somewhat
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similar in form , are usually more crudely flaked and less symmetrical in shape. 
Unfortunately, none of these artifacts have been dated, and their assignment to the 
Middle Prehistoric Period is based solely on typology.
A few of our projectile points (some specimens in the SB and SC series) re­
semble those from the early part of the Plains Middle Prehistoric sequence. Yet at 
sites where they were found they appeared to be within the same level and associated 
with points of later time periods. Although early Middle Prehistoric sites may be 
present along the Kootenai River, we did not find any that we could assign definitely 
to that period.
Possible connections between our area and the Northwestern Plains are 
more easily discernible in the late Middle Period. This period is characterized in 
northern Montana and adjacent provinces of Canada by new projectile point types, 
Pelican Lake and Besant. In Montana, Pelican Lake points were found at the Keas- 
ter site southeast of Havre (Davis and Stallcop 1965) within a level dated by radio­
carbon at A. D. 5±250 (W-1366) (Davis 1968:48). At the Old Women's Buffalo Jump 
in Alberta similar points were dated at A. D. 120i70 (Forbis 1962a:82).
Besant projectile points have a wide distribution throughout the Northern 
and Northwestern plains. At the Old Women’ s Buffalo Jump burned bone dated a 
stratum containing these points at A. D. 310±60 (S-90) (Forbis 1962a:81-82). Davis 
and Stallcop (1966) estimate an age of A. D. 350 for Besant material at the Wahkpa 
Chu'gn bison jump site at Havre. According to Wormington and Forbis (1965:192), 
"Besant points, however, are most typical of the first 600 year period of the Chris­
tian Era. " Johnson (1970b) has recently summarized data on these artifacts.
Reeves (1970) has labeled cultural development in the Plains and peripheral 
areas during the Middle to Late Prehistoric Period as "the Tunaxa Tradition. "  In 
his scheme the tradition has phases and subphases. Referring to the Pelican Lake 
Phase, Reeves (1970: 71, 73) notes:
Survey collections from  Waterton indicate the Pelican Lake 
Phase occupation to be more intensive than either Besant or 
Avonlea (p. 71).
Pelican Lake Corner Notched points (Mortlach Subphase var­
iety) are present in the Canadian Rockies north o f the Crowsnest 
Pass and in the adjacent Rocky Mountain Trench. Artifacts and 
other traits indicate that this area of the trench should be includ­
ed in the phase. . . .
Surface collections southward in Montana indicate that the 
1 lathe ad Valley should be included in the Pelican Lake Phase.
(p. 73).
Reeves lias designated the Pelican Lake Phase in the mountainous region of northern 
Montana as fitting within his Blue Slate Canyon regional subphase.
Based on the presence of certain projectile point types, Choquette (1971: 
6-7) leports that sites along the Kootenay River in Canada were occupied during the
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latter part of the Middle Prehistoric Period. Materials from several of our sites 
suggest that they may have been occupied during this period. At sites 24LN504, 
24LN520, and 24LN522, all located well above the river ’ s floodplain, the only pro­
jectile points found were sim ilar to the tanged Pelican Lake type. From 24LN505 
we recovered only two points, one resembling Pelican Lake, the other somewhat 
like Besant. Our collections from the International Boundary site (24LN517) include 
points sim ilar to both types, but there, according to the field notes, our crew was 
not able to determine for certain that they had come from levels other than those al­
so containing later side-notched form s.
Reeves (1970:209) remarks, regarding the life-way at this time:
In the Pelican Lake Phase there was evidence. . . of seasonal 
transhumance with hunting in the montane forests and alpine 
zones during the summer and winter occupation on the valley 
floors.
For western Montana, Arthur (1968:55) has speculated that, ’ ’ What are pre­
sumed to have been roasting pits may have been introduced as early as the late Mid­
dle Prehistoric P eriod .”  At the International Boundary site (24LN517) corner- 
notched points were associated with roasting pits, but we were not able to assign 
the pits definitely to the Middle Period.
Our evidence suggests that the Kootenai River region may have been occu­
pied during the latter part of Middle Prehistoric times by hunting and perhaps fish­
ing peoples who held, at least in a general way, a number of artifact types in com ­
mon with peoples on the eastern edges of the Rockies and in the Northwestern Plains. 
Mountains would not have been more significant barriers in this period than they 
were for tribes in later tim es. We have not yet identified sources for the flint ma­
terials from  which many of our artifacts were manufactured. Perhaps some of it 
(blue-gray chert and chalcedony, red jasper) was actually introduced by way of the 
Plains area. One might speculate on the possibility that peoples from  the Kootenai 
country may sometimes have participated in those large communal bison kills which 
are represented at some of the Plains jump sites.
Reeves (1970:74) suggests that his Pelican Lake Phase may have persisted 
in the mountains until A .D . 500-600.
L a t e  P r e h i s t o r i c  P e r i o d  
(ca. A .D . 500 -  1800)
Buffalo jumps attained their greatest elaboration during this period in the 
Northwestern Plains (Forbis (1968:42), and the characteristic associated projectile 
points were small triangular side-notched varieties. Several individuals have sug­
gested that this new point tradition may have ” . . . originated with the adoption of 
the bow and arrow and the abandonment of the short spear and atlatl” (Conner 1968: 
19). The earliest of the side-notched points, found in strata overlying Besant lev­
els, is the finely-chipped Avonlea type. This artifact was first defined by Kehoe
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and McCorquodale (1961) and named after a site in southern Saskatchewan. There 
it was dated at A. D. 450±100 (S-45). Davis (1966; 1968) later reported some 10 
Avonlea sites in northern Montana, and Johnson’ s (1970a:49) map shows several 
more. Three of Davis’ sites produced obsidian hydration dates of A .D . 350, A. D. 
350, and A. D. 4501200. These hunters may have introduced the bow and arrow, 
thus Avonlea may be the earliest arrowpoint (Kehoe 1966:839; Kehoe and Kehoe 
1968:28-30; Conner 1968:19; Davis 1968:48; Reeves 1970:206).
Kehoe (1966:839; Kehoe and Kehoe 1968:30) believes that the Avonlea people 
may have been Athabascan speakers who modified the older communal bison drive 
into the complex ritualistic activities that are reported in early historical records. 
Reeves (1970:187) finds no support for Kehoe's idea that Avonlea peoples originated 
that kind of buffalo drive, and he (Reeves 1969) considers the possibility that Avon­
lea points may have developed out of earlier Pelican Lake types. In the Northwest­
ern Plains, Avonlea points endure until after A .D . 700 (Kehoe and Kehoe 1968:30).
Although Avonlea points have been reported from  west of the Continental 
Divide (Johnson 1970a:48), I am not able to recognize this type in either our co llec­
tions from Kootenai River sites or in Borden's (1956: Plate V) assemblage from  the 
Upper Kootenay. The apparent absence of Avonlea points may imply that contacts 
between the Northwestern Plains and our area were minimal at that time. Perhaps, 
as Swadesh (1949:161) has postulated from his assessment of linguistic data, Atha­
bascan movements out of the north into northwestern Salishan territory had forced 
some Salish-speakers to move eastward. In turn, some of these pushed against the 
Kutenai peoples. If Swadesh is correct, displaced Salish and Kutenai bands may 
have been moving into their historically-occupied territories during this period.
After Avonlea, during the remaining centuries of the Late Prehistoric P er­
iod on the Northwestern Plains, the characteristic arrowheads were small triangu­
lar side-notched form s. Kehoe (1966) has divided these points into Prairie side- 
notched types (A. D. 700-1300), which he suggests may be associated with Algonkian 
peoples, and Plains side-notched types (A.D. 1300-historic). He notes that the lat­
ter type is widespread throughout North Am erica at about this time and speculates 
that in Saskatchewan it may be related to Mississippian (Siouan) influence (Kehoe 
and Kehoe 1968:32).
Forbis (1962a) has formulated a typological sequence of the late small 
point types based on stratigraphy, careful measurements, and statistical analysis. 
Referring to Alberta sites, Forbis (1968:43) says:
Ihe sequence of small point types (or m icro-types) that has 
been developed for the Old Women's Buffalo Jump would seem to 
support the notion of continuous occupation by the same peoples.
In certain attributes, at any rate, gradual change is demonstra­
ble through the Late Prehistoric. Even admitting that the attri­
butes were selected for the continuity that they reflect, it is 
c lear that there was no sharp break in the culture tradition.
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I cannot see much in the artifact assemblage from the Kootenai River sites
that would indicate connections with the Northwestern Plains during the first nine 
hundred years or more o f the Late Prehistoric Period. The typical projectile 
points in our area seem to have been com er-notched varieties quite different from 
contemporary Northwestern Plains form s.
It does not seem possible to identify the people who were in the Kootenai 
region at that tim e, but according to Malouf (1967: Map 1) they may have been Sa- 
lish—perhaps the Pend d'O reille. Salish tribes and the Kutenai had ventured into 
western Montana and eastern British Columbia and were settling into the mountain­
ous habitat and expanding up the river valleys.
Some of these peoples continued to wend eastward, and by the latter part of 
the Late Prehistoric Period they had moved out into the Plains. There they became 
typical buffalo hunters. A group of Pend d 'O reille, the Tunaxa, were centered in 
the Sun River valley just west of Great Falls (Malouf 1967:3). For the Kutenai, Bor­
den (1956:75) notes:
According to David Thompson, who explored the Great Plains 
and the country west of the Rockies in the early nineteenth centu­
ry, the Kutenai used to be in full possession of hunting grounds , 
in the western Plains before they were driven across the moun­
tains (Thompson 1916:327-328), and Tyrell, the editor of "Thomp­
son's N arrative," adds, "Early in the eighteenth century (the Ku­
tenai Indians) occupied the country east of the Rocky Mountains 
around the headwaters of the Belly River, but they were driven 
west across the mountains by the Blackfeet as soon as these lat­
ter obtained firearm s from  the white traders" (Thompson:304, 
footnote 3).
The Plains Kutenai were centered near McLeod, Alberta, but they ranged 
into Montana. Possibly they extended as far eastward as the junction of the Milk 
and Missouri rivers where Malouf's (1967:15) tribal map for the period A. D. 1650­
1700 places them. Their southern neighbors were the Plains group of Pend d 'O reille, 
the Tunaxa.
Prior to the advent of the horse, communal drives and jump kills were prob­
ably the most efficient means of hunting. A Kutenai legend, which contains no men­
tion of horses, specifically describes a drive of bison through lines and over a prec­
ipice (Boas 1918:205). Those Kutenai living east of the Rocky Mountains acquired 
many Plains characteristics, but in their religious beliefs, social ideas, and other 
cultural traits they still resembled Columbia River tribes (Malouf 1967:2-3).
Incursions of Shoshones and Blackfeet into the hunting territories of both 
the Tunaxa and the Plains Kutenai forced the two tribes westward. Before 1800 they 
had joined their kinsmen in the mountains—the Kutenai along the Kootenai River, 
and the Tunaxa with the Upper Pend d'Oreille around Flathead Lake.
Kutenai hunters regularly crossed the mountains to contest with the Black­
feet for buffalo--indeed, skirmishes with the Blackfeet continued until around 1850 
(Malouf 1952:6)—but their home territories now lay west of the Continental Divide.
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Peter Fidler was with the Peigan in southern Alberta in 1792-1793 (Forbis 
1962a:63). Sometime before 1801 a chieftain named, The Feathers, drew a map for 
Fidler on which he showed the Kutenai as living directly west of the Rocky Moun­
tains in their present habitat (Brandon 1961:342).
In many instances an archaeologist does not know the tribal identity of the 
people whose remains he finds. However, in the case of the most recent o f our pre­
historic sites we can be fairly certain that we are dealing with remnants of Kutenai 
culture. The Kutenai considered the Kootenai River valley to be part of their terr i­
tory (Turney-High 1941:22), and some of the people maintained that they had lived 
there forever. They knew and had named most of the local geographic features, 
such as, for example, Ak-Swak, the Fisher River (Chamberlain 1902), and their 
tales are full of woodland animals and fish (Boas 1918). Abundant ethnological and 
historical data demonstrate that the Kutenai had been present in this area long be­
fore the first white men arrived (Schaeffer 1966a; Johnson 1950; Curtis 1911; Thomp­
son 1916).
The Salishan Shuswap had encroached into Kutenai territory in the Columbia- 
Windermere Lakes area of British Columbia (Borden 1956:74). In western Montana 
the Kutenai were bounded by Salish, and Malouf (1952:5) says, M. . . before 1800, 
the Kutenai and Salish seem often to have waged war with one another."  Although 
Salish-speakers may have occupied the Kootenai River country earlier in the Late 
Prehistoric Period, the Kutenai held the area as the period closed.
Thus during the closing century o f the Late Prehistoric Period there seem 
to have been groups of Kutenai living along the river who may have occupied that 
area for considerable time. Another Kutenai group had sojourned on the Plains for 
a few hundred years and had then been forced back into the mountains. Likely there 
had been some contacts between the Plains Kutenai and the other groups of Kutenai 
during the period of their separation. Perhaps the regular treks to the Plains after 
bison began at that time. It would seem reasonable, then, to expect that our sites 
would contain archaeological materials similar to some of those in the Northwestern 
Plains. However, the situation in the Plains is complex. It is not yet possible to 
identify all the ethnic groups represented at Plains sites occupied during the last 
part of the Late Prehistoric Period. The kinds of pottery that occur at these sites 
suggest that several small populations of diverse origins were sometimes present.
It becomes a matter of some difficulty and speculation to identify Kutenai remains.
Borden (1956:99) has noted that the corner-notched points which Kehoe 
(1955: Fig. 4) recovered from the Billy Big Spring site in the eastern foothills of 
the Rockies closely resemble his Upper Kootenay material.
At the Boarding School Bison Drive site near Browning, Montana, Kehoe 
(1967) found Plains triangular side-notched points (our NBal and NBbl) in and above 
a layer o f buffalo bone that was dated by radiocarbon at A. D. 1590il50 (M-1066). 
Kehoe could not definitely identify the tribes who had used the drive, although he re ­
lied heavily on Blackfeet data in his interpretations. The date is probably a little 
too early for the Blackfeet to have been in that area, since during the 1600’ s they 
were reported in the Eagle Hills area in western Saskatchewan (Malouf 1967:8).
But the Kutenai may have been there at that time.
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Similarly, for the Wahkpa Chu’gn buffalo jump at Havre, Montana, a kill 
site used repeatedly since around A. D. 400, Davis and Stallcop (1966:33-34) sug­
gest a late use by Atsina and Blackfeet. Again, these tribes may have been pre­
ceded by Kutenai hunters.
At the Old Women's Buffalo Jump near Cayley, Alberta, the top levels con­
tained high percentages of two Plains side-notched projectile point types which F or- 
bis (1962a) has called Paskapoo and Pekisko. These types began to appear in levels 
dated at around A. D. 1100, and their percentage of incidence increased through later 
levels dating up to A. D. 1600. Some of our points from the International Boundary 
site (24LN517) appear to be these types and fall within the range of their dimensions. 
Our points are most sim ilar to Pekisko which was the most common type in the A. D. 
1600 levels at the Old Women's Buffalo Jump. This bison kill is referred to in 
Blackfeet mythology and probably was used by them. I think that the Kutenai may 
have used it too.
Elsewhere in Alberta, projectile points that appear sim ilar to our Kootenai 
River material appear in collections from  near the towns of Cereal and High River 
(Wormington and Forbis 1965: Figs. 11 and 25).
Kutenai pestles may be long stone cylinders, although typically the pestle 
is shaped like a rounded cone. Some pestles, more elaborate than our specimen 
from  24LN514, were ground and pecked into a kind of bell-shape. Malouf (1962a:4) 
states that the use of pestles was generally lacking in the Plains and that those found 
there were introduced from  the west, i .e . , from  the Columbia Plateau. He suggests 
that western Montana tribes (the Kutenai, in this instance) transported these utensils 
eastward as far as the mouth of the Milk River in northern Montana. If this is the 
case, those pestles illustrated by Wormington and Forbis (1965: Fig. 52) from the 
High River area and farther east in Alberta may have been left by the Kutenai.
Other than these few possible examples, the archaeological evidence (at 
least that known to me) for the Kutenai's presence on the Plains is scanty and con­
troversial.
Unquestionably most of our Late Prehistoric sites were occupied by the Ku­
tenai Indians, but I defer detailed description of Kutenai culture until the Protohis­
toric Period. This is a matter of choice, since the life-way described in ethno­
graphic accounts may extend back into Prehistoric tim es. This procedure also em­
phasizes the arbitrary nature of my time categories.
Our archaeological collections from  the Late Prehistoric sites only suggest, 
rather than reveal, the details of life at that time. Much of our material is related 
to food-getting and -preparation activities. In this category I would include projec­
tile points, blades, scrapers, net sinkers, pestles, mauls, and even sharpened 
flakes. Many sites appear to have been merely temporary camps of small, perhaps 
family, groups, but other sites (e .g . , the International Boundary site, 24LN517) 
seem to have been occupied simultaneously by several such groups. In several 
sites, habitational debris was concentrated along the edge of the river bank and 
thinned out farther away from it. Judging from rock circles and arcs at two sites 
(24LN512 and 24LN516), houses were probably transportable tipis. Prepared 
hearths and roasting pits were used for cooking both meat and vegetable foods.
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Because our survey was limited to the reservoir pool area along the river, 
we were confined to only part of these people’ s range and have an indication of only 
part of their seasonal economic activities. Fredlund and Fredlund (1971:48) have 
indicated:
Mountains have one feature which the plains can never claim: 
a fantastic diversity of ecological zones within a relatively small 
area. Specific vegetable resources seem to last forever in the 
mountains. For example, huckleberries begin to bear fruit about 
the first week in July in sunny areas at low elevations and are 
finished by the end of that month; but at higher elevations they can 
still be found at the end of August or the first of September.
The flora and fauna in various ecological zones outside the river valley 
would surely have been exploited by our people; for example, fish netting and trap­
ping would have been most successful during the spawning season on smaller tribu­
tary streams. We know from our brief examinations of sites outside the river val­
ley (24LN519, 24LN526, and 24LN527) that the people were ranging and camping 
elsewhere.
Our sites probably overemphasize the importance of deer and elk as game 
animals. In most instances the animals appear to have been killed and partially 
butchered elsewhere. Vertebrae, innominate bones, skulls, and antlers were rare­
ly found on the sites proper. Some animal long bones show evidence of having been 
partially cut through and then broken. Fragmented and splintered bones appear to 
have been crushed with mauls in order to reach the marrow. The relatively infre­
quent occurrence of duck and goose bones suggests that those sites where they were
found were occupied during the time of year when these migratory birds were pres­
ent.
At the International Boundary site (24LN517) we recovered net sinkers 
which may have been made at that site but could not have been used there because of 
high steep river banks. Nets could have been used in the deep hole at nearby 
24LN518 where a branch of Line Creek enters the Kootenai.
The flint materials used for most chipped artifacts probably came from 
sources that were fairly neaiby. Argillite and mudstone are common everywhere 
in the valley. Choquette (1971:10) reports gray-brown chert cobbles in outwash im­
mediately north of our area near the Elk River. The Fredlunds (1971:51) report 
white-tan chert along the South Fork of the Flathead River. Jasper and variously 
colored chalcedonies seem to be exotic and were frequently the material used for 
side-notched points.
At the International Boundary site (24LN517), our projectile points can be 
f ividea into two major categories: corner-notched varieties (45 out of 69) and side- 
notched forms (15 out of 69). I have an idea that at least two separate periods o f o c ­
cupation were represented there, even though our crew did not see this in the ground. 
In our Protohistoric sites, side-notched points predominate (54.3 per cent of the to­
tal, all types; corner-notched types 15. 2 per cent of the total). Evidently the most
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commonly used projectile points during the Late Prehistoric Period were the co m e r- 
notched types; the side-notched point types began to appear toward the end of the 
period. The advent of the side-notched point types may correspond in time to the 
displacement of the Plains Kutenai and their arrival in the river valley, although 
other explanations are possible. Even though their popularity faded somewhat, 
com er-notched arrowpoints continued to be used into the Historic Period.
I have previously discussed the religious beliefs that may be evident in the 
pictograph panels (24LN510 and 24LN530) and the solitary rock structure (24LN523). 
These sites are considered Prehistoric, but they also may have been sacred places 
in the later periods. Smoking was usually a ceremonial activity, and the red pipe­
stone elbow pipe at the International Boundary site demonstrates that this practice 
was present. The red pipestone may also indicate prehistoric trade with tribes lo ­
cated farther east.
T h e  P r o t o h i s t o r i c P e r i o d  
(A. D. 1800 -  ca. 1880)
Although they occupied the entire Kootenai River drainage system in the 
nineteenth century, the Upper Kutenai had main centers near Fort Steele and Fernie 
in British Columbia and at the Tobacco Plains, Jennings, and Libby in Montana. 
Borden’s (1956) survey of the Upper Kootenay region and Choquette’ s (1971) recent 
work were done in territory occupied for the most part by the Fernie, Fort Steele, 
and Tobacco Plains bands. The Windermere Lake band is located in form er Kutenai 
territory, but that group came into existence only after the introduction of the res ­
ervation system. Our survey area included the territories exploited by the Tobacco 
Plains, Jennings, and Libby bands.
In a few instances it is possible to relate ethnographic data to particular 
locales, such as, for example, the main villages and tobacco gardens at Tobacco 
Plains and near the Fisher River site (24LN10). According to Schaeffer's (1967) in­
formants, the Fisher River site was one o f the main camping places for the Libby- 
Jennings band (A Kiye Nek). This Kutenai group frequently made hunting and fish­
ing trips to Flathead Lake, and probably by 1847 some of them had decided to live 
there permanently (Malouf 1952:7). For some reason they met almost no resistance 
from the Pend d'O reille. After the famous "Treaty of 1855" between Governor Ste­
vens and the western Montana Indian tribes, the Libby-Jennings band abandoned the 
Kootenai River and settled around the northern end of Flathead Lake. But visits 
continued between Kutenai bands, and contacts, sometimes for ceremonial purposes, 
were frequent.
According to Turney-High (1941:178), the Sun Dance was the most impor­
tant ritual. Since there was only one Sun Dance for all of the Kutenai, this event 
brought all of the bands together at a time and a place which were dictated by the 
Sun Dance Spirit. At least once the Sun Dance Spirit selected the Fisher River site, 
and this major ceremony was held there. Schaeffer’ s (1967) informants reported 
that the remains of an old Sun Dance structure were standing there in the 1870's.
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Our excavations at the Fisher River site (24LN10) disclosed enormous 
amounts of broken animal and bird bone, particularly near the river bank. The en­
tire site was swept by fire between 1891 and 1907, but we did locate evidence of 
hearths. Our data indicate that a sizeable population had occupied the site. A bro­
ken pipe hints at ceremonialism. Glass trade beads imply that the time is about 
right for the Sun Dance mentioned by Schaeffer’ s (1967) informants.
The archaeological collection from  sites in this period differs little from 
that of the Late Prehistoric Period, so many of our observations need not be re ­
peated again. Many of the sites I considered Prehistoric probably overlap into the 
Protohistoric Period. New items, trade beads (24LN10 and 24LN511), a copper 
pendant (24LN513), and perhaps the bear tooth (24LN10) give a tantalizing glimpse 
of personal ornament.
Fortunately, a number of ethnographic reports describe the Kutenai way of 
life (Chamberlain 1893; Curtis 1911; Ray 1939; Turney-High 1941). The Kutenai are 
portrayed as hunters and fishermen: three times a year— in mid-June, September, 
and January--they crossed the mountains to hunt bison on the Plains and lay in sup­
plies of pemmican, bone grease, and hides. At other times men hunted birds, deer, 
elk, moose, caribou, and probably the mountain buffalo. Regarding the intermoun­
tain bison, Malouf (1951:25) has written:
From the evidence at hand it appears the intermountain buf­
falo ranged before the 1700's as far west as Oregon and Washing­
ton. Apparently they did not live in large herds, as they did in 
the Great Plains, but roamed alone, or in small groups. It is 
also evident that they were somewhat smaller in size than the 
Plains bison. Occasionally buffalo wandered over from the Plains 
into the mountains, and most of these animals which were ob­
served by whites after 1830 were probably wanderers. Earlier, 
however, they were regular, though not plentiful inhabitants of 
the intermountain west. Before white men arrived in the area bi­
son were probably sought by Indians fairly often, but never sur­
passing deer and elk in importance. By 1841, when DeSmet had 
arrived, and even earlier, buffalo were seldom seen in the moun­
tains except for occasional small herds in some of the larger val­
leys. By the time the Indians in western Montana had obtained 
horses the intermountain buffalo population was already so small 
that it constituted just a negligible part in the Flathead, Salish, 
and Kutenai economy.
Bears too were hunted for food, but because they were a source of super­
natural power (nupi’ka) the hunt required ritual preparation, special arrows, and a 
conciliatory rite following the kill. The Kutenai had a well-developed grizzly bear 
ceremony at which the animal was represented on an altar by a bear skull and front 
paws. Grizzlies were thought to be protectors of growing tobacco plants. Black 
bears were considered to be inferior to grizzlies but nevertheless could be spiritual
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mentors. Schaeffer (1966b: 16) reports:
After killing either a black bear or a grizzly, it was the Ku- 
tenai custom to remove the sinew from beneath the animal’s 
tongue and place it in a slit made in the bark of a tree. . . .
After the bear feast, the skull of the animal, according to 
Mary David, was placed in the branches of a tree, so as to keep 
it off the ground. Omission of this practice was thought to sub­
ject the hunter to an attack by a bear.
Perhaps some evidence of bear ceremonialism can be seen in the partial 
skull at the Fisher River site (24LN10) and especially at 24LN513 where the fore ­
limbs of the animal were missing and the head separated. However, it is puzzling 
as to why the bear was not butchered and eaten.
Most o f our artifacts in the Protohistoric Period, like those from late in 
the preceding period, are tools associated with hunting or butchering activities. We 
found relatively little evidence of fishing, although old-time residents showed us 
where fish traps had been located on Young Creek (24LN519).
Malouf (1965:4) has pointed out that fully half of the native diet came from  
plant foods, and elsewhere he (Malouf 1951) has presented a lengthy discussion of 
the economy and land-use among western Montana tribes. Kutenai women season­
ally gathered bitterroot and camas, picked berries, and collected other edible 
plants. A single artifact, the tip of an antler (24LN508), might relate to the digging 
o f root plants. Mauls and pestles can be referred to the preparation of food:
. . . Kutenai used both—the pestles for grinding and pounding 
berries, and the maul for pounding meat. These people did not 
use the maul for pounding berries, but each implement was used 
for a different type of food (Malouf 1962a:3).
Tro (1967; 1968) has combed the ethnographic reports and summarized the 
material culture of the Kutenai Indians. One would not expect many of the culture 
elements (hide, bark, basketry) to survive and appear in archaeological contexts, 
but our failure to find some other traits is disturbing.
Most of our sites are probably remains left by small mobile family groups, 
but periodically the bands convened in sizeable villages. The hunting house was the 
transportable tipi. Borden (1956:80) encountered lodge poles still present in some 
old Kutenai camps, and the pole foundations of what are thought to be Kutenai lodges 
were noted near Glacier National Park (Des Rosier 1965). We found no lodge re­
mains, but we were frequently told of places (many outside the pool limits) where 
they had once stood.
Larger encampments must have been present on the Tobacco Plains, at the 
International Boundary site (24LN517), and at the Fisher River site (24LN10). At 
those localities, if anywhere, we might have expected to find remains of the Plateau- 
type long houses which the Kutenai are once supposed to have used (Turney-High
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1941:61-62). Perhaps plowing on the Tobacco Plains and at 24LN517 has destroyed 
evidence of their presence, but we were not able to find subterranean floors, indica­
tive of this house type, at any site. Borden (1956:80) remarks that he saw no de­
pressions that might have indicated the presence of the long house anywhere in the 
Kootenay River valley. Archaeological verification of these m at-covered long 
houses for the Kutenai Indians has not yet been made.
Turney-High (1941:77-78) and Schaeffer (1952) have both discussed "molded 
pottery" among the Kutenai. Schaeffer (1952:3) says:
Pottery has not been made or used by the Kutenai for some 
generations. If we may credit native testimony on this point, 
clay ware rapidly fell into disuse after the introduction of metal 
utensils by the fur traders. Since the first trading posts were 
established in this region shortly after the opening of last century, 
the decline in ceram ics occurred during the decades immediately 
following. . . . Not only did the knowledge of pottery techniques 
fade in the minds of subsequent generations, but even specimens 
of the ware disappeared. What was believed to be a specimen of 
native pottery, however, (by Chief Paul David and others) turned 
up some years ago at the old planting site of Tobacco Plains,
Montana. The vessel, described as being about 10 inches in 
height and of nearly equal diameter, was thought to have been 
used in carrying water to the native tobacco form erly cultivated 
near by. Informants state that the pot was subsequently put aside 
and lost.
Pottery was made by two techniques: in the simplest, the clay was pre­
pared, molded into the desired shape, and dried in the sun. Griffin (1965:244) has 
observed with skepticism that these vessels must have been made of truly remark­
able materials to have hardened to a consistency "which will resist berry mashing, 
and soup boiling. . . . "  Griffin (1965:245), extracting from Schaeffer’ s (1952) work, 
describes the second Kutenai technique of making pottery:
Another variety of pottery was made from clay, crushed rock 
and sturgeon glue by shaping it in an earthem pit, drying it in the 
sun and then firing it in a larger pit with two successive firings.
This method was stated to produce pottery which could be used 
over a fire. It may be regarded as the one story from  the Kutenai 
which could have produced pottery, but whether the Kutenai, in 
fact, ever made this kind of pottery, or the unfired clay contain­
ers is another matter which will apparently need some direct ob­
servational data. Fired pottery can be recovered from  archaeo­
logical sites, but clay containers are not likely to be preserved 
in open sites with a climate of 15 to 20 inches rainfall.
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Schaeffer (1952:6) says that vessel form s were pots (including a flat-bottomed "flow ­
er pot shape), bowls, and trays. He adds that the family cooking pot was carried 
by a child during band movements.
Throughout the survey we made a conscious effort to watch for pottery, yet 
the crew did not recover a single sherd. Neither did Borden find any native ceram ­
ic materials on the Upper Kootenay. It may be inferred that if the Kutenai made any 
kind of pottery, most of it was of unfired clay which has since disintegrated. Fired 
pottery cannot have been very prevalent.
The question of pottery is only one of a number of unresolved problems 
that the Kutenai present to anthropologists: Their origin is obscure; their language 
has not been adequately studied but seems unrelated to that of surrounding tribes. 
Much of the data on the tribe are confusing and contradictory. Early traders and 
even recent ethnologists often give conflicting reports about their cultural traits, 
for example: the Kutenai canoe is unique in North America (Turney-High 1941), or 
it is merely a variation of the well-known Plateau canoe (Ray 1945); Chamberlain's 
(1893:558) description of cradleboards does not agree with Turney-High’ s (1941:114).
One such area of disagreement could have implications for archaeological 
interpretations and comparisons—that is, the question as to whether or not the Ku­
tenai used bison jump kills in the Plains. Malouf (1951:25) and Turney-High (1941: 
36) claim that this hunting technique was not used, rather the tribe preferred pounds 
and surrounds. Baker (1955:22) and Graham (1945:8) argue that jumps were utilized. 
Tro (1968:77) indicates that, whether jumps were used or not, the Kutenai language 
has a specific term for  the bison drive. Kutenai legends refer to jumps (Boas 1918). 
Similarities exist between our side-notched arrowpoints and the most recent points 
at jumps (e. g. , the Old Women's Buffalo Jump) in the Northwestern Plains, and I 
would suggest that the Kutenai did indeed use jump kills. Perhaps this controversy 
results simply because tribal hunting techniques changed after the introduction of 
the horse.
Another problem that has caused much speculation is that o f Kutenai o r i­
gins. Some scholars and some Kutenai themselves claim that they were originally 
a Plains tribe and came from  east of the Rocky Mountains (Chamberlain 1893:55; 
Turney-High 1941:10; Jenness 1955:358). Other students (Swadesh 1949:161; Schaef­
fer 1940; Ray 1939) suggest a western Columbia Plateau or northern origin for the 
tribe. Tro (1968) has compared Kutenai material culture, social organization, re­
ligion, and mythology with those of tribes in other areas and came to a conclusion 
similar to the latter.
I am not sure that our limited archaeological data do much to resolve this 
issue. There does not seem to be much Northwestern Plains influence (the Late 
Prehistoric side-notched point sequence) in our area until the end of the Prehistoric 
Period. Kutenai hunters apparently made some com er-notched points right up into 
historic times. Corner-notched points were the most abundant of our classifiable 
forms (49 per cent, 69 out of 141), and Borden (1956:97) reports that they were the 
most frequently occurring point types in the Upper Kootenay River valley. Malouf 
(1956b) notes the same for Flathead Lake; there sites known to have been occupied 
by the Kutenai in the Dayton-Elmo area contained projectile points, blades, and
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scrapers that duplicate our specimens (Lawrence 1953; Thomas and Thomas 1953; 
Malouf 1956a). Typical Kutenai projectile points, except for some of the latest 
form s, seem to have been stemmed com er-notched varieties. This suggests, but 
certainly does not demonstrate, that the Kutenai were not participating during the 
earlier centuries of the Late Prehistoric Period in the side-notched point tradition 
of the Northwestern Plains. One might postulate, then, that the Kutenai were late­
com ers to the Plains, and earlier statements in this section of the report reflect the 
fact that I believe this was the case. However, our data permit an alternative inter­
pretation, namely that the Kutenai were Plains people, some of whom moved into 
the mountains during the latter part of the Middle Prehistoric Period.
In 1956 when Borden extended his survey into the Columbia-Windermere 
Lakes area he found that small side-notched points were the most common types. 
Since these occur regularly in Salish territory farther west (Borden 1956:97), and 
because the Shuswap are known to have entered Kutenai territory and inhabited the 
lake shores, Borden tentatively suggested that cultural mixing had taken place in that 
area. He assigned the side-notched points to the Salishans and considered only the 
corner-notched arrowheads as associated with the Kutenai. Our materials from  the 
Kootenai River sites indicate that these associations are only partly correct: the 
Kutenai, too, made and used side-notched projectile points.
I anticipate that the recent archaeological activities underway in the Cana­
dian part of the reservoir pool will provide new and significant additional data.
These may allow new interpretations and force  assessment and reevaluation o f some 
o f the ideas presented here. Whatever else, we have salvaged some information 
that otherwise would have been destroyed. Our data, when added to that recovered 
by other excavations and surveys, may help provide insights into the prehistoric o c ­
cupation of the Kootenai River valley.
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